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Summary 

Visual selective attention prioritizes the processing of behaviorally relevant over irrelevant 

information, to optimize the use of limited cognitive resources in the brain. These selective 

mechanisms preferentially route relevant neuronal representations through a network of distributed 

brain regions. Previous studies suggested that selective information routing in the attention network 

may be mediated by brain activity modulations in the alpha (α, 7–14 Hz) and beta-band (β, 15–30 Hz). 

However, the precise temporal dynamics of the cortical network interactions that support selective 

attention remain unclear. The investigation of these dynamic network interactions, given their fast and 

flexible nature, requires time-varying connectivity methods that can correctly estimate rapidly 

changing patterns of large-scale directed interactions between brain regions. While several such 

methods have been proposed, there is a lack of unbiased and systematic assessments of their 

performance and estimation accuracy. 

The objective of this thesis was twofold: first, to critically assess and compare the performance 

and estimation accuracy of time-varying directed connectivity methods; second, to provide a 

comprehensive characterization of the dynamic reorganization of cortical network interactions during 

visual selective attention, under different task demands. 

To systematically compare currently available time-varying directed connectivity methods, I 

used a combination of numerical simulations and real benchmark data recorded from rats during 

unilateral whisker stimulations. I showed advantages and shortcomings of the two main classes of 

methods, which rely on either multivariate autoregressive modeling or spectral decomposition of the 

recorded signals. The results served as starting point to develop innovative methods with improved 

performance and estimation accuracy. 

I employed these novel methods together with electroencephalography (EEG) source-imaging, 

to investigate how cortical network interactions mediate selective attention dynamically, while healthy 

participants discriminated the perceived motion or orientation direction of briefly presented stimuli. 

The results characterized the temporal dynamics of selective attention, unveiling how attention 

involves both local and network changes in different frequency bands, and how these modulations 

further depend on the specific task demands. The results provided first evidence of the role of task-

specific coupling mechanisms in supporting the selective anticipation and processing of task-relevant 

stimuli, through different low-frequency carriers in the β and α-band, respectively. These findings 

integrated into a dynamical framework existing theories of how brain rhythms establish inter-areal 

communication and local computation in the attention network. 
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1. General introduction 

Attention is one of the elements of cognitive control in the brain, it is the ability to selectively direct 

our limited cognitive resources at the focus of our goal. When we talk about visual selective attention, 

we refer collectively to mechanisms that support the preferential processing of relevant stimuli over 

irrelevant ones (Carrasco, 2011; Scolari et al., 2014). Several aspects of these selective mechanisms 

remain poorly understood, among them we can identify two major unanswered questions: 1) How do 

brain-wide functional network interactions support selective attention? 2) What are exactly the 

temporal dynamics of this large-scale brain network? The main goal of this thesis was to answer these 

questions. 

1.1. Visual selective attention 

Visual selective attention can operate on the basis of spatial information and locations, or non-spatial 

information such as low-level visual features (e.g., motion, orientation, or color) and object-based 

representations (e.g., faces or houses) (Buschman & Kastner, 2015; Carrasco, 2011; Scolari et al., 

2014). These selective mechanisms are associated with changes in local brain activity over distributed 

brain areas, modulations in the network of inter-areal interactions among these areas, and fast temporal 

dynamics. However, because these different aspects and effects of selective attention have been often 

investigated separately, their roles and possible interplay remain unclear. 

Behavioral, neuroimaging and electrophysiological studies support the notion that visual stimuli 

compete for limited resources (for reviews see Beck & Kastner, 2009; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; 

Reynolds & Chelazzi, 2004). Experimental paradigms in which visual stimuli were peripherally 

presented at different locations of the visual field, while participants maintained fixation, were used to 

test this notion of neural competition. Results obtained using fMRI showed that when the stimuli are 

presented simultaneously the evoked responses are weaker than when the stimuli are presented 

sequentially, and these response differences increase in visual cortex from striate to extrastriate areas, 

suggesting that the allocation of resources may be resolved by specific patterns of activations in visual 

cortex (Beck & Kastner, 2005, 2007; Kastner et al., 1998, 2001). Other fMRI studies investigated the 

effects on neural processing of focusing attention to one attribute of a visual stimulus. O’Craven and 

colleagues, for example, employed visual stimuli with both moving and stationary dots, and found that 

the activation in motion-processing area MT–MST (V5) was significantly higher when the moving 

dots were attended, compared to when the stationary dots were attended (O’Craven et al., 1997). These 

findings suggested that local neural activity in occipital areas is selectively modulated by attention, 
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and that paying attention to stimulus features enhances neural activity in the cortical areas specialized 

to process those features. Selective attention may thus be supported by specific patterns of activations 

over functionally-specialized areas in visual cortex. 

Several studies showed attentional effects on the event-related potentials (ERPs) obtained using 

electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) (Daffner et al., 2012; Hillyard & 

Anllo-Vento, 1998; Schoenfeld et al., 2007), and suggested that attention may be supported by precise 

temporal sequences of task-specific local activations (Schoenfeld et al., 2014). In particular, attention 

has been shown to modulate early ERP components like the P1 (or P100, within 100 ms of stimulus 

onset). Zhang and Luck showed for example that color-based attention modulates feedforward visual 

processing, as reflected by the P1 component, even for visual stimuli presented at unattended spatial 

locations (Zhang & Luck, 2009). Notably, ERPs studies extended the fMRI results by revealing the 

highly dynamic nature of selective attention. Neuroimaging studies have further shown that the 

attentional modulations of local rhythmic activity are characterized by dynamic effects in different 

frequency bands. Stimulus-induced decrease in power in the alpha (α, 7–14 Hz) and beta-band (β, 15–

30 Hz), also known as event-related desynchronization (ERD), has been shown to be stronger for 

attended stimuli than ignored ones, especially over the fronto-parietal cortex (Mazaheri & Picton, 

2005; Pascucci et al., 2018). While all these findings revealed selective attentional modulations of 

local activity in distributed brain areas, selective attention may furthermore be mediated by specific 

functional connections between these areas. 

Cortical network interactions among distributed brain areas are thought to control the local 

attentional modulations of neural activity, and a more network-centric perspective of selective 

attention has emerged over the years (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Greenberg et al., 2010; Kastner & 

Ungerleider, 2000; Serences & Yantis, 2007). There has been increasing effort to characterize the 

brain rhythms that mediate attention, by enhancing selectively relevant neuronal representations and 

routing them preferentially through a large-scale network in the brain (Buschman & Kastner, 2015). 

Different brain rhythms may provide the building-blocks of mechanisms that enable flexible control, 

in both attention and other cognition functions, and support the ability to adaptively (re)direct our 

cognitive resources, depending on behavioral goals, task demands, and context (Antzoulatos & Miller, 

2014, 2016; Bonnefond & Jensen, 2015; Buschman et al., 2012; Haegens, Handel, et al., 2011; Spitzer 

& Haegens, 2017). 

To understand how cortical network interactions support selective attention, thus requires a 

better understanding of what the possible different roles of distinct brain rhythms are, and how these 

rhythms underlie the flexible control of cortical network interactions during selective attention. 
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1.2. Brain rhythms for selective attention 

Since Berger described human EEG patterns with rhythmic activity in the frequency range 8–12 Hz 

(α-band) (Berger, 1929), different brain oscillations have been observed at different frequencies using 

EEG, MEG and local field potential (LFP) (Buzsáki, 2006; Buzsáki et al., 2012). The ubiquitous 

nature of neuronal oscillations across spatial scales in the brain suggests that they may be functionally 

relevant for the synchronization of local and large-scale brain networks (Buzsáki & Draguhn, 2004), 

which is thought to establish inter-areal communication and selective information routing in cognitive 

networks (Fries, 2005, 2015; Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010). 

Several studies have investigated how brain rhythms may impact large-scale communication 

and local computation in the brain, suggesting distinct roles for the rhythms at low frequencies and 

those at high frequencies (Buzsáki & Draguhn, 2004; Canolty et al., 2007; Kopell et al., 2000; von 

Stein & Sarnthein, 2000). These studies have shown that different brain rhythms not only provide 

different temporal windows of efficient inter-areal communication and processing, but they are also 

associated with distinct spatial scales. Low-frequency oscillations are able to synchronize over longer 

conduction delays and thus mediate long-range inter-areal interactions. High-frequency activity, on the 

other hand, is typically associated with more local neuronal computations. The interactions between 

oscillations at different frequencies, named cross-frequency coupling, may provide the mechanism to 

integrate activity from low and high frequencies, and aid large-scale network synchronization for 

specific cognitive functions (Buzsáki, 2006; Canolty et al., 2006; Canolty & Knight, 2010; Jensen & 

Colgin, 2007). 

In connection with these previous findings, two main theories emerged that proposed how 

synchronization between neuronal oscillations may establish inter-areal communication and selective 

routing of information: gating by inhibition (GBI) and communication through coherence (CTC). The 

GBI theory proposed that oscillatory activity in the α-band reflects pulsed inhibition and plays a 

central role in allocating resource and routing information to task-relevant regions, by functionally 

closing or gating task-irrelevant connections paths (Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010). Based on the 

observation that increases in gamma-band activity (γ, above 30 Hz) typically co-occur with a decrease 

in the α-band, the GBI theory further suggested that γ-band activity reflects neuronal processing and is 

bound to be implicated in neuronal communication. Differently, the CTC theory proposed that inter-

areal communication emerges from a flexible γ-band coherence pattern (Fries, 2005). According to 

this second theory, the phase synchrony between two brain areas is established in the γ-band, with 

neuronal oscillations in one area entraining oscillations in the other area, and this flexibly increases the 

functional connection between the two areas, providing selective information routing. 
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The two theories started to converge throughout the years, and a new version of CTC put more 

emphasis on low-frequency rhythms, proposing a role for α and β rhythms in mediating top-down 

influences (Fries, 2015). More recently, a framework was introduced to unify the two theories, 

proposing that flexible inter-areal communication is based on nested oscillations (Bonnefond et al., 

2017). This unified framework suggested that the synchronization of slow oscillations in the theta (θ, 

3–7 Hz), α or β-band supports inter-areal communication and information flow, while fast oscillations 

in the γ-band are locally nested within slow oscillations, such that the cross-frequency coupling of 

slow and fast oscillations temporally coordinates the information routing of γ-band activity, related to 

local neuronal computations. 

Leveraging this concept of nesting among oscillations, a recent study introduced a “rhythmic 

theory of attention” (Fiebelkorn & Kastner, 2019). This theory proposed that spatially-directed 

attention is shaped over time by a specific organization of brain rhythms, with distinct roles in 

different frequency bands: coordination between sensory and motor functions (θ-band), sensory 

suppression (α-band), suppression of attentional shifts (β-band), and sensory enhancement (γ-band). 

According to this theory, activity in the θ-band rhythmically samples the visual environment, even in 

the absence of external rhythms and despite maintaining task demands, by providing a rhythmic 

alternation in time of two attentional states, which are respectively associated with enhanced or 

reduced perceptual sensitivity. The first state, characterized by increased activity in both β and γ-band, 

is associated with better visual-target detection, and it is thought to reflect attention-related sampling at 

the currently attended location. The second state, characterized by increased α-band activity, is 

associated with worse behavioral performance, and it is considered a window of opportunity for 

disengaging from the attended location and shifting to another. 

It remains unclear whether this organization of brain rhythms generalizes to the attentional 

selection of low-level visual features or whole-object representations, and, if so, to what extent. How 

exactly these rhythmic mechanisms could support selective attention is actively debated. Recent 

studies proposed that activity in the α and β-band mediate large-scale network information routing, 

with different roles across the two frequency bands. On the one side, the activity in the α-band has 

been associated with inhibitory gating of irrelevant stimuli representations (Bonnefond & Jensen, 

2015; Haegens, Nácher, et al., 2011; Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010; Mathewson et al., 2011; Mazaheri & 

Jensen, 2010). On the other side, the activity in the β-band has been associated to mechanisms that 

support the communication of relevant stimuli representations, through the formation of rule-specific 

neuronal ensembles (Antzoulatos & Miller, 2014, 2016; Buschman et al., 2012; Spitzer & Haegens, 

2017). The interplay between these mechanisms of information routing and gating of relevant and 

irrelevant stimuli representations remains unclear, and so do several other aspects of selective 
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attention, such as the possible links between large-scale network activity and local cortical 

modulations. 

Another elusive aspect of selective attention is related to its temporal dynamics. Some previous 

studies investigated the role of brain rhythms in providing anticipatory biasing signals, e.g., (Foxe & 

Snyder, 2011; Snyder & Foxe, 2010), while others investigated the time course of stimulus-evoked 

attentional effects, by simply characterizing ERP amplitude changes and latencies (Daffner et al., 

2012; Schoenfeld et al., 2007, 2014). A comprehensive characterization of the temporal dynamics of 

selective attention and an explanation of the possible relationships between preparatory and stimulus-

evoked effects are, however, still missing. 

Therefore, the following questions remain unanswered: Do large-scale functional interactions 

among cortical areas operate at specific frequencies during selective attention? Is there a relationship 

between large-scale cortical network interactions and local cortical modulations? How do cortical 

network interactions change over time to mediate attentional selection? Does any association exist 

between anticipatory biasing signals and stimulus-evoked effects of selective attention? 

In this thesis, I aimed to respond to each of these questions, addressing the (still) elusive aspects 

of selective attention. My goal was to provide a more comprehensive characterization of the 

associations that may exist between large-scale communication and local computations, and between 

anticipatory and stimulus-evoked attentional effects, in order to understand how the allocation of 

limited cognitive resources is orchestrated in our brain, depending on different task demands. 

This main goal of the experimental project required to address some methodological challenges. 

In particular, the quest for correctly characterizing large-scale networks with functional connections 

changing rapidly over time required methods that can reliably track their (possibly fast) dynamics. 

These methods are described more in details in the next section. 

1.3. Dynamic functional connectivity 

Attention and other cognitive processes in our brain are supported by large-scale networks of dynamic 

interactions (Behrens & Sporns, 2012; Bressler, 1995; Horwitz, 2003; Sporns, 2010, 2014; Varela et 

al., 2001b). Interactions between brain areas are inherently directed, reflecting how the activity in one 

cortical area drives the activity in other areas through synaptic projections (Felleman & Van Essen, 

1991; Markov et al., 2014). To be effective, these functional connections among brain areas change 

quickly over time, on subsecond time scales (Bullier, 2001; Hupé et al., 2001; Nowak & Bullier, 1997; 

Quinn et al., 2018). To understand how selective attention is mediated by these large-scale networks, it 

is then crucial to accurately characterize the underlying patterns of inter-areal connections and how 

these unfold over time. 
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Functional connections among cortical areas are defined as statistical regularities between the 

signals simultaneously recorded from them. Directed functional connectivity can be estimated by 

employing measures based on the concept of Granger causality (GC). GC analyses come from a long 

tradition that began with the notion of causality introduced by Wiener (Wiener, 1956), and continued 

with the statistical definitions proposed in the time domain (Granger, 1969) and frequency domain 

(Geweke, 1982, 1984). The temporal and spectral variants of GC are here referred to as Wiener–

Granger Causality (WGC) and Granger–Geweke Causality (GGC), respectively. Measures closely 

related to GGC have been defined on the basis of spectral quantities obtained from a multivariate 

autoregressive (MVAR) model of the time series. In the MVAR model, the signals simultaneously 

recorded from different brain areas are modeled through a system of linear equations where each 

variable (brain area) has an equation that explains the evolution of its signal, on the basis of past 

samples (weighted) of its own and of the other variables, and an error term (random noise). The model 

order determines the number of past observations included in the model, while the coefficients matrix 

contains the weights in the model (see also Chapter 2). Spectral measures related to GGC can be 

derived from Fourier-transformed coefficients matrix, or its inverse (spectral transfer matrix), 

eventually scaled by the noise (Astolfi et al., 2006, 2007; Baccalá & Sameshima, 2001, 2014; 

Kaminski & Blinowska, 1991; Takahashi et al., 2010; Toppi et al., 2013). 

In general, analyses based on the Granger-causal framework make use of inferences based on 

the notion of temporal precedence and statistical predictability among simultaneously recorded neural 

time series. These techniques are data-driven and do not require priors, for this reason they are often 

referred to as exploratory, in contraposition to confirmatory techniques in which an explicit generative 

model is specified a priori and data are successively used to assess the plausibility of the model 

(Bressler & Seth, 2011; Roebroeck et al., 2011). GC analyses have become popular in the field of 

neuroscience because they can be formulated in a multivariate framework and in the frequency-

domain, which allows characterizing the brain rhythms structures that support cognitive functions. The 

estimation of spectral causality measures (e.g., GGC) can be derived using two distinct classes of 

approaches, commonly referred to as parametric and nonparametric methods. The distinction between 

the two classes comes from the way in which the covariance matrix and spectral transfer matrix of the 

linear system are estimated. 

In their classical formulation, spectral GGC estimates are derived from MVAR modeling of the 

recorded time series, which, after Fourier transformation of the estimated matrix of model coefficients, 

allows estimating the spectral transfer matrix and cross-spectral density matrix of the system (Geweke, 

1982, 1984). This approach requires the a priori choice of the model order, which is the parameter that 

determines how many past time samples are considered for predicting the activity at present time. For 

this reason, the MVAR-based methods are named parametric. Parametric methods have been 
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successfully used to investigate directed inter-areal interactions between visual areas (Bernasconi et 

al., 2000; Bernasconi & König, 1999), sensorimotor processing (Brovelli et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 

2008), and cognitive tasks (Ding et al., 2006; Roebroeck et al., 2005). 

Alternative methods allow deriving GGC estimates from a spectral factorization of the time 

series, and are referred to as nonparametric because the explicit MVAR modeling is completely 

bypassed (Dhamala et al., 2008a, 2008b). Nonparametric methods have also been successfully 

employed to investigate causal influences in visual processing and selective attention (Bastos et al., 

2015; Bosman et al., 2012a; Roberts et al., 2013; Saalmann et al., 2012), information processing in 

auditory cortex (Fontolan et al., 2014), and to evaluate directional influences between spike trains 

(Cao et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2014; Nedungadi et al., 2009). 

Notably, both parametric and nonparametric methods allow for implementations that enable to 

overcome the assumption of signal stationarity across time. This is important because it allows to 

estimate time-varying functional interactions among brain areas. Parametric methods can be 

implemented using a time-varying MVAR (tvMVAR) model of the signals, which can be computed 

using adaptive algorithms (Arnold et al., 1998a; Milde et al., 2010; Wilke et al., 2008). In a similar 

way, nonparametric methods allow also for an implementation of time-varying GGC, either by using 

wavelet transforms for time-varying spectral decomposition (Daubechies, 1990; Torrence & Compo, 

1998), or by employing the multitaper method on a sliding time window (Thomson, 1982). 

Before this thesis, while several time-varying connectivity methods were available, there was a 

lack of unbiased systematic comparative analyses of their performance and of their robustness against 

parameter changes, especially in real data applications. Hence, I aimed to provide an objective 

assessment of their performance by critically comparing their estimation accuracy in both simulations 

and real data. 

1.4. Outline of the thesis 

This thesis contains the findings of two main projects: one methodological and one experimental. My 

principal objective was to investigate how oscillatory cortical network interactions dynamically 

support visual selective attention. To this end, the experimental project consisted of an EEG and fMRI 

study on healthy human participants that varied selective attention by having participants perform 

different discrimination tasks on visual stimuli with identical physical properties, which were always 

presented at the same spatial location around a central fixation spot (Pagnotta et al., in preparation). 

The participants either attended or ignored the visual stimuli, depending on task demands, which 

allowed me to characterize how rhythmic network interactions in our brain dynamically shape 

selective attention. 
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I used EEG because its temporal resolution enables to investigate the temporal dynamics of 

selective attention in noninvasive way, and also the underlying brain rhythms modulations. A source 

reconstruction technique was employed to estimate and localize the EEG sources of brain electrical 

activity (Michel et al., 2004; Rubega et al., 2019; Van Veen et al., 1997). This approach was used 

since there is no one-to-one relationship between activity recorded at EEG electrodes positions and 

activity in cortical areas underneath, and because connectivity analyses on sensor-space do not allow 

interpretations in terms of interacting cortical areas (Brunner et al., 2016; Van de Steen et al., 2016), 

To optimize this procedure, the individual coordinates of the 3D electrodes positions were used for 

each participant, together with an individual participant’s whole-head anatomical image obtained 

using MRI. This allowed to create individual realistic head models of the different participants 

(Hamalainen & Sarvas, 1989; Oostenveld et al., 2011). All connectivity analyses were then performed 

on source-reconstructed time series. 

Source-reconstructed time series were extracted from cortical regions of interest (ROIs) across 

the brain, which were previously identified using an fMRI experiment. In this experiment, the same 

participants performed the same visual discrimination tasks, but inside the MRI-scanner. Leveraging 

the better spatial resolution of fMRI, a statistical analysis on fMRI data was performed to reveal 

cluster-peaks of significant differences between attention conditions that were used to identify 

functionally-relevant cortical areas in the attention network, serving for the definition of the ROIs for 

EEG source-reconstruction and successive analyses. 

As previously mentioned, my aim was not only to characterize the functional cortical network 

interactions that support selective attention, but also to reveal how these large-scale interactions 

dynamically change and reorganize during selective attention. I needed a time-varying connectivity 

method able to reliably estimate the temporal dynamics of rapidly changing patterns of such functional 

interactions. For this reason, I conducted methodological studies that consisted of a systematic 

validation and comparison of methods to derive measures of dynamic directed functional connectivity, 

both parametric and nonparametric, that are currently available. 

In two studies (Pagnotta et al., 2018b; Pagnotta & Plomp, 2018), the performance of time-

varying directed connectivity methods were systematically compared using numerical simulations and 

benchmark somatosensory data, previously recorded during unilateral whisker stimulations in rats 

(Plomp, Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 2014; Quairiaux et al., 2011). The findings of these studies led to 

the development of a freely available toolbox (nonparametricGGC_toolbox) that allows computing 

GGC with different nonparametric methods and a simulation framework for the assessment of their 

pitfalls (Pagnotta et al., 2018a). 

Since the results proved that the General Linear Kalman Filter (GLKF) is the most accurate and 

reliable among the existing parametric algorithms (Pagnotta & Plomp, 2018), I started from the 
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original implementation of GLKF to develop an improved version of the algorithm, by incorporating 

ℓ1 norm penalties to promote sparse solutions and a smoothing procedure to increase the robustness of 

the estimates (Pagnotta et al., 2019). This novel method was named the sparse and smoothed General 

Linear Kalman Filter (spsm-GLKF). 

Following the General introduction (Chapter 1), the contributions of this cumulative thesis are 

presented as follows: 

• Chapter 2 contains the findings of the comparative study on parametric methods for dynamic 

functional connectivity (Pagnotta & Plomp, 2018). 

• Chapter 3 describes the novel parametric method spsm-GLKF (Pagnotta et al., 2019). 

• Chapter 4 provides the findings from the systematic assessment of the performance of 

existing nonparametric methods (Pagnotta et al., 2018b). 

• Chapter 5 presents the nonparametricGGC_toolbox and simulation framework (Pagnotta et 

al., 2018a). 

• Chapter 6 illustrates the findings of the EEG and fMRI study on visual selective attention 

(Pagnotta et al., in preparation). 

• Chapter 7 presents concluding remarks, along with an outline of the limitations and potential 

future work. 

 

1.5. Publications 

Four Chapters (2–5) of this thesis have been published as articles in peer-reviewed scientific journals 

and peer-reviewed conference proceedings. Chapter 6 is currently in preparation and will be submitted 

for peer-review soon. A detailed list of these publications is provided below. 

 

Publications in peer-reviewed scientific journals: 

Pagnotta, M. F., & Plomp, G. (2018). Time-varying MVAR algorithms for directed 

connectivity analysis: Critical comparison in simulations and benchmark EEG data. PloS 

one, 13(6), e0198846. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0198846 

Pagnotta, M. F., Dhamala, M., & Plomp, G. (2018). Benchmarking nonparametric Granger 

causality: Robustness against downsampling and influence of spectral decomposition 

parameters. NeuroImage, 183, 478-494. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2018.07.046 
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Pagnotta, M. F., Dhamala, M., & Plomp, G. (2018). Assessing the performance of Granger–

Geweke causality: Benchmark dataset and simulation framework. Data in brief, 21, 833-851. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dib.2018.10.034 

Peer-reviewed conference proceedings: 

Pagnotta, M. F., Plomp, G., & Pascucci, D. (2019). A regularized and smoothed General 

Linear Kalman Filter for more accurate estimation of time-varying directed connectivity. 

In 2019 41st Annual International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and 

Biology Society (EMBC). IEEE. https://doi.org/10.1109/EMBC.2019.8857915 

In preparation: 

Pagnotta, M. F., Pascucci, D., & Plomp, G. (in preparation). A rapid sequence of network 

and oscillatory mechanisms mediates visual selective attention. 
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2. Adaptive algorithms for directed connectivity analysis1 

 

 

 

Brief summary 

In this study, we systematically compared the performance of adaptive algorithms for tvMVAR 

modeling, which provide a parametric approach to estimate dynamic interactions from physiological 

signals and derive measures of directed functional connectivity (Milde et al., 2010; Möller et al., 2001; 

Omidvarnia et al., 2011; Schlögl, 2000). The physiological plausibility of the results obtained with 

these parametric methods was assessed using both numerical simulations and benchmark 

somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs), which were previously obtained from Wistar rats during 

unilateral whisker stimulations (Plomp, Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 2014; Quairiaux et al., 2011). Our 

findings identify strengths and weaknesses of existing tvMVAR approaches and provide practical 

recommendations for their application in real data. 

  

                                                        
1 Published as: Pagnotta, M. F., & Plomp, G. (2018). Time-varying MVAR algorithms for directed connectivity 
analysis: Critical comparison in simulations and benchmark EEG data. PloS one, 13(6), e0198846. 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0198846 
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Abstract 

Human brain function depends on directed interactions between multiple areas that evolve in the 

subsecond range. Time-varying multivariate autoregressive (tvMVAR) modeling has been proposed as 

a way to help quantify directed functional connectivity strengths with high temporal resolution. While 

several tvMVAR approaches are currently available, there is a lack of unbiased systematic 

comparative analyses of their performance and of their sensitivity to parameter choices. Here, we 

critically compare four recursive tvMVAR algorithms and assess their performance while 

systematically varying adaptation coefficients, model order, and signal sampling rate. We also 

compared two ways of exploiting repeated observations: single-trial modeling followed by averaging, 

and multi-trial modeling where one tvMVAR model is fitted across all trials. Results from numerical 

simulations and from benchmark EEG  recordings showed that: i) across a broad range of model 

orders all algorithms correctly reproduced patterns of interactions; ii) signal downsampling degraded 

connectivity estimation accuracy for most algorithms, although in some cases downsampling was 

shown to reduce variability in the estimates by lowering the number of parameters in the model; iii) 

single-trial modeling followed by averaging showed optimal performance with larger adaptation 

coefficients than previously suggested, and showed slower adaptation speeds than multi-trial 

modeling. Overall, our findings identify strengths and weaknesses of existing tvMVAR approaches 

and provide practical recommendations for their application to modeling dynamic directed interactions 

from electrophysiological signals. 
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2.1. Introduction 

All sensory and cognitive processes, including resting state activity, arise from the coordinated activity 

of multiple brain areas (Bressler, 1995; Felleman & Van Essen, 1991; Mantini et al., 2007; Sporns, 

2014; Varela et al., 2001a). Brain areas continuously coordinate their activity through directed 

interactions, with activity in one area driving the activity in other areas through direct synaptic 

projections. To be useful, these inter-areal interactions must happen on small time scales, of the order 

of tens of milliseconds (Brodbeck et al., 2012; Nowak & Bullier, 1997). A better characterization of 

how directed network interactions evolve over time and under varying experimental conditions is 

crucial for understanding the functional role of single areas, as well for determining periods of 

network stability and change (Deco et al., 2011; Fairhall & Ishai, 2007; Liang et al., 2017; Vidaurre et 

al., 2016, 2017). An important challenge, therefore, is how to derive estimates of directed connectivity 

between brain areas from multiple simultaneously recorded neurophysiological time series, as 

obtained with high temporal resolution using electroencephalography (EEG), 

magnetoencephalography (MEG) or local field potential (LFP) recordings. 

Time-varying multivariate autoregressive (tvMVAR) modeling is a parametric approach to 

estimate dynamic interactions from physiological signals and derive measures of directed functional 

connectivity (Arnold et al., 1998a; Ding et al., 2000; Wilke et al., 2008; Winterhalder et al., 2005). In 

this framework, algorithms based on recursive estimation were developed to provide valid models of 

non-stationary neural data (Milde et al., 2010; Möller et al., 2001; Omidvarnia et al., 2011; Schlögl, 

2000; Sommerlade et al., 2009). Several such algorithms have been successfully used to characterize 

dynamic network interactions in sensory and motor processing (De Vico Fallani et al., 2008; Hu et al., 

2012; Petrichella et al., 2017; Plomp, Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 2014; Plomp et al., 2016; Weiss et al., 

2008), cognitive tasks (Garcia et al., 2017), and pathological activity in epileptic patients (Coito et al., 

2015; van Mierlo et al., 2011; Wilke et al., 2008).  

Recursive algorithms for tvMVAR modeling require the a priori choice of two parameters: the 

model order and the adaptation coefficient. The model order is the maximum number of lagged 

observations included in the model. Several information criteria can be used to select an optimal 

model order (Akaike, 1969, 1974; Grünwald, 2007; Hannan & Quinn, 1979; Schwarz, 1978), of which 

Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) are most often used. 

Unfortunately, information criteria in practice often disagree about the optimal model order because 

they minimize different contributes or they may not converge to an optimal order at all (Porcaro et al., 

2009); these limitations strongly motivate an evaluation of the robustness of tvMVAR methods to 

variations in model order.  
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The adaptation coefficients are used in recursive algorithms to regulate the adaptation speed of 

parameters estimation and have to be selected between zero and one (Milde et al., 2010; Möller et al., 

2001). Values close to one lead to a faster adaptation (‘adaptivity’) but also a greater variance of 

parameter estimates, and this trade-off holds vice versa for values close to zero (Leistritz et al., 2013; 

Möller et al., 2003a). Thus, if the adaptation coefficients are not properly tuned, the performance of 

the recursive algorithm may be significantly degraded. 

While tvMVAR algorithms have been previously tested in simulations (Leistritz et al., 2013; 

Milde et al., 2010; Schlögl, 2000; Toppi et al., 2012), a systematic investigation into their robustness 

against parameter changes in real data is still missing. We therefore critically compared four 

algorithms that are commonly used to model non-stationary neurophysiological signals: the Recursive 

Least Squares (RLS) algorithm (Möller et al., 2001) and three algorithms based on Kalman filter, 

which are the General Linear Kalman Filter (GLKF) (Milde et al., 2010), the multivariate adaptive 

autoregressive (MVAAR) estimator (Schlögl, 2000), and the Dual Extended Kalman Filter (DEKF) 

(Omidvarnia et al., 2011; Sommerlade et al., 2009).  

When multi-trial time series are available, information from single trials can be combined in 

tvMVAR models to improve estimation accuracy and reliability of connectivity estimates (Möller et 

al., 2003a). Two strategies can be adopted to make use of multiple realizations: i) single-trial tvMVAR 

modeling followed by averaging across trials (Mullen, 2014; Omidvarnia et al., 2014); ii) multi-trial 

modeling, in which one tvMVAR model is simultaneously fitted to all trials (Milde et al., 2010; 

Möller et al., 2001, 2003a). The relative advantages of each approach and their sensitivities to 

parameter settings have not been systematically tested, but are important to understand when using 

these techniques in real data. 

Here we provide a critical and comprehensive evaluation of the four recursive algorithms for 

tvMVAR modeling and the two ways of exploiting multiple realizations. To do so, we first used well-

controlled simulated data and then exploited real benchmark EEG recordings that were previously 

obtained from rats in a somatosensory experiment where the ground truth is known (Plomp, Quairiaux, 

Michel, et al., 2014; Quairiaux et al., 2011). In simulations and real data we measured both model 

quality and the accuracy of the estimated connectivity strengths and dynamics, while varying 

adaptation coefficients, model order, and sampling rate. We included variations in sampling rate 

because downsampling is commonly used in M/EEG and LFP analyses, but how this procedure affects 

the estimation accuracy of tvMVAR algorithms using these data is not well understood yet. 
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2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Time-varying MVAR models 

The general form of a d-dimensional tvMVAR process of order p can be expressed as: 

𝑌 𝑛 = 𝐴! 𝑛 𝑌 𝑛 − 𝑟 + 𝐸(𝑛)
!

!!!

 (2.1) 

For each time step n=1,2,…N the MVAR coefficients matrix Ar(n)∈Rdxd and E(n) is a zero-mean 

uncorrelated d-dimensional white noise vector process. 

We considered four recursive algorithms to estimate tvMVAR models. The first was the 

Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm (Möller et al., 2001), which extends the Yule–Walker 

equations for the estimation of MVAR processes to the nonstationary case. For the adaptive estimation 

of the MVAR coefficients matrix RLS uses a forgetting factor λ that weights the error function 

stepwise in time and has to be selected a priori between 0 and 1. The algorithm initializes the update 

term C as a dp-by-dp matrix of zeros. Then the recursive estimation at each step is obtained by 

repeating the following computations for n=p+1,…,N: 

𝑋! = 𝑥!!!,… , 𝑥!!!  

𝐶! = 1 − 𝜆 𝐶!!! + 𝑋!!𝑋! 

𝐾! = 𝑋!𝐶!!! 

𝑍! = 𝑥! − 𝑋!𝐴(𝑛 − 1)! 

𝐴 𝑛 = 𝐴 𝑛 − 1 + 𝑍!!𝐾! 

(2.2) 

with X being the observations on the previous p lags, K the gain matrix, Z the innovation matrix, and A 

the matrix of the MVAR coefficients of dimension d-by-dp. In this recursive estimation, the gain 

matrix gives more weight to measures with lower variance. The innovation is computed as the 

difference between observed and expected data and used to update the MVAR coefficients matrix. 

The other algorithms here considered are based on the Kalman filter. The General Linear 

Kalman Filter (GLKF) algorithm (Arnold et al., 1998b; Milde et al., 2010) is one of them and is 

defined by two equations: an observation equation (2.3), which connects the state process with the 

observation, and a state equation (2.4), which models the state process as a random walk process. 

𝑂! = 𝐻!𝑄! +𝑊! (2.3) 

𝑄! = 𝐺!!!𝑄!!! + 𝑉! (2.4) 
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where the index n determines the time instant at which the estimation is performed, O indicates the 

observations, H is the transition matrix, Q is the state process, W is an additive observation noise, G is 

a transition matrix of a random walk process, and V is an additive process noise. The state process is 

defined in terms of parameter matrix, Ar(n) from equation (2.1), as follows: 

𝑄! =
𝐴!(𝑛)!

⋮
𝐴!(𝑛)!

 (2.5) 

When multiple trials are available, GLKF allows for single-trial modeling as well as multi-trial 

modeling. In the latter approach, the expected value of the additive observation noise covariance 

matrix is computed at each step with a recursive equation, in which the update term is obtained from 

the average covariance matrices of prediction error across k trials (Milde et al., 2010; Schack et al., 

1995): 

𝑊! = 𝐼! , 𝑊! = 𝑊!!! 1 − 𝑐! + 𝑐! 𝑂! − 𝐻!𝑄!!! !(𝑂! − 𝐻!𝑄!!!)/(𝑘 − 1) (2.6) 

where Id is a d-dimensional identity matrix, and the other terms come from equations (2.3) and (2.4). 

The algorithm uses two adaptation constants c1 and c2 that play a role similar to the forgetting 

factor in RLS, and also have to be set between zero and one. The constants c1 regulates the proportion 

between estimates at the previous step and the update term in equation (2.6), while the constant c2 

weights the expected value of the additive process noise covariance matrix, which is estimated 

constantly as a weighted identity matrix of dimension dp-by-dp, as follows: 

𝑉! = 𝑐!𝐼!" (2.7) 

By tuning the two adaptation constants it is possible to regulate the speed of adaptation to transitions 

in temporal dynamics of connectivity patterns. High values increase adaptation speed but increase also 

estimation variance, while, low values smooth estimates in time by reducing variance but also speed in 

adaptation. 

A second Kalman filter algorithm is the multivariate adaptive autoregressive (MVAAR) 

estimator (Schlögl, 2000). In this algorithm the measurement noise covariance matrix is updated using 

the prediction error of the previous step (Schack et al., 1995), while estimating the covariance of the 

additive matrix noise of the state process using a variant proposed by Isaksson and colleagues 

(Isaksson et al., 1981): 

𝑉! = 𝑐!!𝐼!" (2.8) 

where Idp is the identity matrix of dimension dp-by-dp. 

A third variant of the Kalman filter, called Extended Kalman Filter, was developed to provide 

efficient maximum-likelihood estimates of discrete-time nonlinear dynamical systems (Wan & Nelson, 
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2001). In the Dual Extended Kalman Filter (DEKF) (Omidvarnia et al., 2011; Sommerlade et al., 

2009), which is tested here, both the states of the dynamical system and its parameters are estimated 

simultaneously. Similarly to GLKF and MVAAR, an update coefficient has to be set between zero and 

one to regulate how much estimates from the previous step are included for estimation at the current 

step. We here used the freely available implementation of DEKF 

(https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/33850-dual-extended-kalman-filter--dekf-). 

When multiple trials are available, RLS and GLKF allow for both single-trial and multi-trial 

modeling; while DEKF and MVAAR only allow for single-trial modeling, because the multi-trial 

approach is currently not implemented for them. In this study we thus critically evaluated the 

following algorithms: i) RLS using either single-trial modeling (RLS-ST) or multi-trial modeling 

(RLS-MT); ii) GLKF using either single-trial modeling (GLKF-ST) or multi-trial modeling (GLKF-

MT); iii) DEKF using single-trial modeling (DEKF-ST); iv) MVAAR using single-trial modeling 

(MVAAR-ST). 

The Partial Directed Coherence (PDC) (Baccalá & Sameshima, 2001) is a spectral MVAR-

based connectivity measure, which is able to distinguish direct from indirect connections. To infer 

time-varying connectivity from the different tvMVAR models we used a squared variant of the PDC 

in which the information flow from j to i is normalized by the total amount of inflow to i (Astolfi et 

al., 2006; Baccalá & Sameshima, 2001): 

𝑃𝐷𝐶!"(𝑓, 𝑡) =
𝐴!"(𝑓, 𝑡)

!

𝐴!"(𝑓, 𝑡) !!
!!!

 (2.9) 

This measure has been previously well-validated and tested (Astolfi et al., 2006; Plomp, 

Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 2014; Plomp et al., 2015; Toppi, 2013). Unless specified otherwise, time-

frequency connectivity analyses were performed up to Nyquist frequency. 

2.2.2. Numerical simulations 

We used two surrogate networks, one with 5 nodes and the other with 2 nodes, which were simulated 

as vector autoregressive processes with time-varying causal influences between nodes as in equation 

(2.1). In order to simulate measurement noise we added uncorrelated white Gaussian noise to the time 

series of each node in each simulated condition. The variance of these noise terms was adjusted to 

produce a signal-to-noise ratio of 20 dB, which is here defined as the ratio of signal variance and noise 

variance. 

For the 5-nodes network the diagram in Figure 2.1A provides the layout of directed connections 

that are active at some point in time during each trial. All the other possible connections between 

nodes were constantly set to zero. Trials were simulated with a length of 2 seconds, considering 1000 
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time points at a sampling frequency of 500 Hz. The parameters b(n), c(n), d(n) and e(n) denote the 

time courses of causal influences imposed in the network (Figure 2.1B), i.e. each represents how the 

strength of the directed connection between a specific pair of nodes changes over time in every trial. 

For each imposed connection we imposed a lag in the autoregressive model. This lag represents the 

delay (in time samples) with which the signal of sender node enters in the prediction of the signal of 

receiver node. The imposed lags for b(n), c(n), d(n) and e(n) were 1 (2ms), 1 (2ms), 2 (4ms) and 3 

(6ms) time points, respectively. 

 

Figure 2.1. Simulated networks and time courses of the causal influences imposed. A) The diagram highlights the 
directed connections (arrows) imposed in the 5-nodes network, which was used for Simulation 1. All remaining possible 
connections between nodes are imposed to be constantly equal to zero. B) Shows the time-courses of the causal influences 
imposed in the 5-nodes network (Simulation 1), i.e. the dynamic evolution of the strength of each directed connection 
imposed in the model. Color coding matches the colors of the arrows shown in A). C) The diagram shows the directed 
connection imposed from node 1 to node 2 (green arrow) in the 2-nodes network and its time course in Simulation 2. This 
influence is active for a total duration in time of 250 ms. D) Alternative time courses of the causal influence from node 1 to 
node 2, with varying total durations, are considered for Simulation 3, which makes use of the 2-nodes network. 

The simpler 2-nodes network was used to test how well each algorithm models causal 

influences of varying durations. In this network, the time course of the parameter b(n) denotes the 

intensity of the causal influences from node 1 towards node 2 (Figure 2.1C), and different values were 

considered for the model order. Varying durations of causal influences from node 1 to node 2 were 

considered (Figure 2.1D). In the second model, we used a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz and trial 

duration of 1 second to generate the process. For both networks, we simulated datasets of 20 trials, and 
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repeated the generation-estimation procedure 50 times for each of the conditions considered. We 

performed a total of three simulations. 

By using the general term ‘adaptation coefficients’ we henceforth refer to adaptation constants 

in Kalman filter algorithms, forgetting factor in RLS, and update coefficient in DEKF. In Simulation 

1, using the 5-nodes network (Figure 2.1A-B), we varied adaptation coefficients from 0.001 to 0.7 in 

18 logarithmic steps. We considered a fixed model order p=3 for tvMVAR fitting. 

In Simulation 2, we used the 2-nodes network (Figure 2.1C) imposing different lags for the 

causal influence (4, 8, 12, 16 or 20 ms) and varied model orders (between 2 and 22 at step of 2). 

In Simulation 3, we used the 2-nodes network (Figure 2.1C) and downsampled the generated 

time series (1000 Hz) using 10 sampling rate levels, from 1000 Hz to 100 Hz in steps of 100 Hz. A 

zero-phase antialiasing filter was used before downsampling to mitigate distortions due to aliasing. To 

take into account the fact that after downsampling the causal influence can be observed only through a 

decimated number of samples, we repeated the analysis using different durations of the imposed causal 

influence (Figure 2.1D). The causal influence from node 1 to node 2 (Figure 2.1C-D) had fixed lag of 

10 ms, and model orders were chosen to match this lag at each sampling frequency. We here 

performed time-frequency connectivity analysis up to 50 Hz, which is the Nyquist frequency at lowest 

sampling rate. 

We assessed performance of each algorithm in three ways: by quantifying tvMVAR model 

quality, by quantifying how well connectivity results reflected the simulated connectivity structure, 

and by assessing whether the timing of the dynamic interactions were correctly represented. 

We used two measures of model quality: goodness-of-fit (GOF) and percent consistency. GOF 

reflects how much of the signal is explained by the model parameters (Schlögl, 2000), and is defined 

as [1-REV]*100, where REV is the relative error variance and is obtained as mean squared error 

(MSE) (Lehmann & Casella, 1998), i.e. the mean of the squares of the differences between observed 

values of the time series and values recreated from the MVAR coefficients, normalized by the 

variance of the observed signal. The percent consistency checks instead what proportion of the 

correlation structure in the data is accounted for by the model (Ding et al., 2000). 

Since we simulated each network as a tvMVAR process, the simulated PDC values can be 

derived directly from the coefficients matrix used in each simulation itself, providing known time-

frequency connectivity values for each edge in the network. We evaluated connectivity estimation 

accuracy by computing misses and false alarms as the normalized mean squared differences between 

the estimated PDC and the simulated PDC. Squared differences were calculated for each time-

frequency point and then averaged across time points and frequencies, separately for edges with 

simulated connections (misses) and edges without simulated connections (false alarms). Both 

measures were successively normalized with respect to the mean squared simulated PDC values on 
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edges with simulated connections. For example, if we consider the simple 2-nodes model (Figure 

2.1C), misses were computed on the edge from 1 to 2 and false alarms were computed on the edge 

from 2 to 1. The closer the measures are to zero, the better the connectivity estimation accuracy. 

Furthermore, we defined a measure of peak delay as the average difference between estimated 

peak latency and simulated peak latency, evaluated on edges with simulated connections. Values of 

peak delay close to zero indicate correct estimation of the timing of the imposed dynamic causal 

influence. 

2.2.3. Benchmark EEG data 

In order to compare tvMVAR algorithms in real data we used previously recorded epicranial 

multichannel EEG from ten rats during unilateral whisker stimulations (Quairiaux et al., 2011), where 

structural pathways are relatively well known and the physiology has been intensively investigated, 

providing strong expectations about a specific configuration of functional connections between 

cortical areas. For this reason, this dataset allows for direct comparisons between algorithms according 

to previously proposed performance criteria (Plomp, Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 2014), detailed below. 

Animal handling procedures were approved by the Office Vétérinaire Cantonal (Geneva, 

Switzerland) in accordance with Swiss Federal Laws. In the recording setup, while the rat was under 

light isoflurane anesthesia, a multielectrode grid was placed in contact with the skull of the animal 

(Figure 2.2A). Signals were acquired using a sampling rate of 2000 Hz and bandpass filtered online 

between 1 and 500 Hz. A total of 15 channels were recorded and these provided the nodes of the 

network for our analyses (Figure 2.2B). These data are freely available 

(https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5909122.v1) and further details about the recording procedure 

can be found elsewhere (Plomp, Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 2014; Quairiaux et al., 2011). 

We used a semi-automatic procedure to remove trials contaminated with artifacts (see Appendix 

2.5.S1); the average number of remaining trials per animal was 65 (range 34-80). After preprocessing, 

we estimated an optimal model order p=8, which corresponds to a lag of 4 ms at original sampling rate 

(2000 Hz), by taking the median of the distribution across animals of optimal values from AIC (range 

7-27) and BIC criteria (range 4-16). We opted for this approach to obtain one unique model order 

across animals that could be scaled across sampling rates and used in the two analyses where the 

model order was not explicitly varied. 
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Figure 2.2. Benchmark EEG data: recording setup and network of expected functional connections. A) Provides a 
schematic representation of the setup for epicranial recording. The dashed arrow in red represents the unilateral whisker 
stimulation. B) The diagram shows the expected behavior of the cortical network’s connections at early latencies after 
whisker stimulation. This is characterized by dominant total driving from contralateral primary somatosensory cortex (cS1, 
node 12) at latencies between 8 and 14 ms after stimulation. At peak driving the preferential directions of cS1 connections are 
expected to be found towards contralateral parietal (node 14) and more frontal cortex (node 10). Bright colors are used for 
nodes on the contralateral hemisphere to stimulation, while pale colors are used for the nodes on the ipsilateral hemisphere. 

As in the simulations, we assessed performance while varying adaptation coefficients, model 

orders and sampling rate. First, we evaluated the effect of varying adaptation coefficients, using the 

same range of values previously used in simulations. For this analysis we set the sampling rate to 500 

Hz. This choice still guarantees good temporal resolution (2 ms) and sufficiently broad frequency 

range to correctly investigate whisker-evoked cortical interactions, while at the same time reducing 

computational time and model complexity, which can be particularly problematic for some recursive 

algorithm, as we will show later. 

We then varied model order between 2 and 16 at step of 2, using fixed sampling rate (2000 Hz) 

and adaptation coefficients (0.02). Finally, to evaluate the effect of downsampling we used sampling 

rates of 2000, 1000 and 500 Hz, adjusting model order to match the 4 ms lag and keeping adaptation 

coefficients fixed. In each condition evaluated, the time-varying spectral connectivity matrices 

obtained with the different algorithms were averaged in the gamma-band (40-90 Hz), which is the 

predominant frequency over contralateral primary somatosensory cortex (cS1) (Plomp, Quairiaux, 

Michel, et al., 2014). 

We evaluated model quality using GOF and percent consistency, and systematically compared 

connectivity performance according to three previously proposed criteria (Plomp, Quairiaux, Michel, 

et al., 2014), which are related to key characteristics expected in the functional network evoked by 

whisker stimulation (Figure 2.2B). Because whisker-evoked activity propagates from primary 

somatosensory cortex in the contralateral hemisphere (cS1; node 12 in Figure 2.2B), strong functional 

outflow is expected from cS1 at early latencies. The functional connections from cS1 are expected to 
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preferentially target frontal sensory-motor and parietal regions (nodes 10 and 14 in Figure 2.2B), 

because of strong structural connectivity from cS1 with these regions and in line with the sequential 

activation pattern observed in somatosensory evoked potentials (Plomp, Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 

2014; Quairiaux et al., 2011). Thus, the three previously proposed performance criteria were defined 

as ability to: detect cS1 as the main driver of the network (criterion I); identify peak-driving from cS1 

at physiologically plausible latencies, between 8 and 14 ms after stimulus onset (criterion II); correctly 

distinguish the main targets of cS1, i.e. contralateral parietal and frontal cortex (criterion III) (Plomp, 

Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 2014). 

The total driving from a region was defined as the sum of all outflows (PDC) from that region. 

In order to evaluate how well cS1 (the expected dominant driver) could be distinguished (criterion I), 

the total driving from cS1 was statistically compared to the total driving from the second largest 

driver, at the latency of peak-driving from cS1. We evaluated whether the observed difference 

between the two drivers reliably exceeded zero by using a bootstrap approach. We first computed the 

difference between cS1’s total driving and that of the second largest driver for each rat. We then 

resampled the observed differences with replacement to create a bootstrap distribution of differences 

(n=10,000), where the size of each resample is equal to the size of the original dataset (Efron, 1987). 

For constructing 95% confidence intervals (CIs) from the bootstrap distribution we used the bias-

corrected and accelerated (BCa) method, which corrects for bias and skewness in the distribution of 

bootstrap estimates (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993; Preacher & Hayes, 2008). If lower 95% CI of 

bootstrapped pairwise differences exceeded zero, this was taken to indicate a significant difference 

between cS1 and the second largest driver, and consequently a reliable identification of cS1 across 

rats. The fact that this comparison was done at peak latencies cS1 poses no problem of circularity 

because the comparison is against the second largest driver, not against the null hypothesis of no 

driving. 

To evaluate the main targets of cS1 (criterion III), the connections from cS1 toward 

contralateral parietal (node 14, Figure 2.2B) and frontal sensory-motor regions (node 10, Figure 2.2B), 

which in Figure 2.2B are denoted by black arrows, were statistically compared with those toward the 

corresponding medial electrodes equidistant from cS1, nodes 13 and 11 (grey arrows in Figure 2.2B), 

respectively, with null hypothesis of no difference between directions, and by using the same 

nonparametric bootstrapping approach described for criterion I. In each comparison we then calculated 

effect size using Cohen's d with pooled standard deviation in the denominator (Cohen, 1992). 
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2.3. Results 

2.3.1. Simulation results 

2.3.1.1. Simulation 1: adaptation coefficients 

In Simulation 1 we evaluated the effects of varying adaptation coefficients. The results showed good 

model fits with monotonic increases of GOF (Figure 2.3A) and consistency (Figure 2.3B) for 

increasing adaptation coefficients for GLKF-MT and RLS-MT. For the remaining algorithms, we 

observed degradations in model fitting for adaptation coefficients above 0.05. In particular, GLKF-ST 

showed the strongest dependence on adaptation coefficients, resulting in poor model fit also for small 

adaptation coefficients. 

Differences in model quality did not directly translate to differences in connectivity performance 

(Figure 2.3C-D). All algorithms showed accurate estimation of the simulated connections and small 

MSE in false alarms for values of adaptation constants close to 0.1. For even higher adaptation 

coefficients, MVAAR-ST and GLKF-ST showed better accuracy in connectivity estimation, while the 

remaining four algorithms showed increased misses and false alarms. All six algorithms showed poor 

estimation of simulated connections (misses) with small adaptation coefficients, due to inability in 

rapidly following the temporal dynamics of the causal influences in the simulated process. 

Increasing adaptation coefficients also improved the ability of all algorithms to correctly detect 

peak latencies of driving, resulting in average peak delay close to zero already with adaptation 

coefficients of 0.02 for GLKF-MT, and above 0.2 for the others (Figure 2.3E). Overall, values of peak 

delay closer to zero were obtained with GLKF-MT. When using adaptation coefficients above 0.2, 

however, the results showed higher variability in peak latencies detection across datasets for GLKF-

MT. In the same range above 0.2, high variability in results was found also for the two RLS 

algorithms and DEKF-ST. 

In sum, Simulation 1 showed how adaptation coefficients can strongly affect connectivity 

results and that coefficients optimal for one algorithm may not be optimal for another algorithm under 

the same experimental conditions. In general, the optimal adaptation coefficients further depend on the 

dynamics of the investigated phenomena. 
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Figure 2.3. Simulation 1 on the effects of varying adaptation coefficients. A) Shows the goodness-of-fit (GOF). B) Shows 
the percent consistency. C) Shows the misses (normalized MSE), which are computed on the edges with simulated 
connections (Figure 2.1A). D) Shows the false alarms (normalized MSE), computed on the edges with null connections. E) 
Shows the average peak delay across the four imposed connections in the 5-nodes model (Figure 2.1B). The results in each 
plot are shown as a function of adaptation coefficients AC, using logarithmic scale for the x-axis, for the four recursive 
algorithms and the two ways of exploiting multiple trials: single-trial modeling (ST) and multi-trial modeling (MT), available 
only for RLS and GLKF. Error bars represent 95% CI of the mean value computed across 50 simulations. 
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2.3.1.2. Simulation 2: model order 

In Simulation 2 we tested the robustness against variations in model order with different lags of the 

imposed causal influence. Since we found similar results across lags, only representative results for 8 

and 16 ms lags are shown in Figure 2.4. 

All algorithms showed good (above 80%) and generally uniform GOF across model orders 

(Figure 2.4A). A similar behavior was observed in the percent consistency (Figure 2.4B) for most of 

the algorithms, except MVAAR-ST and GLKF-ST, which showed overall lower values of 

consistency, suggesting that signals re-created from these models more poorly reflect the original time 

series. 

All algorithms showed similar behaviors in terms of misses (Figure 2.4C), characterized by 

minimum MSE for a model order close to the value matching the imposed lag. In general, we observed 

higher MSE for model orders smaller than the imposed lag and relatively stable MSE for a range of 

model orders that exceed that value. We found small values of MSE in false alarms that modestly 

increased with model order (Figure 2.4D) for all algorithms except GLKF-MT, which showed larger 

overestimations of absent connections that rapidly increased with model order. 

Most algorithms systematically overestimated peak latencies across model orders (Figure 2.4E). 

Most accurate peak latency detection was obtained using the two GLKF algorithms and MVAAR-ST, 

which showed 95% CIs of peak delay that overlap with the line of zero delay for most model orders. 

Despite very good performance for small model orders, GLKF-MT showed large variability in the 

results across simulations with model orders above 12 and 14 for imposed lag of 8 and 16 ms, 

respectively. 

In sum, Simulation 2 showed that increasing model order beyond the optimal value may lead to 

poorer model quality, although it does not strongly impair connectivity estimation, at least for the 

ranges tested here. An exception to this robustness against too large model orders is represented by 

GLKF-MT, which showed relatively large false alarms (MSE) and unstable estimates of peak latency 

for large model orders. 

We used AIC and BIC to check the model orders suggested by these information criteria in the 

simulated conditions. BIC suggested model orders in the range 8-10 (across simulations) when the 

imposed lag was 8 ms and in the range 17-19 when the lag was 16 ms; as previously shown, both 

ranges stills guarantee good connectivity estimation (Figure 2.4). AIC, however, suggested higher 

model orders and often resulted in lack of converge in the range of values considered. For example, 

AIC resulted in model orders ranging between 22 and 40 (maximum tested) for the 16 ms lag. 

Differences in results can be explained by the fact that the BIC favors sparse solutions and penalizes 

the number of parameters more strongly than AIC. While the non-convergence problem was one of the 
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motivations of our analysis, it does not seem to be strongly problematic because a broad range of 

model orders essentially result in very similar estimated connections. 

 
Figure 2.4. Simulation 2 on the effects of model order selection. A) Shows the goodness-of-fit (GOF). B) Shows the 
percent consistency. C) Shows the misses, which are computed as normalized mean squared differences between estimated 
and simulated values of the imposed causal influence from node 1 to node 2 (Figure 2.1C).  D) Shows the false alarms, which 
are computed as normalized mean squared error on the null connection from node 2 to node 1 (Figure 2.1C). E) Shows the 
peak delay, which is computed as difference between peak latencies of estimated and simulated causal influence from node 1 
to node 2 (Figure 2.1C). The results are shown for lags of the imposed causal influence of 8ms (left plots) and 16ms (right 
plots). In each plot the results are reported varying model order p, for the four recursive algorithms and the two ways of 
exploiting multiple trials: single-trial modeling and multi-trial modeling, available only for RLS and GLKF. Error bars 
represent 95% CI of the mean value computed across 50 simulations. 
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2.3.1.3. Simulation 3: downsampling 

Simulation 3 evaluated the effect downsampling on model quality (Figure 2.5) and connectivity 

estimation (Figure 2.6), using the 2-nodes network and varying durations of imposed causal influence 

(Figure 2.1C-D). All algorithms showed a monotonic decrease in model quality with downsampling 

(Figure 2.5), for all causal influence durations, reflecting the reduction of data points available for 

modeling. As in Simulation 1, MVAAR-ST and GLKF-ST showed overall lower consistency values 

(Figure 2.5B). 

For connectivity estimation (Figure 2.6), downsampling affected the algorithms differently. 

GLKF-MT showed small and stable MSE for misses (Figure 2.6A) with sampling rates from 1000 Hz 

down to 600-400 Hz. Differently, for the other algorithms the minimum MSE in misses was obtained 

at the original high sampling rate (1000 Hz), while downsampling resulted in a monotonic increase in 

MSE. On the contrary, values of MSE in false alarms (Figure 2.6B) decreased with downsampling for 

all six algorithms, confirming that downsampling can reduce false-positives, and we observed the 

highest gradient of this reduction in GLKF-MT. Connectivity estimation depended on the duration of 

the imposed causal influence. With the shortest duration (20 ms), most algorithms showed very high 

values of MSE in misses (Figure 2.6A), even at original sampling rate, while for longer duration 

performance improved. This reflects the fact that estimation precision increases when more samples 

are available to model the dynamic evolution of the imposed influence, being adaptation coefficients 

the same. 

In terms of temporal discrimination, while peak delays were generally constant over sampling 

rates (Figure 2.6C), increased delays were observed for most algorithms at the lowest sampling rates, 

particularly for the longer imposed causal durations (100 and 150 ms).  

To summarize, lower sampling rates led to decreased model quality and connectivity estimation 

accuracy. The notable exception to this was that with lower sampling rates the false alarms (MSE) of 

GLKF-MT dropped substantially while misses (MSE) remained stable, resulting in a global 

improvement in connectivity estimation accuracy for reduced sampling rates. 
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Figure 2.5. Simulation 3 on the effects of varying sampling rate: model quality. A) Show the goodness-of-fit (GOF). B) 
Shows the percent consistency. The results are shown for four different durations of the imposed causal influence from node 
1 to node 2 (Figure 2.1D): 20 ms (first row), 50 ms (second row), 100 ms (third row), and 150 ms (fourth row). In each plot 
the results are reported varying sampling rate Fs, for the four recursive algorithms and the two ways of exploiting multiple 
trials: single-trial modeling and multi-trial modeling, available only for RLS and GLKF. Error bars represent 95% CI of the 
mean value computed across 50 simulations. 
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Figure 2.6. Simulation 3 on the effects of varying sampling rate: connectivity estimation. A) Shows the misses 
(normalized MSE), which are computed on the edge from node 1 to node 2 (Figure 2.1C). B) Shows the false alarms 
(normalized MSE), which are computed on the edge from node 2 to node 1 (Figure 2.1C). C) Shows the peak delay, which is 
computed as difference between peak latencies of estimated and simulated causal influence from node 1 to node 2 (Figure 
2.1C). The results are shown for four different durations of the imposed causal influence from node 1 to node 2 (Figure 
2.1D): 20 ms (first row), 50 ms (second row), 100 ms (third row), and 150 ms (fourth row). In each plot the results are 
reported varying sampling rate Fs, for the four recursive algorithms and the two ways of exploiting multiple trials: single-trial 
modeling and multi-trial modeling, available only for RLS and GLKF. Error bars represent 95% CI of the mean value 
computed across 50 simulations. 
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2.3.2. Benchmark EEG results 

The results from simulations indicated that there is an optimal adaptation constant value for 

connectivity estimation, that most algorithms are relatively robust against setting the model order too 

high, and that downsampling is generally detrimental to connectivity estimation. While simulations 

provide a well-controlled test environment, real data are more complex in ways that could both help 

and hinder model quality and connectivity estimation. We therefore systematically compared the 

performance of tvMVAR algorithms using real benchmark EEG data along fixed criteria, varying 

adaptation constants, model order, and sampling rate. 

2.3.2.1. Adaptation coefficients 

Most algorithms showed high GOF and consistency across values of adaptation coefficients (Figure 

2.7A). Results on model quality reproduced our findings of Simulation 1 (Figure 2.3A-B) for most of 

the algorithms. We observed again that varying adaptation coefficients had little effect on model 

quality for algorithms based on multi-trial modeling, GLKF-MT and RLS-MT. For the other 

algorithms, differently from Simulation 1, we found increasing GOF with larger adaptation 

coefficients. We confirmed poor model fit with small adaptation coefficients for GLKF-ST and 

reduction in percent consistency with big adaptation coefficients also for MVAAR and DEKF. 

As in Simulation 1, model quality did not directly translate to performance in connectivity 

inference (Figure 2.7B). For GLKF-MT, performance on criteria I (cS1 identification) and III (cS1 

target identification) depended strongly on adaptation constant choice. Only adaptation coefficients in 

the range between 0.02 and 0.05 guaranteed good identification of the main driver of the cortical 

network and correct discrimination of its two targets, with big values of effect size (Cohen’s d), and 

also obtaining physiologically plausible latencies of the peak-driving from cS1 (criterion II). 

MVAAR-ST benefited from higher adaptation coefficients, as in simulations (Figure 2.3C-E); while 

GLKF-ST appeared robust against variations of adaptation constants on criteria I and III. We also 

confirmed an intrinsic less accurate temporal discrimination for these last two algorithms, with values 

of peak latency (criterion II) outside the physiologically plausible range for adaptation coefficients 

below 0.05. Generally poor identification of cS1 as the main driver was observed for DEKF-ST and 

for RLS, irrespective of modeling approach. 
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Figure 2.7. Effects of varying adaptation coefficients in benchmark EEG data. A) Shows the measures of model quality, 
goodness-of-fit (left) and percent consistency (right). Error bars denote bootstrapped 95% CI around the mean across 
animals. B) Shows the results of the performance assessment using the three performance criteria. Criterion I (left): gray 
dashed rectangle indicates conditions in which cS1 was significantly distinguished as main driver of the network. Criterion II 
(center): error bars denote bootstrapped 95% CI around mean peak latency across animals, while yellow band shows the 
range of physiologically plausible latencies after stimulus onset. Criterion III (right): gray dashed rectangle indicates 
conditions in which the driving from cS1 toward its two main targets was significantly larger than to medial electrodes 
equidistant from cS1. In each plot the results are shown as a function of the adaptation coefficients AC, using logarithmic 
scale for the x-axis, for the four recursive algorithms and the two ways of exploiting multiple trials: single-trial modeling and 
multi-trial modeling, available only for RLS and GLKF. 
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2.3.2.2. Model order 

Both model quality (Figure 2.8A) and connectivity performance (Figure 2.8B) in benchmark data 

generally improved with increasing model order. Improved GOF and percent consistency with 

increasing model order was found for all algorithms except DEKF-ST (Figure 2.8A). 

In terms of connectivity inference (Figure 2.8B), only GLKF-ST showed plausible results, 

characterized by general improvement in the identification of cS1 (criterion I) and its targets (criterion 

III) when increasing model order, with stable performance for a broad range of values; for GLKF-ST 

most accurate peak latency identification (criterion II) was however obtained with intermediate model 

orders (around 8, the optimal model order as estimated from information criteria, see Methods). 

Furthermore, even if discrimination performance remained good, we found a slight reduction in d by 

increasing model from 14 to 16. Despite generally poor performance obtained with MVAAR-ST and 

GLKF-MT these algorithms showed a behavior in cS1 identification similar to GLKF-ST. Together 

these results suggest that a further increasing model order may at some point degrade connectivity 

inference, as already observed on criterion II for GLKF-ST and MVAAR-ST. Overall we found poor 

performance for DEKF-ST and the two RLS algorithms. 
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Figure 2.8. Effects of model order selection in benchmark EEG data. A) Shows the measures of model quality, goodness-
of-fit (left) and percent consistency (right). Error bars denote bootstrapped 95% CI around the mean across animals. B) 
Shows the results of the performance assessment using the three performance criteria. Criterion I (left): gray dashed ellipses 
indicate conditions in which cS1 was significantly distinguished as main driver of the network. Criterion II (center): error 
bars denote bootstrapped 95% CI around mean peak latency across animals, while yellow band shows the range of 
physiologically plausible latencies after stimulus onset. Criterion III (right): dashed ellipses indicate conditions in which the 
driving from cS1 toward its two main targets was significantly larger than to medial electrodes equidistant from cS1. In each 
plot the results are shown varying model order p, for the four recursive algorithms and the two ways of exploiting multiple 
trials: single-trial modeling and multi-trial modeling, available only for RLS and GLKF. 
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2.3.2.3. Downsampling 

While most algorithms showed GOF and percent consistency values close to 100% (Figure 2.9A), 

downsampling reduced model quality to varying degrees. Most robust to downsampling was RLS-ST 

while the other algorithms showed reduced, though still good, model quality with downsampling. 

These results resemble those obtained from Simulation 3 (Figure 2.5). 

Consistently good connectivity performance across sampling rates was obtained only with 

GLKF-ST (Figure 2.9B). In fact, at the original sampling rate of 2000 Hz only GLKF-ST reliably 

identified cS1 as the largest driver, with a large effect size d=1.47. After downsampling to 1000 Hz, 

also MVAAR-ST was able to significantly detect cS1; while, after downsampling to 500 Hz, only the 

two GLKF algorithms succeeded in distinguishing cS1 as the principal network driver, with effect 

sizes d=2.33 for GLKF-ST and d=1.56 for GLKF-MT. 

On criterion II (Figure 2.9B), all algorithms identified peak driving from cS1 after stimulation at 

latencies close to the physiological range. Overall, we confirmed that the algorithms based on single-

trial modeling have slower adaptation speed compared to those based on multi-trial modeling.  

On criterion III (Figure 2.9B) performance tended to increase with downsampling. MVAAR-ST 

and GLKF-ST correctly identified the main targets of cS1 driving, across sampling rates; while 

GLKF-MT reliably identified cS1 targets only after downsampling. The remaining algorithms 

correctly identified both main targets of cS1 only after reducing sampling rate to 500 Hz. It is worth to 

notice that all the considered algorithms identified the contralateral parietal region as main target of 

cS1 in each dataset. 

To summarize, our results in benchmark data showed that MVAAR-ST and GLKF-ST benefit 

from selecting adaptation coefficients higher (above 0.05) compared to the other algorithms, that a 

broad range of model orders result in basically the same estimated pattern of connections for all 

algorithms, and that downsampling significantly improved the performance of GLKF-MT. 
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Figure 2.9. Effects of varying sampling rate in benchmark EEG data. A) Shows the measures of model quality, 
goodness-of-fit (left) and percent consistency (right). Error bars denote bootstrapped 95% CI around the mean across 
animals. B) Shows the results of the performance assessment using the three performance criteria. Criterion I (left): gray 
dashed rectangle indicates conditions in which cS1 was significantly distinguished as main driver of the network. Criterion II 
(center): error bars denote bootstrapped 95% CI around mean peak latency across animals, while yellow band shows the 
range of physiologically plausible latencies after stimulus onset. Criterion III (right): gray dashed rectangle indicates 
conditions in which the driving from cS1 toward its two main targets was significantly larger than to medial electrodes 
equidistant from cS1. In each plot the results are shown varying sampling rate Fs, for the four recursive algorithms and the 
two ways of exploiting multiple trials: single-trial modeling and multi-trial modeling, available only for RLS and GLKF. 
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2.4. Discussion 

We here systematically compared the performance of four recursive algorithms for tvMVAR model 

fitting and two strategies to deal with multiple realizations of the same stochastic process. To the best 

of our knowledge, this is the first study that exploits a combination of numerical simulations and real 

benchmark EEG data to provide such comparison and assess the effects of model parameters’ 

variation. In the first part of this work, we used numerical simulations to evaluate the intrinsic effects 

of model parameters on the final connectivity estimation under well-controlled conditions. In the 

second part of our study, we used real benchmark EEG data and varied the same model parameters; 

this permitted to assess the physiological plausibility of results obtained with these methods in more 

complex and highly dynamic signals. 

Our findings show that among the algorithms tested GLKF (Milde et al., 2010) generally 

performs best in estimating dynamic causal influences between observed time series. This algorithm 

outperformed RLS and DLKF both in simulations and benchmark data, but its performance was 

shown to strongly depend on whether the single-trial (GLKF-ST) or multi-trial (GLKF-MT) approach 

is used. While the best performance can be obtained with GLKF-MT under specific circumstances (see 

below), the results suggest that in practice GLKF-ST may be more reliable, especially when using 

relatively high sampling rates and adaptation coefficients in the range between 0.02 and 0.05, because 

it is less prone to effects of overfitting than GLKF-MT. A drawback of GLKF-ST is that it has 

somewhat slower adaptation speed than GLKF-MT and this aspect may lead to a worse temporal 

discrimination of the causal influence. 

The observed advantage of GLKF-MT in temporal discrimination comes from how it exploits 

multiple realizations (trials). With GLKF-MT the information from multiple realizations is combined 

and allows steeper variations in the recursive estimation when there is a dynamic change in the causal 

influence. As a consequence, GLKF-MT is generally characterized by faster adaptation and better 

temporal discrimination than GLKF-ST, but with higher variability in the estimates (as illustrated in 

Appendix 2.5.S2). Here GLKF-MT appeared in fact to be more sensitive to the problem of over-

parametrization, especially when the model order was set too high for the process’ dynamics, or when 

the imposed lag of the causal influence was long with respect to the sampling interval. For these 

reasons, GLKF-MT must be recommended only when the time scales of the dynamic interactions are 

known and consequently also the proper decimation factor for downsampling, which may not always 

be the case in real data. When using high sampling rates, one could still use GLKF-MT but lowering 

adaptation coefficients (in the order of 0.001), so that both adaptation speed and variance in 

parameters estimates are reduced, obtaining performance characteristics similar to those of GLKF-ST 

with adaptation constants one order of magnitude higher, i.e. in the range 0.02-0.05. 
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With respect to GLKF-MT, GLKF-ST allows obtaining smoother estimates with smaller 

variance, and this reduces spurious estimates (false alarms); however, the intrinsic adaption speed of 

the algorithm remains the same as at the level of each single trial (see Appendix 2.5.S2 for a 

simulation illustrating this point). Altogether these aspects explain why we found different 

performance for GLKF-ST and GLKF-MT, both in simulations and in benchmark data, while similar 

results were obtained across the two RLS algorithms, in line with previous findings showing that the 

adaptation speed in RLS is not affected by the number of trials, but only by the adaptation coefficient 

(Möller et al., 2003b). 

The results showed that performance similar to GLKF-ST can be obtained using MVAAR 

(Delorme et al., 2011). This similarity is a consequence of the fact that the variants adopted in 

MVAAR for the estimation of measurement noise covariance matrix and covariance of the additive 

matrix noise of the state process (Isaksson et al., 1981; Schack et al., 1995) are analogous to those 

implemented in GLKF. However, our results in real data show overall poorer performances and less 

robustness to variations in sampling frequency for MVAAR as compared to GLKF-ST, especially for 

the identification of major network drivers. 

Based on the results of our study, we discourage the use of RLS (Möller et al., 2001). It was 

already well known that RLS presents limitations in the analysis of high-dimensional time series, due 

to possible computational instabilities (Milde et al., 2010; Toppi, 2013; Toppi et al., 2012). These 

instabilities explain the often uninterpretable results obtained using RLS algorithms in benchmark 

data, where we analyzed a 15-dimensional network. We obtained poor performance also using DEKF 

with single-trial modeling (Omidvarnia et al., 2012; Sommerlade et al., 2009). More specifically, 

DEKF showed significant computational instabilities in benchmark data, resulting in uninterpretable 

estimates, especially for high sampling rates and increased model orders (for further details see 

Appendix 2.5.S3). The DEKF algorithm has been successfully used for small networks in numerical 

simulations and real data (Omidvarnia et al., 2014, 2012; Sommerlade et al., 2009, 2012). Our results 

suggest, however, that an increase in number of nodes may be problematic for this algorithm. The 

computational limitations of the DEKF and RLS algorithms mean that unreliable results may arise 

from their application to high-dimensional networks. 

In this study, we investigated the effects of varying the adaptation coefficients, which offer the 

possibility to tune the adaptivity of recursive algorithms, by choosing a trade-off between speed of 

adaptation and smoothness of the estimates (Milde et al., 2010; Möller et al., 2001, 2003b; Schlögl, 

2000). We found that these coefficients can strongly affect connectivity results and that the optimal 

range of values for selecting them not only depends on connections’ dynamics, but also on the type of 

algorithm and its intrinsic characteristics. Our results showed dependence of model quality measures 

on the choice of adaptation coefficients, suggesting optimal values to maximize model fit to the 
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observed time series. In principle, when analyzing real data, one could then optimize GOF for a certain 

range of adaptation coefficients and select values accordingly. However, we observed a discrepancy 

between model quality and connectivity estimation accuracy, both in simulations and benchmark data: 

models with the best fit to the data did not always have the best connectivity performance. As a 

consequence, optimizing adaptation coefficients purely on the basis of model quality does not 

necessarily minimize connectivity estimation errors. As a priori choice, when using GLKF-MT our 

results suggest adaptation coefficients in the range between 0.01 and 0.05, in line with previous studies 

(Leistritz et al., 2013; Milde et al., 2010; Toppi, 2013). The same range of values can be used also for 

the DEKF and RLS algorithms. Another study showed that, depending on the experimental conditions, 

the optimal value for the forgetting factor in RLS varies between 0.01 and 0.04 (Astolfi et al., 2008), 

as also suggested in (Möller et al., 2001). In addition, increasing the amount of trials can reduce the 

variance of parameters estimation, up to the point where we can increase forgetting factor and 

consequently adaptation speed without losing accuracy in the estimation (Astolfi et al., 2008; Möller et 

al., 2003b). In terms of adaptation coefficients, we extended the findings of previous literature by 

showing that, under same conditions, MVAAR-ST and GLKF-ST benefit from selecting adaptation 

coefficients above 0.05, i.e. above the range optimal for the other algorithms. Our findings also 

suggest that the optimal range of values for the adaptation coefficients further depends on the sampling 

rate. In fact, with respect to our recommendations and those of previous studies, an exception occurs 

when high sampling rates are considered. In these cases a safer choice is to use values an order of 

magnitude lower, i.e. around 0.001 for GLKF-MT and in the range between 0.02 and 0.05 for GLKF-

ST and MVAAR-ST. 

In general, as in the case of the classical event-related potentials analysis, the amount of 

available trials can influence the estimation performance of recursive algorithms. An increase in 

number of trials has been shown to reduce estimates’ variance in RLS (Astolfi et al., 2008; Möller et 

al., 2003b). The influence of number of trials has also been evaluated for GLKF-MT in previous 

studies (Toppi, 2013; Toppi et al., 2012). Using a simulation framework as in Simulation 1, separately 

we assessed the effects of amount of trials’ variation on the estimation performance of the six 

algorithms here considered (see Appendix 2.5.S4). Our findings confirm that increasing the amount of 

trials is beneficial for all recursive algorithms both in terms of connectivity estimation and temporal 

discrimination, but these positive effects become almost negligible rather soon. We show that 

connectivity performances are characterized by a plateau beyond a certain number of trials. In our 

simulation a number of trials above 20 guaranteed reliable connectivity estimation. However, in 

practice it is very difficult to establish a priori an exact number of trials needed for the estimation, 

because this critically depends on the quality of the recorded data, the network dimensionality, and the 

number of parameters to estimate. 
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Another  important step in parametric autoregressive approaches is the selection of model order 

(Porcaro et al., 2009). On the one hand, model order has to be selected sufficiently high to correctly 

describe the dependencies of a multivariate process and capture essential dynamics of the data; on the 

other hand, increasing model order may lead to overfitting effects with consequent increase in the 

variability of the successive MVAR model estimates (Schelter et al., 2006). Therefore, an 

inappropriate choice of model order may significantly degrade accuracy of the final connectivity 

estimates. Results in simulations showed that all algorithms were relatively robust to variations in 

model order. In fact, although the model order had to be selected sufficiently high to capture the delay 

of the imposed causal influence, we observed little changes in connectivity performance from 

increasing model order beyond the optimal value, for a reasonable range of values. Moreover, our 

results in benchmark data showed that a broad range of model orders result in basically the same 

estimated pattern of connections, confirming findings of previous studies (Babiloni et al., 2005; 

Leistritz et al., 2013); in addition, neither model fitting criteria nor connectivity performance criteria 

showed clear maximal values for the optimal model order as derived from information criteria. 

Together our results suggest that when objective information criteria do not converge to an optimal 

model order, then the model order is better selected a bit too large than too small, while carefully 

taking into consideration any a priori knowledge about the timing of the observed phenomena. 

Interestingly, we found that downsampling can have both beneficial and detrimental effects on 

connectivity estimation, depending on the algorithm used. Our results in simulations and benchmark 

data showed positive effects of downsampling on the performance of GLKF-MT, due to a reduction in 

estimates’ variability; while, in general downsampling degraded performance for the remaining 

algorithms. Previous studies investigated downsampling effects on Granger causality in fMRI 

recordings (Seth et al., 2013; Wen et al., 2013a), showing that severe downsampling results in a failure 

of causality analysis. Downsampling may reduce the variability of causal estimates, by reducing model 

parameters to estimate (Brovelli et al., 2004; Seth, 2010); however, after downsampling the causal 

influences can be observed only through a decimated number of samples, and this may significantly 

affect the performance of recursive algorithms that are not fast enough to follow the dynamics. For 

example, when we use an algorithm with slow adaptation and keep adaptation coefficients constant 

while significantly reducing the number of time points through downsampling, the estimates’ updates 

may no longer be sufficient to correctly reproduce variations in causal influences, resulting in a poor 

model of the investigated dynamics. 

One limitation of our analyses is that we treated adaptation speed of the algorithm, model order 

and downsampling separately, while downsampling effects are likely related to the time scale of the 

interactions and selection of model order. Therefore, the choice of whether and how much to 

downsample not only depends on intrinsic characteristics of the recursive algorithm used, but also 
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strongly depends on the temporal characteristics expected in the data. If temporal scales are unknown, 

a multiscale evaluation of directed interactions between processes may also be useful (Faes, 

Marinazzo, et al., 2017).  

In the current study, we started by investigating three variables separately (adaptation 

coefficients, sampling rate and model order), because their effects on the intrinsic ability in 

connectivity estimation of the different recursive algorithms were still poorly understood. In the 

attempt to reduce the limitation mentioned above, we assessed the effects of downsampling in 

combination with the choice of model order by using a simulation framework similar to Simulation 3, 

but varying model order at each sampling rate (see Appendix 2.5.S5). The results of this simulation 

confirm our findings from Simulation 2 and Simulation 3 and do not contradict any of our previous 

conclusions. We further show that downsampling has an influence on the range of model orders that 

guarantee reliable and robust connectivity estimation. Overall, our supplementary results confirm that 

an excessive downsampling can have detrimental effects on the estimation performance of all 

recursive algorithms. 

While we only considered recursive parametric methods for the estimation of connectivity 

measures, alternative tvMVAR methods also exist. For example, some algorithms are based on sliding 

window approaches, with the assumption of stationarity of signals in short time intervals (Ding et al., 

2000; Winterhalder et al., 2005). The selection of window length is a critical issue for these 

approaches: on the one hand, a sufficient amount of data points is needed to accurately fit the MVAR 

model, but on the other, window length should be selected sufficiently small to guarantee the local 

stationarity of the data and to capture transient dynamic features. 

Another class of approaches permits to approximate the spectral transfer function of the linear 

system and consequently estimating connectivity estimates, by using a two-steps process that consist 

of spectral estimation, usually through multitaper and wavelet transforms, followed by spectral 

factorization (Dhamala et al., 2008b; Vidaurre et al., 2016). Such approaches are referred to as 

‘nonparametric’ because they bypass the explicit estimation of MVAR models and the a priori 

selection of parameters such as model order and adaptation constant. However, even nonparametric 

approaches expect an initial choice of parameters, like for example taper function and number of 

tapers, mother wavelet and central frequency of wavelet transform, which may reduce spectral 

resolution. This limitation with respect to spectral resolution is not encountered in parametric methods 

(Wang et al., 2016). A detailed comparisons and evaluation of non-parametric methods is an important 

topic for future work. 

In both simulations and benchmark analyses, we used one connectivity measure (Astolfi et al., 

2006) for all tvMVAR algorithms, because the purpose of this work was to provide a comparison 

between algorithms for tvMVAR modeling rather than between MVAR-based connectivity measures. 
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In general, connectivity results and their interpretability may further depend on the choice of 

connectivity measure (Astolfi et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2011). For example, strong 

differences between the amplitudes of the signals are known to affect the interpretability of PDC 

estimates, and thus revised definitions of PDC have been proposed to overcome or at least reduce the 

problem of scale variance (Baccalá et al., 2007; Schelter et al., 2009; Takahashi et al., 2010). 

Orthogonalized definitions of PDC have also been proposed to mitigate the effect of volume 

conduction and minimize the effect of mutual sources (Omidvarnia et al., 2014, 2012). Spectral 

weighting of the PDC estimates can also improve the interpretability of the results (Plomp, Quairiaux, 

Michel, et al., 2014; Plomp et al., 2015). It is worth to notice that since all variants of PDC are derived 

from a single estimation of the full multivariate model, they do not suffer from sensitivity issues due to 

model subset, which have been observed for the conditional Granger causality (Chen et al., 2006; 

Stokes & Purdon, 2017). 

In summary, when model parameters are properly selected, the Kalman filter-based algorithms 

here considered can correctly model multivariate time series recorded from different brain areas and 

provide informative measures of the dynamic pattern of interactions between them. When temporal 

characteristics of the investigated neural process are not well known, the most reliable results can be 

expected from analyses based on single-trial modeling at relatively high sampling rates. 
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2.5. Supporting information (Appendices) 

2.5.S1. Preprocessing in benchmark EEG data 

Table 2.S1. Results of the preprocessing procedures to remove bad trials. 

Rat-condition 
Number 

of trials 
Indices of removed trials 

IC070523-STIMD 32 3, 7, 10, 11, 16, 17, 23, 27, 29, 31, 32, 33, 35, 40, 41, 44, 45, 47 

IC070523-STIMG 35 3, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 28, 29, 33, 35, 39, 42, 44, 48, 50 

RN060616A-STIMD 45 14, 19, 21, 40, 49 

RN060616A-STIMG 11 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 

RN060707A-STIMD 18 
1, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 44, 45, 46, 47, 49, 

50 

RN060707A-STIMG 16 
1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 18, 20, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 42, 43, 45, 46, 47, 

48, 49, 50 

RN060707B-STIMD 43 6, 21, 27, 28, 29, 39, 40 

RN060707B-STIMG 37 7, 10, 15, 16, 19, 24, 29, 32, 33, 34, 37, 41, 50 

RN060714C-STIMD 38 3, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 23, 27, 30, 32, 44, 45 

RN060714C-STIMG 37 1, 3, 8, 13, 14, 17, 18, 24, 32, 39, 42, 44, 46 

RN060728A-STIMD 38 1, 2, 3, 4, 12, 14, 20, 21, 24, 30, 49, 50 

RN060728A-STIMG 37 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, 25, 27, 30, 31, 38, 41, 48, 49 

RN060728B-STIMD 27 2, 5, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 39, 45, 46 

RN060728B-STIMG 51 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 12, 14, 16, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 30, 34, 35, 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 46, 49, 51, 52, 53, 56, 57, 59, 

60, 64, 65, 71, 72, 74, 77, 78, 81, 85, 89, 91, 92, 93, 97, 98, 99, 100 

RN060912-2-STIMD 25 2, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 36, 39, 40, 42, 44, 49 

RN060912-2-STIMG 33 1, 7, 8, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 19, 21, 22, 24, 27, 28, 29, 44, 46 

RN060915A-2-STIMD 34 7, 9, 10, 11, 14, 22, 27, 29, 30, 37, 40, 41, 42, 45, 46, 49 

RN060915A-2-STIMG 40 6, 7, 13, 15, 18, 19, 27, 31, 41, 42 

RN070129C-2-STIMD 28 1, 2, 4, 12, 18, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 32, 33, 34, 36, 41, 44, 46, 48, 49, 50 

RN070129C-2-STIMG 22 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 29, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 40, 41, 42, 47, 48, 50 

 

In the benchmark dataset (Plomp, Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 2014; Quairiaux et al., 2011), we used a 

semi-automatic procedure based on two criteria to identify trials possibly contaminated with artifacts 

and guide the selection of trials to remove. More specifically, trials were labeled as presumably bad 

when at least one of the following criteria was met: 

1) Variance of signal in pre-stimulus interval [-100, 0 ms] exceeding variance in post-stimulus 

interval [0, 200 ms] for more than 3 channels. 

2) Signal in pre-stimulus interval exceeding a threshold of 100 µV in at least one channel. 

We performed the final selection of trials to remove by visual inspection. Number of remaining trials 

and list of excluded trials for each rat-stimulation condition are provided in Table 2.S1. 
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2.5.S2. GLKF and the two strategies for multiple realizations 

We here provide a proof of principle on the effect of multiple realizations on the estimation of GLKF, 

depending on the strategy used. We simulated time series using a VAR(2) system, in which node 1 

and node 2 resonated at 40 Hz and 10 Hz, respectively. Signals in the two nodes were generated from 

independent white Gaussian noises with zero mean and unit variance. We used a sampling frequency 

of 120 Hz and generated 100 realizations of this system, each of length N=1800 (15 s). We imposed an 

interaction from node 1 to node 2 in the time interval between N/3 and 2N/3, by setting the 

corresponding autoregressive coefficient at lag 1 equal to 1, i.e., A12(1)=1; while, the interaction from 

node 1 to node 2 was zero in the first and the last thirds of each time series. We performed the 

estimation using single-trial modeling followed by averaging (GLKF-ST) and multi-trial modeling 

(GLKF-MT). In the time instants where a dynamic change was imposed to the interaction (N/3 and 

2N/3), we computed the difference between the estimate at current time point and the estimate at the 

previous one. In this way, for each algorithm we measured the weight of estimate update at instant of 

transition, and then we compared this measure to the distribution of values obtained from performing 

the estimation on each single trial separately. 

The results clearly show the difference between GLKF-ST and GLKF-MT (Figure 2.S1). The 

former allows obtaining smoother estimates with reduced variance, but there is no change in the 

adaptation speed compared to the estimation at the level of each single trial and the variations at 

instants of transition cannot be distinguished from the distribution obtained across 100 trials. A 

different behavior can be observed for GLKF-MT, where an increase in the amount of trials produces 

steeper variations in the recursive estimation and consequently makes the algorithm ‘intrinsically 

faster’, at the cost of higher variance in the estimates compared to GLKF-ST. 
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Figure 2.S1. The two strategies for multiple realizations in GLKF. Left panel shows the imposed influence A12(1) (black) 
and the range of the estimates obtained from each single trial (gray). Central panel shows for A12(1) the theoretical values and 
the estimates obtained using GLKF-MT (blue) and GLKF-ST (red). Right panel shows the variations at the two points of 
transition for GLKF-MT (blue triangles) and GLKF-ST (red triangles), compared to the distribution of variations obtained 
across 100 trials (gray). 

2.5.S3. Computational instabilities using DEKF-AA in benchmark data 

In some conditions, using DEKF-AA we obtained invalid results, so called floating-point exceptions 

(Kahan, 1996), due to computational instabilities. Under these “problematic” conditions, update 

matrices were ill-conditioned during the recursive estimation in DEKF-AA, i.e. we obtained for these 

matrices high condition numbers (Belsley et al., 1980), which measure the sensitivity of the solution of 

a system of linear equations to errors in the data. 

When AC=0.5 we obtained invalid results for 5 out of 10 animals. Table 2.S2 provides the 

number of animals who showed invalid results with DEKF-AA varying model order (Fs=2000Hz): 

when p was above 10 we obtained invalid results in all the animals. Varying sampling rate, we 

obtained results in all datasets only at 500 Hz; while, invalid results were found for 9 out of 10 animals 

at original sampling rate (2000 Hz) and for 1 out of 10  after downsampling to 1000 Hz. 

Table 2.S2. DEKF-AA: invalid results in benchmark EEG varying model order. 

p  2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

number of animals with invalid results  0 4 4 9 10 10 10 10 
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2.5.S4. Effects of varying amount of trials 

We here assessed how the number of trials affects estimation performance of the six recursive 

algorithms. We used the 5-nodes surrogate network from Simulation 1 while varying the number of 

simulated trials (k = 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 40). All other details were as in Simulation 1. 

The results showed generally constant model quality across levels of trials when the number of 

trials exceeded 5 (Figure 2.S2–A-B). In most algorithms we obtained slightly increased GOF and 

percent consistency when using 1 or 2 trials only, which may reflect overfitting to the observed data. 

Differently, for GLKF-MT the percent consistency was lower using 1-2 trials with respect to higher 

levels of trials. 

In terms of connectivity estimation, compared to the other algorithms GLKF-MT showed a 

steeper initial reduction in misses with increasing number of trials (Figure 2.S2 –C), and an overall 

stronger positive effect of trials in improving the estimation of simulated connections. The positive 

effect of increasing number of trials was also present in the other algorithms, but showed no further 

improvements beyond 10 trials. False alarms showed similar behavior across all algorithms (Figure 

2.S2–D), with slightly higher benefit by increasing number of trials for GLKF-ST and MVAAR-ST. 

Increasing number of trials also improved the ability of GLKF-MT in correctly detecting peak 

latencies of driving, while results were basically constant across trials for the remaining algorithms 

(Figure 2.S2–E), but characterized by reduced CIs increasing trials. 

In sum, our findings confirm that increasing the number of trials is beneficial for recursive 

algorithms. However, there is a certain amount of trials after which the measures of estimation 

accuracy show a plateau, suggesting that there is only little benefit in adding more trials beyond that 

amount. 
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Figure 2.S2. Simulation 4 on the effects of varying amount of trials. A) Shows the goodness-of-fit (GOF). B) Shows the 
percent consistency. C) Shows the misses (normalized MSE), which are computed on the edges with simulated connections 
(Figure 2.1A). D) Shows the false alarms (normalized MSE), computed on the edges with null connections. E) Shows the 
average peak delay across the four imposed connections in the 5-nodes model (Figure 2.1B). The results in each plot are 
shown as a function of total amount of trials, for the four recursive algorithms and the two ways of exploiting multiple trials: 
single-trial modeling (ST) and multi-trial modeling (MT), available only for RLS and GLKF. Error bars represent 95% CI of 
the mean value computed across 50 simulations. 
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2.5.S5. Downsampling and model order 

To investigate whether the effects of downsampling depend on the model order choice we used a 

variation on Simulation 3 in which we performed the analyses varying model order (1 to 20 in steps of 

1) and sampling rate (1000 Hz to 100 Hz in steps of 100 Hz) in fully-crossed way. The duration of the 

causal influence from node 1 to node 2 was 150 ms and time-frequency connectivity analysis was 

performed up to 50 Hz. We repeated the generation-estimation procedure 50 times for each of the 

fully-crossed conditions considered. 

All six algorithms showed generally high GOF and uniform across model orders at each level of 

sampling rate down to 400-300 Hz (Figure 2.S3–A); while downsampling to 200 Hz and 100 Hz 

resulted in stronger dependence on model order and overall detrimental effect on GOF. We observed 

similar results also for the percent consistency (Figure 2.S3–B), except with MVAAR-ST and GLKF-

ST, which showed lower percent consistency (as in Simulation 2). An excessive downsampling 

produced a remarkable decrease in performance also in this case. 

Results in terms of connectivity estimation confirmed the previous findings of our study. More 

specifically, the results for misses reproduced a specific behavior for all algorithms at each sampling 

rate (Figure 2.S4–A). Such behavior was characterized by (i) minimum MSE in misses for a model 

order close to the value that matches the imposed lag, (ii) increased MSE for model orders smaller 

than the lag, and (iii) quite stable MSE for a certain range of model orders exceeding the lag. This 

latter characteristic (iii) was also dependent on the downsampling. For most of the algorithms, by 

increasing model order beyond the optimal value we observed an increase in misses, which was almost 

flat at original sampling rate and became steeper at lower sampling rates; on the other hand, GLKF-

MT and RLS-MT showed a more robust behavior varying model order in the range beyond the 

optimal value, even after downsampling. Moreover, the results confirmed that for all algorithms 

downsampling can decrease false alarms and that increasing model order produces a linear increase in 

false alarms (Figure 2.S4–B). GLKF-MT showed the strongest dependence on downsampling and 

model order choice for false alarms. 

In terms of temporal discrimination, the majority of algorithms produced a systematic 

overestimation of peak latency across sampling rates and model orders (Figure 2.S4–C), characterized 

by increased delays at lowest sampling rates, in line with the results of Simulation 2 and Simulation 3. 

Overall, GLKF-MT guaranteed the best temporal discrimination of peak latency for values of model 

order in the range around the one matching the imposed lag at each sampling frequency. As previously 

shown in Simulation 2, high variability in the results across simulations was observed in GLKF-MT, 

but only at original sampling rate and when the model order was 17 or bigger. 

In sum, we considered variations in sampling rate and model order in a fully-crossed way, and 

the results did not contradict the previous findings from Simulation 2 and Simulation 3. The results of 
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this simulation support the finding that the best estimation of a simulated connection can be generally 

obtained using a range of model orders around the one that matches the imposed lag of the connection 

itself at each sampling rate. We further show that the effects of downsampling are qualitatively similar 

across model orders and that they generally depend on the characteristics of the considered algorithm. 

For example, we confirmed a beneficial effect of downsampling on connectivity estimation for GLKF-

MT, due to a substantial reduction in false alarms, while showing robustness in terms of misses under 

the conditions here considered. Overall, an excessive downsampling (200-100 Hz) produced 

detrimental effects on the performance of all algorithms, both in terms of model fitting and 

connectivity estimation. 
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Figure 2.S3. Simulation 5 on the effects of 
varying sampling rate & model order: model 
fitting. The pictures show the results in terms 
of the two model fitting measures: A) 
goodness-of-fit (GOF); B) percent consistency. 
The results are shown from left to right for 
sampling rates from 1000 Hz to 100 Hz in steps 
of 100 Hz. In each plot the results are reported 
varying model order p, for the four recursive 
algorithms and the two ways of exploiting 
multiple trials: single-trial modeling and multi-
trial modeling, available only for RLS and 
GLKF. Error bars represent 95% CI of the 
mean value computed across 50 simulations. 
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Figure 2.S4. Simulation 
5 on the effects of 
varying sampling rate 
& model order: 

connectivity 
estimation. A) Shows 
the misses, which are 
computed as normalized 
mean squared 
differences between 
estimated connectivity 
values and those 
imposed from node 1 to 
node 2 (Figure 2.1C).  
B) Shows the false 
alarms, which are 
computed as normalized 
mean squared error on 
the null connection from 
node 2 to node 1 (Figure 
2.1C). C) Shows the 
peak delay, which is 
computed as difference 
between peak latencies 
of true and estimated 
causal influence from 
node 1 to node 2 (Figure 
2.1C). The results are 
shown from left to right 
for sampling rates from 
1000 Hz to 100 Hz in 
steps of 100 Hz. In each 
plot the results are 
reported varying model 
order p, for the four 
recursive algorithms and 
the two ways of 
exploiting multiple 
trials: single-trial 
modeling and multi-trial 
modeling, available only 
for RLS and GLKF. 
Error bars represent 95% 
CI of the mean value 
computed across 50 
simulations. 
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3. The regularized and smoothed General Linear Kalman 

Filter2 

 

 

 

Brief summary 

In this work, we introduced a regularized and smoothed General Linear Kalman Filter (spsm-GLKF), 

which is an extension of the original GLKF (Milde et al., 2010). Our findings demonstrate that spsm-

GLKF outperforms the original one. Codes with a software implementation of spsm-GLKF have been 

made freely available (https://github.com/mattiapagnotta/spsm-GLKF). 

  

                                                        
2 Published as: Pagnotta, M. F., Plomp, G., & Pascucci, D. (2019, July). A regularized and smoothed General 
Linear Kalman Filter for more accurate estimation of time-varying directed connectivity. In 2019 41st Annual 
International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society (EMBC) (pp. 611-615). 
IEEE. https://doi.org/10.1109/EMBC.2019.8857915 
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Abstract 

Adaptive algorithms based on the Kalman filter are valuable tools to model the dynamic and directed 

Granger causal interactions between neurophysiological signals simultaneously recorded from 

multiple cortical regions. Among these algorithms, the General Linear Kalman Filter (GLKF) has 

proven to be the most accurate and reliable. Here we propose a regularized and smoothed GLKF 

(spsm-GLKF) with ℓ1 norm penalties based on lasso or group lasso and a fixed-interval smoother. We 

show that the group lasso penalty promotes sparse solutions by shrinking spurious connections to zero, 

while the smoothing increases the robustness of the estimates. Overall, our results demonstrate that 

spsm-GLKF outperforms the original GLKF, and represents a more accurate tool for the 

characterization of dynamical and sparse functional brain networks. 
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3.1. Introduction 

Neural systems can be considered as complex networks of physically interconnected modules in which 

subsets of functional interactions serve a variety of brain processes. Human perception, for instance, is 

realized through rapid and recurrent transitions between different connectivity states (Behrens & 

Sporns, 2012; Quinn et al., 2018), in which neuronal interactions are likely expanding from locally 

dense to more globally sparse states (Babadi & Sompolinsky, 2014). Modeling the human brain from a 

large-scale network perspective, therefore, implies taking into account the highly dynamical nature of 

directed interactions (Hupé et al., 2001), and the degree of sparseness intrinsic to functional and 

structural networks (Bassett & Bullmore, 2006; Hagmann et al., 2008; Sporns & Zwi, 2004). 

To investigate dynamic and directed functional relationships in the brain, several frameworks 

have been developed which extend the concept of Granger causality (Granger, 1969) to the case of 

multivariate and non-stationary physiological signals (Astolfi et al., 2008; Dhamala et al., 2008b; 

Pagnotta et al., 2018b; Wilke et al., 2008). Among these, parametric adaptive algorithms such as the 

General Linear Kalman Filter (GLKF) (Milde et al., 2010) recursively estimate the latent and time-

varying structure of multivariate autoregressive coefficients (tv-MVAR) that reflect directed 

interactions between multiple brain signals. Previous studies have proved the supremacy of GLKF in 

modeling tv-MVAR processes in both real and surrogate data (Ghumare et al., 2018; Pagnotta & 

Plomp, 2018; Pascucci et al., 2018; Plomp et al., 2016; Toppi et al., 2012). 

A companion to the problem of estimating time-varying directed connectivity is the 

consideration of the degree of sparseness in a given functional network. On the one hand, an efficient 

neural system might maximize information transfer while minimizing the cost of active connections 

(Bullmore & Sporns, 2009), thus leading to functional networks with relatively few interacting nodes 

(Wee et al., 2012). On the other hand, efficiency can also be achieved through dense and 

heterogeneous connections (Markov et al., 2013), or via transitional states that encounter different 

degrees of sparseness (Babadi & Sompolinsky, 2014). In light of these considerations, connectivity 

measures that embed information about sparseness may best reflect true network states. 

With the goal to enhance sparse network solutions, some effort has been recently made in 

combining Granger causality and MVAR modeling with regularization procedures (e.g. ℓ1 or ℓ2 norm) 

(Haufe et al., 2010; Li et al., 2018; Valdés-Sosa et al., 2005), while exploring other promising 

approaches based on stochastic search variable selection (SVSS) and Markov Chain-Monte Carlo 

methods (Jones & West, 2005; Quinn et al., 2018). However, these solutions are not readily adaptable 

to tv-MVAR processes and SVSS appears limited by computational cost (Valdés-Sosa et al., 2005). 

In the present work, we propose a new extension of the GLKF that incorporates ℓ1 norm 

penalties for tv-MVAR coefficients selection (Khan et al., 2014). Our method of adaptive filtering 
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under sparsity favors sparse solutions at each time step of the Kalman recursion, thus representing a 

valuable candidate for the combined characterization of dynamics and sparseness in functional 

connectivity. Moreover, we refine tv-MVAR estimates by incorporating a smoothing procedure with a 

fixed-interval smoother (Rauch et al., 1965). The performance of our sparse and smoothed method 

(spsm-GLKF) is compared with the classical GLKF under simulations with varying degree of imposed 

sparsity. Our results show that using ℓ1 norm regularizations enhances sparsity and drastically reduces 

spurious connectivity estimates, while the smoother further guarantees a reduction in their variability. 

3.2. Materials and methods 

3.2.1. Proposed algorithm: spsm-GLKF 

A d-dimensional tv-MVAR process of the form: 

𝑌! = 𝐴!
(!)𝑌!!!

!

!!!
+ 𝐸! (3.1) 

where p is the model order, Ek∈Rd is a zero-mean white (innovation) process noise, and Ak
(r)∈Rdxd is 

the matrix of autoregressive coefficients at each lag r and time point k=p+1,…,N, can be transformed 

into a state-space representation: 

𝑥! = 𝐹!!!𝑥!!! + 𝑤!!! (3.2) 

𝑦! = 𝐻!𝑥! + 𝑣! (3.3) 

Equation (3.2) represents the state equation modeling the latent (unobserved) state as a random walk 

process with covariance Pk, transition matrix Fk-1 = I[dp], and additive noise wk ~ N(0, Qk). Equation 

(3.3) is the observation equation that links the state process xk with the observations yk through the 

transition matrix H, in the presence of additive noise vk ~ N(0, Rk). By adopting the following 

relationships: 

𝑥! =
𝐴!
(!) !

⋮

𝐴!
(!) !

𝑦! = 𝑌!
𝐻! = 𝑌!!! … 𝑌!!!

 (3.4) 

the GLKF is used to recursively estimate the observation noise covariance Rk, the latent state 𝑥! and 

the estimation-error covariance Pk of time-varying autoregressive coefficients Ak (Milde et al., 2010). 

The algorithm permits to simultaneously fit one model to all available realizations. The 

covariance matrix Rk is estimated using a recursive equation (3.11), based on the average covariance of 
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the prediction error Ek across n realizations, where the adaptation constant c1∈(0,1) regulates the trade-

off between adaptation speed and smoothness of the estimates (Schack et al., 1995). For the estimation 

of Qk we follow (Isaksson et al., 1981), where to enable changes in model coefficients a first-order 

Markov process is assumed to control the state update and a second constant c2 controls the average 

rate of change, which gives the expression in equation (3.9). The Kalman filter gain Kk can then be 

derived using the equations (3.12) and (3.13), and it is used in equations (3.14) and (3.15) to update 

the estimate of x and P, respectively. 

To promote regularized and sparse solutions for 𝑥! during Kalman recursions, we use a 

projection onto a sparse space (Khan et al., 2014; Simon, 2006), using a lasso-based ℓ1 norm penalty 

for variable selection (Tibshirani, 2011): 

𝑥 = argmin
!

!
! 𝐴𝑥 − 𝑏

!

!
+ λ 𝑥 !  (3.5) 

In equation (3.5) the tilde denotes the regularized estimates and λ ≥ 0 is the regularization parameter. 

𝐴 is chosen as identity matrix I[ddp], while b corresponds to the standard GLKF estimates of the state 

from equation (3.14). The solution to equation (3.5) is obtained by using the alternating direction 

method of multipliers, an augmented Lagrangian method for convex optimization problems (Boyd et 

al., 2011). Coefficients selection can then be performed by considering the following expression for m1 

= 1,…,dp and m2 = 1,…,d: 

𝑥! 𝑚!,𝑚! = 𝑥! 𝑚!,𝑚! ,  𝑖𝑓 𝑥! 𝑚!,𝑚! ≠ 0
0,                     𝑖𝑓 𝑥! 𝑚!,𝑚! = 0 (3.6) 

Alternatively, we can replace the lasso penalty with a group lasso penalty (Yuan & Lin, 2006). 

The group lasso is an extension of the ℓ1 norm regularization where the regularizer ǁxǁ1 is replaced 

with: 

𝑥! !
!
!!! , where 𝑥 = 𝑥!,… , 𝑥! , with 𝑥! ∈ ℝ!! (3.7) 

where J is the number of groups and nj the number of variables in the j-th group. The variables are 

grouped and sparsity is encouraged at group level; thus, the group lasso has the property of shrinking 

to zero the coefficients from each group collectively. In our case, the model coefficients are grouped 

along the lags, i.e. Ak
(r)(i,j) with r=1,…,p for the coefficients from node j to node i; in this way sparsity 

is enforced across all lags between two nodes (Haufe et al., 2010). 
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For smoothing, we use the Rauch–Tung–Striebel (RTS) smoother (Rauch et al., 1965), which is 

a fixed-interval smoother that proceeds backward in time using all available measurements (Simon, 

2006). Our algorithm is summarized below: 

 

Sparse GLKF with RTS smoothing (spsm-GLKF) 

1. Initialization: For k=p initialize xp=0, Rp=10-2I[d], and Pp=10-4I[dp]. 

2. Sparse GLKF: For k=p+1,…,N, do 

• Prediction: 

𝑥! = 𝐹!!!𝑥!!!! = 𝑥!!!!  (3.8) 

𝑃! = 𝐹!!!𝑃!!!! 𝐹!!!! + 𝑄! = 𝑃!!!! + 𝑐!!𝐼 !"  (3.9) 

• Filtering: 

𝐸! = 𝑦! − 𝐻!𝑥! (3.10) 

𝑅! = (1 − 𝑐!)𝑅!!! + 𝑐!(𝐸!!𝐸!)/(𝑛 − 1) (3.11) 

𝑆! = 𝐻!𝑃!𝐻!! + 𝑡𝑟 𝑅! 𝐼 !  (3.12) 

𝐾! = 𝑃!𝐻!!/𝑆! (3.13) 

𝑥!! = 𝑥! + 𝐾!(𝑦! − 𝐻!𝑥!) (3.14) 

𝑃!! = 𝑃! − 𝐾!𝑆!𝐾!! (3.15) 

• Projection (sparse-space): Projection onto a constraint region, with lasso or group 

lasso penalty. 

3. Smoothing:  

• Initialization: At last time step k=N initialize 

𝑥! = 𝑥!,!!

𝑃! = 𝑃!,!!
 (3.16) 

• RTS smoother (backward): For k=N-1,…,p+2,p+1, do 

𝐶! = 𝑃!,!! 𝑃!,!!!! !!
 (3.17) 

𝑃! = 𝑃!,!! − 𝐶! 𝑃!,!!!! − 𝑃!!! 𝐶!! (3.18) 

𝑥! = 𝑥!,!! + 𝐶! 𝑥!!! − 𝑥!,!!!!  (3.19) 
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3.2.2. Illustrative example 

As a proof of concept, we first compared the performance of spsm-GLKF with the original GLKF in a 

simple 2-nodes network (d=2) generated through the following MVAR process of order p=3: 

𝑌! =
2𝑟!𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃!) 0
−0.356 2𝑟!𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃!)

𝑌!!! 

       + −𝑟!! 0
0.7136 −𝑟!!

𝑌!!! 

       + 0 0
−0.356 0 𝑌!!! + 𝐸! 

(3.20) 

where θi = 2πfiΔt, being Δt the inverse of sampling frequency (Fs=200Hz), fi the peak oscillatory 

component of the i-th node (f1=40Hz, f2=10Hz), and r1,2=0.8 (Rodrigues & Andrade, 2015). In this 

simulation (n=100, N=600), the influence from node 1 to node 2 evolved over time as a rect function, 

acting as a high-pass filter only in a pre-defined temporal window (samples 201-400), while being 

absent elsewhere. 

Tv-MVAR modelling was performed with original GLKF (-O), lasso–constrained GLKF (-L), 

and GLKF with group lasso penalty (-GL). Adaptation constants were both set equal to 0.02 to 

guarantee a good compromise between speed of adaptation and variance of the estimates. The 

regularization parameter λ in the regularized variants was selected using a 5-fold cross-validation 

(CV), minimizing the trained model residuals on independent test sets (GLKF-L: λ=0.090; GLKF-GL: 

λ=0.129). For each approach we also investigated how the RTS smoother (denoted as ‘-sm’ in the 

results) affected performance. 

3.2.3. Simulation 

In a more realistic simulation we created surrogate networks (d=6, p=9, Fs=200Hz, n=100, N=600) 

with varying degree of imposed sparsity. Oscillators at randomly selected frequencies (12Hz, 20Hz, 

40Hz, or 70Hz) were used to generate the intrinsic autoregressive component of the i-th node like in 

(20), by setting A(1)(i,i)=2ricos(θi), A(2)(i,i)=–ri
2, θi=2πfiΔt and ri∈[0.7, 0.9]. The sparsity of the 

network was defined as the complement to 100% of the connection density (the proportion of active 

over total possible connections, d2–d=30). Sparsity was varied from 50% to 90% (step size=10%). The 

structure of active connections for each sparsity level was determined randomly with the only 

constrain to ensure model stability (modulus of all eigenvalues of the augmented AR matrices below 1 

(Lütkepohl, 2005)). Tv-MVAR modeling was performed with the six implementations of GLKF tested 

in the illustrative example: -O, -L, and -GL, each without or with smoother. Adaptation constants were 

chosen as above. 
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We assessed performance by quantifying how well the theoretical (simulated) time-frequency 

connectivity values were reproduced in the information partial directed coherence (iPDC) (Takahashi 

et al., 2010), which is obtained through a spectral representation of the tv-MVAR process. 

Performance metrics were based on misses and false alarms, and derived from a normalized measure 

of mean squared error (MSE). Misses were defined as the difference MSE (estimated iPDC—

theoretical iPDC) on imposed active connections, normalized by mean squared theoretical iPDC over 

active connections. False alarms were based on a similar estimate with the same normalization term, 

but considering absent connections in the numerator (Pagnotta & Plomp, 2018). 

The procedure of data generation, estimation, and performance assessment was repeated 30 

times for each sparsity level. The first 300 samples were removed during performance assessment to 

avoid possible confounding effects during Kalman adaptation. 

3.3. Results 

3.3.1. Illustrative example 

The 2-nodes simulation showed that both GLKF-L and GLKF-GL shrunk absent connections toward 

zero, although a few spurious interactions remained using GLKF-L, while GLKF-O showed spurious 

estimates for absent and inactive interactions (Figure 3.1A-B). For the existing and active connection, 

however, both GLKF-L and GLKF-GL provided estimates close to the GLKF-O (Figure 3.1B). 

Furthermore, the addition of the RTS smoother drastically decreased the overall variability in the 

estimates across algorithms (Figure 3.1C-D). 

3.3.2. Simulation 

Increased sparsity resulted in a relatively stable amount of misses (Figure 3.2A) but led to an increase 

in the amount of false alarms for GLKF-O (Figure 3.2B). The GLKF-L, instead, showed a reliable 

decrease of false alarms with more stable performance over sparsity levels, guaranteed by the optimal 

choice of increasing λ (Figure 3.2C). However, the GLKF-L presented a relatively small cost in 

performance, with increasing misses under high sparsity levels (Figure 3.2A). Overall, the GLKF-GL 

achieved the best performance both in terms of the amount of misses (comparable to the GLKF-O, 

Figure 3.2A) and of the near absence of false alarms (Figure 3.2B). These results confirmed the 

improved connectivity estimates with RTS smoother in all three methods. Results suggest that 

combining group lasso penalty with RTS smoother best achieves sparse solutions with robust and 

reliable estimates, as evident from the 95% confidence intervals in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.1. Variance of estimated AR coefficients. The variance of the estimated AR coefficients across lags (p=3) and 
over time is shown for the absent connection A12 and the imposed true interaction A21. Results are reported for the three 
algorithms without smoothing (A-B) and with RTS smoothing (C-D). The black line represents the expected, theoretical 
variance. 

 
Figure 3.2. Performance metrics. Misses (A) and false alarms (B) for the 6 methods under varying degree of sparsity. (C) 
Optimal regularization parameters as a function of degree of sparsity. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals (CIs) across 30 
simulations. 

3.4. Discussion and conclusion 

The quest for correctly characterizing large-scale networks with nonstationary functional interactions 

of varying sparseness requires an adaptive algorithm that can evaluate and promote sparse solutions. 

Here we present a regularized and smoothed version of the Kalman filter (Milde et al., 2010), named 

spsm-GLKF, that includes ℓ1 norm penalties to enhance sparsity and a fixed-interval smoother to 

reduce variability in the estimates. Our simulations showed that the approach based on group lasso 

outperforms the original GLKF and the lasso-based regularized GLKF in terms of robustness of the 

estimates and amount of misses and false alarms. The analytical definition of the group lasso (Yuan & 

Lin, 2006) takes indeed into account the full structure of AR coefficients over lags, thus shrinking to 
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zero spurious connections entirely (Haufe et al., 2010). The lasso approach, on the other hand, acts on 

individual lags and this might still result in spurious or inconsistent estimates that negatively affect the 

spectral decomposition of regularized AR coefficients. 

In addition to the drastic decrease of false alarms, GLKF-GL maintained nearly identical 

estimation accuracy in recovering existing connections, compared to the original GLKF. This benefit 

was further improved by the additional RTS smoother (Rauch et al., 1965) that led to more robust 

connectivity estimates for all methods. Our results suggest that RTS smoothing is beneficial for offline 

implementations of the Kalman filter, even without sparsity regularization. Besides the RTS smoother, 

other existing smoothing techniques (Simon, 2006) can be easily integrated in our framework. 

One caveat is that the use of ℓ1 norm penalty constraints can lead to a violation of modeling 

assumptions, e.g. Gaussianity. Nonetheless, in our approach the penalties are simply employed for 

coefficients selection. Our models did not violate Gaussianity assumption, which was still guaranteed 

in both illustrative example and simulations, as we verified by extracting the innovations and 

calculating its average and covariance. Future work should provide a full exploration of the robustness 

of spsm-GLKF to model mismatch, as well as on assessing the computational cost of using it in 

networks of higher dimensions. 

The model is also based on linearity assumption, which may not always be guaranteed in real 

data. In such cases, our method would provide a linear approximation of the system dynamics, and its 

goodness should be carefully checked case by case. Alternatively several derivations of the Kalman 

filter have been introduced that incorporate nonlinear system dynamics explicitly (Haykin, 2001; Julier 

& Uhlmann, 1997; Wan & Van Der Merwe, 2000). The re-weighted ℓ1 dynamic filtering (RWL1-DF) 

has been specifically proposed to handle increased inaccuracies in the system dynamics model 

(Charles et al., 2016). RWL1-DF achieves robustness to model mismatch by introducing hyperpriors 

in a Laplacian scale mixture model, which makes this implementation flexible to arbitrary model 

dynamics, but also highly nonlinear. It is in principle possible to incorporate RWL1-DF in the GLKF. 

In conclusion, here we validated a time-varying measure of directed connectivity with sparse 

regularization using synthetic data with known ground truth. We plan to extend the assessment of our 

method using both pseudo-realistic frameworks, e.g. (Haufe et al., 2013), and real neural data. We 

believe our improved spsm-GLKF to be a valuable tool for the analysis of brain networks, with the 

potential to aid the functional characterization of dynamical and sparse neural systems. 
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Brief summary 

Nonparametric methods based on time-varying spectral factorization do not require model order 

selection, like for the explicit tvMVAR modeling. However, a certain number of parameters may still 

need to be selected, depending on the specific spectral decomposition approach used (Dhamala et al., 

2008a, 2008b). These spectral decomposition parameters determine the trade-off between time and 

frequency resolution, and the spectral estimates bias–variance trade-off. In this work, we provided a 

benchmark validation of nonparametric methods, by systematically evaluating the effects on 

performance of varying spectral decomposition parameters, and the potential detrimental effects due to 

an erroneous selection of them. Our findings provide a characterization of how the spectral 

decomposition parameters affect performance in the different nonparametric methods, and furthermore 

reveal suitable ranges of values for practical applications. We conclude by highlighting some 

interpretational issues for connectivity analyses, which are addressed more extensively in (Pagnotta et 

al., 2018a). 

  

                                                        
3 Published as: Pagnotta, M. F., Dhamala, M., & Plomp, G. (2018). Benchmarking nonparametric Granger 
causality: Robustness against downsampling and influence of spectral decomposition parameters. NeuroImage, 
183, 478-494. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2018.07.046 
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Abstract 

Brain function arises from networks of distributed brain areas whose directed interactions vary at 

subsecond time scales. To investigate such interactions, functional directed connectivity methods 

based on nonparametric spectral factorization are promising tools, because they can be 

straightforwardly extended to the nonstationary case using wavelet transforms or multitapers on 

sliding time window, and allow estimating time-varying spectral measures of Granger–Geweke 

causality (GGC) from multivariate data. Here we systematically assess the performance of various 

nonparametric GGC methods in real EEG data recorded over rat cortex during unilateral whisker 

stimulations, where somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs) propagate over known areas at known 

latencies and therefore allow defining fixed criteria to measure the performance of time-varying 

directed connectivity measures. In doing so, we provide a comprehensive benchmark evaluation of the 

spectral decomposition parameters that might influence the performance of wavelet and multitaper 

approaches. Our results show that, under the majority of parameter settings, nonparametric methods 

can correctly identify the contralateral primary sensory cortex (cS1) as the principal driver of the 

cortical network. Furthermore, we observe that, when properly optimized, the approach based on 

Morlet wavelet provided the best detection of the preferential functional targets of cS1; while, the best 

temporal characterization of whisker-evoked interactions was obtained with a sliding-window 

multitaper. In addition, we find that nonparametric methods provide GGC estimates that are robust 

against signal downsampling. Taken together our results provide a range of plausible application 

values for the spectral decomposition parameters of nonparametric methods, and show that they are 

well suited to characterize time-varying directed causal influences between neural systems with good 

temporal resolution. 
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4.1. Introduction 

Human brain function emerges at large-scale from networks of dynamic interactions between 

distributed cortical areas (Bressler, 1995; Horwitz, 2003; Sporns, 2014). These interactions are 

inherently directed and reflect how neuronal activity in one area changes the excitability in the areas 

that it targets through synaptic connections (Felleman & Van Essen, 1991; Markov et al., 2014). The 

strength of these interactions, furthermore, varies on subsecond time scales both in stimulus-evoked 

data and in recordings obtained at rest, i.e. without stimulation or explicit task instructions (Britz et al., 

2010; Bullier, 2001). In order to understand how these large-scale networks support sensory and 

cognitive processes it is essential to accurately characterize the underlying pattern of directed 

interactions and how this evolves in time. 

The interactions between brain areas can be modeled from statistical regularities between 

signals simultaneously recorded from those areas, by using measures of directed connectivity (Baccalá 

& Sameshima, 2001; Geweke, 1982; Granger, 1969; Kaminski & Blinowska, 1991). We can 

distinguish at least three important goals of such directed connectivity analyses. The first goal is to 

accurately identify the most influential areas within the network; this can help identify functionally 

relevant areas in normal processing (Astolfi et al., 2007) but also the spread of pathological activity, 

for example in epileptic patients (Ding et al., 2007). A second goal of directed connectivity analyses is 

to accurately reflect which areas are preferentially targeted by any given brain area; this is a 

prerequisite for correctly inferring network properties through topological analyses of the resulting 

weighted directed graphs (Bassett & Sporns, 2017; Fallani et al., 2007). A third important goal of 

directed connectivity analyses is to show how interactions change over time, so as to accurately 

characterize transient interactions and network states (Baker et al., 2014; Deco et al., 2011; Vidaurre et 

al., 2017). These three goals are not exhaustive, but any directed connectivity measure that meets these 

goals would make for a powerful neuroimaging tool. 

One class of directed connectivity measures that aims for these three goals is based on a 

nonparametric implementation of Granger causality (Dhamala et al., 2008b). Granger causality 

analyses make use of inferences based on the notion of temporal precedence and statistical 

predictability among simultaneously recorded neural time series. Nonparametric methods come from a 

long tradition that began with the notion of causality introduced by Wiener (Wiener, 1956), and 

continued with the statistical definitions proposed in time domain (Granger, 1969) and in frequency 

domain (Geweke, 1982). This spectral variant of causality is here referred to as Granger–Geweke 

Causality (GGC). Measures closely related to GGC have been defined on the basis of spectral 

quantities obtained from a multivariate autoregressive (MVAR) model of the time series, such as the 
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spectral transfer matrix or the coefficients matrix (Baccalá & Sameshima, 2001; Kamiński et al., 

2001). 

Causality measures have been widely used to study directional influences in different 

neurophysiological data, such as electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) 

(Astolfi et al., 2007; Chand & Dhamala, 2016; Gow et al., 2008; Schoffelen & Gross, 2009), 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (Bajaj et al., 2015; Bressler et al., 2008; Roebroeck et 

al., 2005; Wen et al., 2012), and local field potentials (LFPs) (Brovelli et al., 2004). 

In their classical formulation, spectral GGC estimates are derived from MVAR models of the 

recorded time series (Geweke, 1982). This requires a priori choice of the model order, which is the 

parameter that determines how many past time samples are taken into account for predicting activities 

at present time. The MVAR-based methods, commonly referred to as parametric methods, have been 

successfully used to investigate directional influences between visual areas (Bernasconi et al., 2000; 

Bernasconi & König, 1999), sensorimotor processing (Brovelli et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2008), 

cognitive tasks (Ding et al., 2006; Roebroeck et al., 2005), and interictal epileptic activity (Coito et al., 

2015; Lin et al., 2009). 

Alternative methods allow deriving GGC estimates from a spectral factorization of the time 

series, and are referred to as nonparametric methods (Dhamala et al., 2008a, 2008b). Nonparametric 

GGC has been successfully used to investigate stationary causal influences in visual processing and 

selective attention (Bastos et al., 2015; Bosman et al., 2012a; Roberts et al., 2013; Saalmann et al., 

2012), information processing in auditory cortex (Fontolan et al., 2014), and to evaluate directional 

influences between spike trains (Cao et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2014; Nedungadi et al., 2009). 

Notably, nonparametric methods allow for a straightforward implementation of time-varying 

GGC, either by using wavelet transforms (Daubechies, 1990; Torrence & Compo, 1998) or by using 

the multitaper method (Thomson, 1982) on overlapping short time windows. While time-varying 

nonparametric approaches have been applied to neural data (Dhamala et al., 2008b), their use is less 

widespread and their validity is not fully established across various data types. 

Another important aspect is that, even if nonparametric methods do not require model order 

selection, because the explicit MVAR-modeling is completely bypassed, they still need some initial 

choices of parameters, depending on the spectral decomposition approach employed. These parameters 

regulate the trade-offs between temporal and spectral resolutions, and between variance and bias of the 

spectral estimates, and therefore setting their values properly is critical to obtain interpretable causal 

measures. A systematic evaluation of the effects associated with varying spectral decomposition 

parameters in nonparametric GGC is currently missing. 

Here, we aim to provide a systematic and objective assessment of the performance of time-

varying nonparametric GGC methods in real data, by quantifying how well they fulfill the three main 
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goals outlined above, and to evaluate the effects of varying their spectral decomposition parameters. In 

order to do that, we used benchmark somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs) obtained from Wistar 

rats by unilateral whisker stimulations (Plomp, Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 2014; Quairiaux et al., 2011). 

Whisker-evoked SEPs show a highly dynamic activation pattern across rat’s cortex that follows 

relatively well known structural pathways so that three objective performance criteria can be defined 

in terms of i) the ability to detect the major driver of evoked cortical activity as contralateral primary 

sensory cortex (cS1), ii) the ability to identify the main targets of cS1 in line with known synaptic 

connections, and iii) the ability to correctly represent the dynamics of the underlying process (Plomp, 

Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 2014). We used these criteria to systematically assess the performance of 

nonparametric GGC, obtained using either wavelet transforms or multitaper method for spectral 

decomposition, under different analysis conditions. 

Lowering sampling rate (downsampling) is a common step in EEG/MEG preprocessing; 

however, downsampling has been shown to potentially degrade Granger causality detectability 

depending on the interactions between sampling rate and generative time scales (Barnett & Seth, 

2017). For this reason, we first investigated how time-varying nonparametric GGC performance 

depends on the sampling rate. 

We then provided a benchmark evaluation of the spectral decomposition parameters of wavelet-

based and multitaper-based nonparametric GGC. We critically assessed the effects on wavelet 

transforms performance of the wavelet parameters, which regulate time-frequency resolutions, and of 

window size and time-bandwidth parameter for the sliding-window multitaper (refer to sections 

4.2.2.3–4.2.2.4). 

Lastly, when investigating interactions between multiple brain areas we can either perform 

causality estimation by considering a bivariate model for each pair of variables independently, namely 

pairwise GGC, or consider a multivariate extension, also called conditional GGC (Chen et al., 2006; 

Dhamala et al., 2008b; Geweke, 1984). To explore possible confounds due to indirect paths of 

connections we compared performance of the spectral decomposition methods for both pairwise GGC 

and conditional GGC formulations. 
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4.2. Materials and methods 

4.2.1. Benchmark EEG data 

We considered previously recorded whisker-evoked SEPs obtained from ten p21 Wistar rats (Plomp, 

Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 2014; Quairiaux et al., 2011). The SEPs were acquired with a grid of 

stainless steel electrodes, which were positioned in contact with the skull of the rats while they were 

under light isoflurane anesthesia. Figure 4.1A provides a schematic representation of the recording 

setup. The signals were referenced to an electrode placed above the cerebellum, which is labeled as 

‘R’ in the illustration (Figure 4.1A). The sampling rate for signals acquisition was 2000 Hz and a 

bandpass filter (1-500 Hz) was applied online to the signals. The dataset has been made freely 

available (https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5909122.v1). 

Rejection of epochs contaminated with artifacts was performed using a semi-automatic 

approach, for further details refer to (Pagnotta & Plomp, 2018). Artifact-free epochs were then filtered 

using a zero-phase antialiasing filter with cutoff frequency of 125 Hz, which is the Nyquist frequency 

at the lowest sampling rate considered in the successive analyses (Fs=250Hz). We then computed 

grand-average whisker-evoked SEPs and grand-average amplitude spectra (Figure 4.1B-C). The latter 

were derived using fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm on each single rat and then averaging 

amplitude spectra across rats. More in details, the single-rat spectrum of every node was computed 

with FFT algorithm at original sampling rate using the time interval [0, 200ms] after stimulus onset for 

each trial; FFT estimates were then averaged across trials and normalized with respect to the 

maximum amplitude across nodes within each rat; single-rat FFT estimates were finally averaged 

across rats for each node of the network. 
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Figure 4.1. Whisker-evoked SEPs. A) Shows the grid of electrodes placed on rat’s skull bone for recording; the red arrow 
schematically represents the unilateral whisker stimulation. Electrodes from 1 to 7 are on the ipsilateral hemisphere with 
respect to the whisker stimulation; while electrodes from 9 to 15 are on the contralateral hemisphere. The schematic diagram 
shows the physiologically plausible targets (nodes 10 and 14) of the early driving from cS1 (node 12). B) Plots grand-average 
whisker-evoked SEPs, separately for nodes on contralateral hemisphere and nodes on ipsilateral hemisphere. C) Plots 
normalized grand-average single-sided spectra of nodes on contralateral hemisphere and of nodes on ipsilateral hemisphere. 
The color-coding here introduced for each node of the network will be used in the entire manuscript to report the results. 

After preprocessing the whisker-evoked benchmark data allowed performance assessment based 

on three previously proposed criteria (Plomp, Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 2014), which consider three 

different characteristics expected in the cortical network that comprises 15 nodes (Figure 4.1A). More 

specifically, criterion I determines whether the method is able to distinguish the main driver of the 

cortical network as cS1, which is identified by node 12. Criterion II determines whether the driving 

from cS1 is preferentially directed towards contralateral parietal and frontal sensory-motor cortex, 

respectively defined by node 14 and node 10 (Figure 4.1A). Criterion III evaluates whether the peak of 

cS1’s driving is at physiologically plausible latency, i.e. between 5 and 20 ms after stimulus onset, 

which is the range around the 11 ms latency observed with single-unit responses in layer V of cS1 

(Shuler et al., 2001). 
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On criterion I the driving from cS1 was compared to that of the second largest driver to evaluate 

the identifiability of cS1 as the main driver. To assess the main targets of cS1 (criterion II), the 

connections from cS1 towards node 14 and node 10 were compared with those towards the equidistant 

medial nodes 13 and 11, respectively (Figure 4.1A). Statistical comparisons between drivers or targets 

were performed at the latency of peak-driving from cS1, by using a bootstrap approach across rats 

(Plomp, Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 2014). Such approach consisted in resampling with replacement the 

observed differences between drivers (criterion I) or targets (criterion II), in order to create a bootstrap 

distribution of differences (n=10,000); here each resample was of the same size as the original dataset 

(Efron, 1987; Efron & Tibshirani, 1993). Afterwards, the bias-corrected and accelerated (BCa) method 

was used to compute the 95% confidence interval (CI) of the bootstrap distribution. The BCa method 

corrects for both bias and skewness in the bootstrap distribution (Efron, 1987; Efron & Tibshirani, 

1993). The comparisons assumed null hypotheses of no difference between drivers (criterion I) and no 

difference between targets (criterion II); hence, for a specific comparison a significant difference was 

obtained when the lower bound of the BCa 95% CI exceeded zero. For each comparison we computed 

effect sizes using Cohen's d (Cohen, 1992). 

4.2.2. Nonparametric Granger causality 

4.2.2.1. Frequency domain Granger causality 

The statistical definition introduced by Granger (Granger, 1969) relies on the concept of temporal 

precedence and refers to causality as improvement in the predictability of one time series x1 by 

incorporating past samples of a second simultaneously recorded time series x2, with respect to the 

predictability purely based on past samples of x1 itself; vice versa for the causal influence from x1 to 

x2. The time domain Granger causality provides a measure that can be seen as amount of variance of 

one time series explained by the history of another (Brovelli et al., 2004). 

This concept has been successively extended to the frequency domain (Geweke, 1982). If we 

consider multivariate data X at time t and with the number of channels given by d, the MVAR model 

of order p can be expressed as: 

𝐴!𝑋!!!

!

!!!

= 𝐸! (4.1) 

where Ak are d-by-d coefficient matrices and Et is a temporally uncorrelated residual error with 

covariance matrix Σ, which is often referred to as noise covariance matrix. In the frequency domain 

the cross-spectral density matrix S can be computed as follows: 
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𝑆 𝑓 =
𝑆!!(𝑓) … 𝑆!!(𝑓)
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

𝑆!!(𝑓) … 𝑆!!(𝑓)
= 𝐻(𝑓)𝛴𝐻∗(𝑓) (4.2) 

where 𝐻 𝑓 = 𝐴!𝑒!!!!"#
!
!!!

!! is the spectral transfer matrix of the system and the asterisk denotes 

matrix transposition and complex conjugation (i.e., Hermitian transpose). 

The GGC from channel j to channel i at frequency f can then be expressed as a function of elements of 

the three matrices from equation (4.2), i.e. S, H and Σ, in the following way: 

𝐺𝐺𝐶!→! 𝑓 = 𝑙𝑛
𝑆!!(𝑓)

𝑆!!(𝑓) − (𝛴!! −
𝛴!"!

𝛴!!
) 𝐻!"(𝑓)

!
 

(4.3) 

This measure is basically the ratio between the total spectral density of i-th channel and its intrinsic 

part, which is obtained as the difference between total spectral density and causal part. 

When more than two simultaneous time series are analyzed, we can either perform a pairwise 

analysis, which consists in using the definition in equation (4.3) for each pair of channels in each 

direction, or consider a conditional definition of GGC (Chen et al., 2006; Geweke, 1984). If we 

consider a multivariate stochastic process, the direct causal influence from channel j to channel i 

conditional to the remaining w channels can be calculated as: 

𝐺𝐺𝐶!→!|! 𝑓 = 𝑙𝑛
𝛺!!

𝑄!!(𝑓)𝛴!!𝑄!!∗ (𝑓)
 (4.4) 

where Σ and Ω are the noise covariance matrices of the full system and of the subsystem in which 

channel j is excluded, respectively; while, Qii is obtained from: 

𝑸 𝑓 =
𝑄!!(𝑓) 𝑄!"(𝑓) 𝑸!"(𝑓)
𝑄!"(𝑓) 𝑄!!(𝑓) 𝑸!"(𝑓)
𝑸!"(𝑓) 𝑸!"(𝑓) 𝑸!!(𝑓)

=
𝐺!!(𝑓) 0 𝑮!"(𝑓)
0 1 𝟎

𝑮!"(𝑓) 𝟎 𝑮!!(𝑓)

!! 𝐻!!(𝑓) 𝐻!"(𝑓) 𝑯!"(𝑓)
𝐻!"(𝑓) 𝐻!!(𝑓) 𝑯!"(𝑓)
𝑯!"(𝑓) 𝑯!"(𝑓) 𝑯!!(𝑓)

 (4.5) 

where H and G are the transfer function matrices of the full system and of the subsystem in which 

channel j is excluded, respectively. These two spectral transfer matrices are obtained using Geweke’s 

normalization method, which consist of multiplying transfer functions and covariance matrices by 

transformation matrices to make the noise terms independent (Ding et al., 2006; Wen et al., 2013b). 

4.2.2.2. Time reversal testing 

A known problem of causality analyses is that spurious estimates can be produced by instantaneous 

mixing due to volume conduction, or by signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) differences between channels or 

sources (Bastos & Schoffelen, 2016). Haufe and colleagues introduced the concepts of “strong 

asymmetries” in contraposition to “weak asymmetries” in multivariate time series (Haufe et al., 2012). 

Strong asymmetries are due to true time-lagged causal relationships, while weak asymmetries may 

also reflect non-causal relationships. A framework based on the use of time-reversed data as surrogates 
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for statistical testing of causality measures has been proposed to reduce the influence of weak 

asymmetries (Haufe et al., 2012, 2013). This approach has been shown to be valuable to detect 

spurious GGC directional differences purely caused by differences in SNR between channels (Bastos 

& Schoffelen, 2016), and also to potentially reduce the detrimental effect of linearly mixed noise 

(Vinck et al., 2015), which is known to strongly influence the amount of false positives (spurious 

estimates) in standard measures of causality directionality. The downside of this approach is that it 

may also produce a reduction in true positives (Vinck et al., 2015; Winkler et al., 2016). 

In this study we used time reversal testing by exploiting the “difference-based” definition of 

time-reversed (tr-) Granger causality (Winkler et al., 2016), according to which the net causal 

influence from channel j to channel i is inferred if: 

𝑡𝑟𝐺𝐺𝐶!→!
(!"#) ∶= 𝐺𝐺𝐶!→!

(!"#) − 𝐺𝐺𝐶!→!
!"# =  𝐺𝐺𝐶!→! − 𝐺𝐺𝐶!→! − 𝐺𝐺𝐶!→! − 𝐺𝐺𝐶!→! > 0 (4.6) 

where the tilde denotes GGC estimates computed on time-reversed data. 

4.2.2.3. Nonparametric framework 

To estimate GGC three quantities are needed: the cross-spectral density matrix S, the spectral transfer 

matrix H, and the noise covariance matrix Σ. Nonparametric methods start from estimating the cross-

spectral density matrix and then spectral transfer and noise covariance matrices are derived from it, 

such that the equality in (4.2) holds (Dhamala et al., 2008a, 2008b). More specifically, nonparametric 

methods are based on a two-steps process that consists in: (i) computing the cross-spectral density 

matrix with nonparametric spectral density estimation techniques; (ii) applying a spectral matrix 

factorization to the cross-spectral density matrix, which allows for computing spectral transfer matrix 

and noise covariance matrix. 

There are several nonparametric spectral decomposition approaches available to compute the 

cross-spectral density matrix; here we focus on multitaper method and wavelet transforms. Spectral 

estimation based on multitaper method (Thomson, 1982) involves the use of different data tapers that 

are orthogonal to each other (Mitra & Pesaran, 1999; Percival & Walden, 1993). These orthogonal 

tapers are given by discrete prolate spheroidal sequences (DPSS), also known as Slepian sequences 

(Slepian, 1978; Slepian & Pollak, 1961). If we consider time series simultaneously recorded from 

multiple channels {xrt}(r = 1,…, d; t = 1,…,N), where r is the channel index and t the discrete time 

index, the multitaper cross-spectrum estimator between channels l and m at frequency f for a single 

trial is given by: 

𝑆!"(𝑓) = 𝑋!(𝑓)𝑋!∗ (𝑓) =
∆
𝐾

𝑤!(𝑘)𝑥!"𝑒!!!!"#∆
!

!!!

𝑤!(𝑘)𝑥!"𝑒!!!"#∆
!

!!!

!

!!!

 (4.7) 
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where w(k) (k = 1, 2,…, K) are K orthogonal tapers of length N given by DPSS and Δ is the sampling 

interval. Beside the length N, the tapers are also characterized by a bandwidth parameter W. The time-

bandwidth product NW regulates the trade-off between variance and bias of the spectral estimates, and 

it is also related to the number of tapers K because the typical approach is to take the leading K=2NW-

1 DPSS as data tapers (Mitra & Pesaran, 1999). Increasing NW produces a decrease in variance, but 

also an increase in spectral leakage and bias of the spectral estimate; vice versa when NW is decreased. 

When l=m from equation (4.7) we obtain the auto-spectrum estimator for that channel. Finally, the full 

cross-spectral density matrix is obtained by averaging over multiple trials auto-spectrum estimators 

and cross-spectrum estimators for all pairs of channels. In order to obtain a time-varying estimation of 

GGC the multitaper approach can be used on sliding time window.  

The wavelet transform allows decomposing a time series directly into time-frequency space, by 

computing the convolution of the time series with a scaled and translated version of a prototype 

wavelet function ψ(η) that satisfies zero mean and unity square-norm conditions, which is also known 

as “mother wavelet”, being η a dimensionless variable (Daubechies, 1990; Farge, 1992; Percival & 

Walden, 2000; Torrence & Compo, 1998). For the time series xl(t) recorded from channel l, the 

continuous wavelet transform at time t and scale s can be calculated as: 

𝑊!!(𝑡, 𝑠) =
1
𝑠

𝜓∗
𝜂 − 𝑡
𝑠

𝑥! 𝜂 𝑑𝜂
!!

!!
 (4.8) 

Similarly to the multitaper-based approach (equation (4.7)), the wavelet cross-spectrum 

estimator between channels l and m (or auto-spectrum estimator when l=m) at time t and scale s is: 

𝑊𝑆!"(𝑡, 𝑠) = 𝑊!!(𝑡, 𝑠)𝑊!!
∗ (𝑡, 𝑠)  (4.9) 

where the angle brackets denote averaging over multiple trials. We can then obtain the full cross- 

spectral density matrix WS(t, f) using the relationship between Fourier frequency f and scale s for the 

specific mother wavelet used (Torrence & Compo, 1998). 

In this study we evaluated the performance of two different mother wavelets, the Morlet wavelet 

and the Paul wavelet, which both are complex-valued. The Morlet wavelet consists of a complex 

exponential with a Gaussian envelop: 𝜓 𝜂 = 𝜋!!/!𝑒!!!!𝑒!!!/!, where ω0 is a parameter that regulates 

the trade-off between frequency and temporal resolution (Morlet et al., 1982). The Paul wavelet is 

defined by the prototype function 𝜓 𝜂 = 2!𝑖!𝑚! 𝜋 2𝑚 ! !!/! 1 − 𝑖𝜂 !(!!!), where m is the wavelet 

parameter that affects the resolutions of this wavelet transform (Torrence & Compo, 1998). 

One problem associated with the use of wavelet transforms is the presence of edge effects due to 

the “cone of influence” of the wavelet used (Torrence & Compo, 1998). To solve this issue we padded 

with zeros the end of the time series before applying the wavelet transform (Meyers et al., 1993; 

Percival & Walden, 2000; Torrence & Compo, 1998). 
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Once the cross-spectral density matrix has been computed, either with the multitaper method or 

with wavelet transforms, we can apply spectral matrix factorization to obtain the spectral transfer 

matrix and the noise covariance matrix (Dhamala et al., 2008a; Wiener & Masani, 1957). Here, we 

employed the Wilson’s algorithm for spectral factorization (Wilson, 1972). A review of alternative 

spectral factorization methods can be found elsewhere (Sayed & Kailath, 2001). 

4.2.2.4. Benchmark analyses of nonparametric GGC 

We performed a series of analyses to benchmark nonparametric GGC. If not stated otherwise the 

analyses were performed at sampling rate of 1000 Hz and using the conditional implementation of 

GGC in combination with time reversal testing, according to equation (4.6). For simplicity, in the 

description of the results we will often refer to these conditional time-reversed estimates just as GGC. 

In all the analyses with the multitaper we employed sliding windows with maximum overlap in time. 

In the first analysis we aimed to evaluate the robustness of nonparametric methods against 

downsampling; we applied multitaper and Morlet wavelet approaches at original sampling rate of 2000 

Hz and after downsampling the dataset to 1000 Hz, 500 Hz, and 250 Hz, using decimation factors of 2, 

4, and 8, respectively. Here we used NW=7.5 and a sliding-window of 20 ms for the multitaper, and 

ω0=1 for the Morlet wavelet. 

In analyses two and three we benchmarked the two wavelet-based approaches. In the second 

analysis we evaluated the influence of the central frequency parameter ω0 on the performance of the 

Morlet wavelet, by considering ω0 values of 3, 5, 6, 9, and 12. In the third analysis we assessed the 

effects of varying the wavelet parameter m in the Paul wavelet, for values of 1, 3, 6, 12, and 20. 

We then critically assessed the performance of the multitaper by varying time-bandwidth 

parameter NW and window size, in the fourth and fifth analysis respectively. In the fourth analysis we 

tested NW of 1.5, 2, 4, and 7.5, while the window size was set to 20 ms. In the fifth analysis we 

employed window sizes of 10 ms, 30 ms, and 40 ms, in addition to the 20 ms window, while 

considering NW=4. 

Finally, we assessed the performance of pairwise GGC in both multitaper and wavelet methods. 

In this complementary analysis we selected ω0=6 for the Morlet wavelet and m=12 for the Paul 

wavelet, while for the multitaper we set NW=4 combined with window size of 20 ms. 

In every condition evaluated, the total driving from each node of the network was estimated as 

sum of the outgoing GGC estimates from that specific node, and then averaged across the gamma-

band [40-90 Hz], which is predominant over cS1 and surrounding nodes (Cardin et al., 2009; 

Gerasimova et al., 2014; Minlebaev et al., 2011). Data processing and analyses were performed using 

in-house codes implemented in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.). For each analysis the results 

obtained using the traditional GGC, i.e. without time reversal testing, are provided in the 

Supplementary material. 
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4.3. Results 

4.3.1. The effect of downsampling 

We evaluated the effects of varying sampling rate on the performance of nonparametric methods 

because downsampling may potentially corrupt causality estimates, as previously shown via analytic 

solutions (Barnett & Seth, 2017). 

Results at original sampling rate of 2000 Hz showed good performance in cS1 identification 

(criterion I) for both Morlet wavelet (Figure 4.2A) and multitaper approach (Figure 4.2E). Analogous 

results were also obtained after downsampling with both approaches. We observed in fact an overall 

robustness in effect sizes across the four sampling rates considered, with d constantly above 1 for the 

Morlet wavelet (Figure 4.2A-D) and around 0.8 for the multitaper (Figure 4.2E-H). 

Stable results across sampling rates of 2000, 1000 and 500 Hz were also obtained on criterion II, 

where the contralateral parietal region (node 14) was consistently identified as the main target of cS1, 

with stable effect sizes (Table 4.1). At these three sampling rates, only the multitaper was able to 

correctly identify the frontal sensory-motor region (node 10) as cS1’s target. Downsampling to 250 Hz 

produced a detrimental effect on the multitaper, which was no longer able to correctly identify the two 

targets; differently, a slight improvement on criterion II performance was obtained with the Morlet 

wavelet at the lowest sampling rate. 

While the representations of the temporal dynamics of gamma–driving from cS1 seem to 

suggest that the multitaper may provide a clear advantage in temporal characterization (Figure 4.2E-

H), being cS1’s peak-latency better in line with the latency of maximal activity over cS1 (Figure 

4.1B), we actually observe higher variability in latencies across rats (criterion III) for the multitaper 

compared to the Morlet wavelet (Table 4.2). The explanation to this apparent discrepancy is quite 

simple: the representations in Figure 4.2 are the result of a grand-average across rats; differently, 

criterion III considers the latency of maximum cS1 gamma–driving at single-rat level, and this latency 

varies from rat to rat. As a matter of fact, even in the representations of Figure 4.2 we did not obtain a 

single isolated and well-defined peak for the multitaper, but rather two components, with the first one 

a bit more sharp and showing a peak at latency of 5-10 ms, and the second one more flattened and 

distributed over time (around 20 ms after stimulus onset), which are the results of estimates variability 

between animals. Nonetheless, an important aspect is that the results on criterion III confirm an overall 

robustness of nonparametric methods against signal downsampling. 

In sum, our results from the three performance criteria suggest that both Morlet wavelet and 

multitaper approaches are quite robust to signal downsampling in the range of sampling rates here 

considered. Similar results are expected when using the Paul wavelet because the robustness against 

downsampling in terms of causal influences derives from robustness against downsampling of the 
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spectral density estimates. Hence, as long as i) we properly avoid aliasing distortions/artifacts, ii) we 

use the same zero-phase antialiasing filter across sampling rates, and iii) the interactions time-scales 

are still observable at the considered sampling rates, we would observe robustness against 

downsampling of the spectral causal estimates, not only for the Paul wavelet, but also for any other 

nonparametric spectral decomposition approach. 
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Figure 4.2. The effect of downsampling. The results of the analyses varying sampling rate are shown for the following 
methods: wavelet-based at A) 2000 Hz, B) 1000 Hz, C) 500 Hz, and D) 250 Hz; multitaper-based at E) 2000 Hz, F) 1000 Hz, 
G) 500 Hz, and H) 250 Hz. First row: time-frequency representation of the total driving from cS1. Second row: temporal 
dynamics of total driving in the gamma-band for each node and discriminability of cS1 peak-driving. Third row: barplots 
show average total driving from each ipsilateral (Ipsi) and contralateral (Con) node at the latency of peak-driving from cS1 
(gray dotted line in the second row picture), with corresponding 95% CIs across rats and red asterisks denoting statistically 
significant differences with respect to the second largest driver (criterion I). Fourth row: barplots show the driving from cS1 
to all the other channels, at the latency of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion II), and red asterisks denoting statistically 
significant differences between targets. Color coding of all bars is consistent with Figure 4.1. 
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Table 4.1. The effect of downsampling (criterion II). 
Effect sizes (d) for distinguishing cS1’s main targets (criterion II). 

 Fs=2000Hz Fs=1000Hz Fs=500Hz Fs=250Hz 

 
c. 

parietal 

c. 

frontal 

c. 

parietal 

c. 

frontal 

c. 

parietal 

c. 

frontal 

c. 

parietal 

c. 

frontal 

Morlet-

wavelet 
0.736* 0.017 0.713* 0.140 

0.713* 0.137 
0.609* 0.541* 

Multitaper 0.491* 0.228* 0.496* 0.199* 0.450* 0.192* 0.130 0.082 

Note. c. parietal refers to the contralateral parietal region and c. frontal to contralateral frontal sensory-motor region; 
asterisks denote significant differences between targets (bootstrap lower 95% CI above zero). 

Table 4.2. The effect of downsampling (criterion III). 
Latencies (ms) of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion III) and corresponding 95% CIs across rats. 

 Fs=2000Hz Fs=1000Hz Fs=500Hz Fs=250Hz 

Morlet-wavelet 17.7 (14.9-20.4) 18.2 (15.3-20.9) 18.3 (15.5-21.1) 19.4 (14.5-23.2) 

Multitaper 20.2 (15.3-24.5) 19.7 (14.9-24.0) 13.3 (9.2-18.1) 21.5 (17.3-25.7) 
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4.3.2. Morlet wavelet (ω0) 

The Morlet wavelet used here (see section 4.2.2.3) is a truncated version of the complete Morlet 

wavelet, which is defined by the complete prototype function: 𝜓 𝜂 = 𝜋!!/! 𝑒!!!! − 𝑒!!!! ! 𝑒!!!/!. In 

this prototype function the second term inside the brackets corrects for non-zero mean of the first term 

inside the brackets, and is determined by the admissibility criterion. The central frequency parameter 

ω0 controls the trade-off between temporal and spectral resolution in the Morlet. Reducing ω0 

produces an increase in temporal resolution together with a reduction in spectral resolution; vice versa, 

when increasing ω0. In the truncated version of the prototype, which is commonly used in practice, the 

correction term is always approximated to zero, but its value depends on ω0. The bigger ω0 is, the 

more the correction term is actually close to zero; for example, when ω0≥5 the correction term is lower 

than 10-5. For this reason, previous studies have suggested to use ω0 equal to 6 or bigger (De Moortel 

et al., 2004; Farge, 1992; Torrence & Compo, 1998). In the previous analysis we used ω0=1; here we 

extended the evaluation of the central frequency parameter ω0 considering values of 3, 5, 6, 9, and 12. 

The use of ω0=3 in the Morlet guaranteed a correct identification of cS1 as main driver (Figure 

4.3A). On criterion II, we observed better performance with ω0=3, characterized by improved 

identification of node 10 as functional target (Table 4.3), with respect to the case ω0=1 (Table 4.1); 

however, we also obtained a temporal bias for cS1’s peak-driving towards longer latencies (Table 4.4).  

Similar results were obtained across ω0 values of 5 and 6; these were characterized by a correct 

identification of cS1 as main driver of the network with d=1.45 and d=1.37, respectively (Figure 4.3B-

C), which are higher than those obtained using smaller values of ω0 (Figures 4.2B and 4.3A). 

Compared to the case ω0=1, setting ω0=5 or ω0=6 allowed also to improve performance on criterion II, 

by correctly distinguishing both cS1’s main targets with large effect sizes (Table 4.3). Differently, on 

criterion III we observed a further increased temporal bias towards longer latencies for cS1’s peak-

driving, with average latency across rats around 35 ms (Table 4.4), which is significantly later with 

respect to the physiologically plausible range; this confirms that increasing ω0 reduces the temporal 

resolution of the Morlet. The total driving from cS1 showed a distinct pattern in the time-frequency 

space for ω0=5 and ω0=6 (Figure 4.3B-C, first row), characterized by an early driving before 10 ms, 

which was however biased towards high-gamma frequencies (above 90 Hz); we also observed a 

successive 20 Hz–driving at latencies around 20 ms, followed by gamma–driving at later latencies 

(after 30-40 ms). 

A qualitatively similar pattern of cS1’s driving was also obtained using ω0=9, but with 

remarkably degraded temporal characterization. In terms of performance criteria, we observed an 

overall drop in performances when ω0 was equal to 9 or 12 (Figure 4.3D-E). This can be attributed to 

the further reduction in temporal resolution due to increasing ω0 itself. Slightly better performances 

were obtained with these big values of ω0 without using time reversal testing on GGC (see 
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Supplementary material), but since the whisker-evoked activity is characterized by fast interactions, 

this temporal inaccuracy poses significant problems for the interpretability of the results. 

 
Figure 4.3. Morlet wavelet. Shows the results of the analyses varying the central frequency parameter (ω0) in the Morlet-
wavelet approach. Results are plotted for the following levels of the parameter: A) ω0=3; B) ω0=5; C) ω0=6; D) ω0=9; E) 
ω0=12. First row: time-frequency representation of the total driving from cS1. Second row: temporal dynamics of total 
driving in the gamma-band for each node and discriminability of cS1 peak-driving. Third row: barplots show average total 
driving from each ipsilateral (Ipsi) and contralateral (Con) node at the latency of peak-driving from cS1 (gray dotted line in 
the second row picture), with corresponding 95% CIs across rats and red asterisks denoting statistically significant 
differences with respect to the second largest driver (criterion I). Fourth row: barplots show the driving from cS1 to all the 
other channels, at the latency of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion II), and red asterisks denoting statistically significant 
differences between targets. Color-coding of all bars is consistent with Figure 4.1. 
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Table 4.3. Morlet wavelet (criterion II). 
Effect sizes (d) for distinguishing cS1’s main targets (criterion II). 

 Morlet-wavelet 

ω0 c. parietal c. frontal 

3 1.065* 0.361* 

5 1.180* 0.819* 

6 1.125* 0.785* 

9 n.a. 0.206 

12 n.a. n.a. 

Note. c. parietal refers to the contralateral parietal region and c. frontal to contralateral frontal sensory-motor region; 
asterisks denote significant differences between targets (bootstrap lower 95% CI above zero). 

Table 4.4. Morlet wavelet (criterion III). 
Latencies (ms) of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion III) and corresponding 95% CIs across rats. 

 Morlet-wavelet 

ω0 Peak-latencies 

3 27.0 (23.0-29.4) 

5 35.1 (30.6-38.4) 

6 36.5 (28.7-40.8) 

9 31.6 (21.9-41,5) 

12 20.2 (11.2-31.8) 
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4.3.3. Paul wavelet (m) 

Compared to the Morlet wavelet, the Paul wavelet potentially provides better temporal resolution, but 

at the expense of reduced frequency resolution (De Moortel et al., 2004; Torrence & Compo, 1998). 

Here we investigated the effects of varying the wavelet parameter m in the Paul wavelet, which 

regulates the time-frequency resolutions trade-off. 

On criterion I, we obtained a correct identification of cS1 across m levels (Figure 4.4). The Paul 

wavelet was however able to correctly distinguish both cS1’s functional targets only when m=3 and 

when m=20 (criterion II); while, with the remaining values of m only the contralateral parietal region 

(node 14) was reliably identified (Table 4.5). 

On criterion III, we observed a general improvement in performance considering the Paul 

wavelet compared to the Morlet wavelet. The latencies of cS1’s peak-driving were estimated earlier 

using the Paul (Table 4.6), with respect to those previously obtained with the Morlet (Table 4.4). The 

estimated latencies were close to the physiologically plausible range when m was equal to 1 and 3, 

while by increasing m we observed a consequent increase in temporal bias towards later latencies. 

In terms of time-frequency components of total driving from cS1, we observed a very early 

driving at high-gamma frequencies only using small values of m, especially when m=1 (Figure 4.4A, 

first row), where we found in fact two peaks in cS1’s gamma–driving (Figure 4.4A, second row). 

Differently, increasing the parameter m made a later gamma–driving more distinguishable, in 

particular using m=20 (Figure 4.4E, first row). 
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Figure 4.4. Paul wavelet. Shows the results of the analyses varying the wavelet parameter (m) in the Paul-wavelet approach. 
Results are plotted for the following levels of the parameter: A) m=1; B) m=3; C) m=6; D) m=12; E) m=20. First row: time-
frequency representation of the total driving from cS1. Second row: temporal dynamics of total driving in the gamma-band 
for each node and discriminability of cS1 peak-driving. Third row: barplots show average total driving from each ipsilateral 
(Ipsi) and contralateral (Con) node at the latency of peak-driving from cS1 (gray dotted line in the second row picture), with 
corresponding 95% CIs across rats and red asterisks denoting statistically significant differences with respect to the second 
largest driver (criterion I). Fourth row: barplots show the driving from cS1 to all the other channels, at the latency of peak-
driving from cS1 (criterion II), and red asterisks denoting statistically significant differences between targets. Color-coding of 
all bars is consistent with Figure 4.1. 
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Table 4.5. Paul wavelet (criterion II). 
Effect sizes (d) for distinguishing cS1’s main targets (criterion II). 

 Paul-wavelet 

m c. parietal c. frontal 

1 0.508* 0.280 

3 0.842* 0.572* 

6 0.896* 0.285 

12 1.060* 0.248 

20 1.261* 0.511* 

Note. c. parietal refers to the contralateral parietal region and c. frontal to contralateral frontal sensory-motor 
region; asterisks denote significant differences between targets (bootstrap lower 95% CI above zero). 

Table 4.6. Paul wavelet (criterion III). 
Latencies (ms) of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion III) and corresponding 95% CIs across rats. 

 Paul-wavelet 

m Peak-latencies 

1 19.8 (15.3-26.7) 

3 20.9 (16.9-25.4) 

6 24.8 (21.6-27.0) 

12 30.6 (28.0-33.2) 

20 33.6 (29.8-36.8) 
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4.3.4. The time-bandwidth product (NW) in the multitaper 

The time-bandwidth product NW controls the bias-variance trade-off in the multitaper method (Mitra 

& Pesaran, 1999). The results of the analysis varying this parameter showed similar time-frequency 

patterns of cS1’s total driving across NW levels (Figure 4.5). We found an early driving from cS1 at 

high-gamma frequencies, which is similar to that previously observed in Morlet and Paul wavelets 

using small values for their respective parameters (Figures 4.3-4.4), but this seemed more correctly 

localized in the expected frequency range [40-90 Hz] by using the multitaper. The successive low-

frequency driving at around 20 ms was identified as a double-peaked component across NW levels, 

and it was more prominent when considering a value of at least 4 for NW (Figure 4.5C-D, first row). 

Differently, the late gamma–driving component seemed more prominent with small NW (Figure 4.5A-

B, first row). 

In all cases we obtained two peaks in the grand-average gamma–driving from cS1, the first one 

in the range 5-10 ms after stimulus onset and the second one at latency between 25 and 30 ms. For NW 

equal to 1.5 and 2 the highest peak was the second one, while for NW equal to 4 and 7.5 it was the first 

one. This influenced the performance on criteria I and II. On the one hand, we observed basically 

identical results for NW equal to 1.5 and 2 (Figure 4.5A-B): the multitaper was able to correctly 

distinguish cS1 as main driver (d=1.03), but it was not able to identify cS1’s targets. On the other 

hand, the multitaper showed good performances when using NW=4 and NW=7.5 (Figure 4.5C-D): on 

criterion I we obtained correct identification of cS1 with effect sizes d=0.67 for NW=4 and d=0.77 for 

NW=7.5; both these NW values provided also correct identification of the targets of cS1 (Table 4.7). 

Despite the differences on criteria I and II between the two small NW values and the two big 

ones, we observed similarities in results across all NW values on criterion III. As a matter of fact, we 

obtained robust average peak-driving latencies and 95% CIs across values of NW (Table 4.8), and 

overall the estimated latencies overlapped with upper bound of the physiologically plausible range. 

For each NW value, two peaks of cS1 driving were observed. When analyzing results at the first 

peak latency, the two lower NW values showed correct identification of contralateral parietal (d≈0.55) 

and sensory-motor (d≈0.23) regions on criterion II; while, on criterion I the multitaper was still unable 

to correctly detect cS1. 
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Figure 4.5. Time-bandwidth product in the multitaper. Shows the results of the analyses varying the time-bandwidth 
parameter (NW) in the multitaper approach. Results are plotted for the following levels of the parameter: A) NW=1.5; B) 
NW=2; C) NW=4; D) NW=7.5. First row: time-frequency representation of the total driving from cS1. Second row: temporal 
dynamics of total driving in the gamma-band for each node and discriminability of cS1 peak-driving. Third row: barplots 
show average total driving from each ipsilateral (Ipsi) and contralateral (Con) node at the latency of peak-driving from cS1 
(gray dotted line in the second row picture), with corresponding 95% CIs across rats and red asterisks denoting statistically 
significant differences with respect to the second largest driver (criterion I). Fourth row: barplots show the driving from cS1 
to all the other channels, at the latency of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion II), and red asterisks denoting statistically 
significant differences between targets. Color-coding of all bars is consistent with Figure 4.1. 
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Table 4.7. Time-bandwidth product in the multitaper (criterion II). 
Effect sizes (d) for distinguishing cS1’s main targets (criterion II). 

 Multitaper 

NW c. parietal c. frontal 

1.5 n.a n.a. 

2 n.a. n.a. 

4 0.531* 0.223* 

7.5 0.496* 0.199* 

Note. c. parietal refers to the contralateral parietal region and c. frontal to contralateral frontal sensory-motor region; 
asterisks denote significant differences between targets (bootstrap lower 95% CI above zero). 

Table 4.8. Time-bandwidth product in the multitaper (criterion III). 
Latencies (ms) of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion III) and corresponding 95% CIs across rats. 

 Multitaper 

NW Peak-latencies 

1.5 20.0 (15.1-24.1) 

2 20.0 (15.2-24.2) 

4 20.1 (15.1-24.3) 

7.5 19.7 (14.9-24.0) 
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4.3.5. Window size in the multitaper-based method 

Since multitapers require a-priori choice of window size, we evaluated the effects of varying window 

size on the connectivity performance; we here set NW=4. Looking at the grand-average driving from 

cS1 in the time-frequency space, we observed a good detection of the early gamma-band component 

using the 20 ms window (Figure 4.6, first row). The use of the shortest window (10 ms) qualitatively 

produced a detrimental effect in terms of spectral characterization; while on the other side, negative 

effects on temporal characterization were obtained using window sizes of 30-40 ms. More specifically, 

when we used the 40 ms window the dominant component of driving was observed at low frequencies 

(below 20 Hz), and this component had a broad temporal extension approximately in the time interval 

20-35 ms after stimulus onset. These qualitative results confirmed the temporal-spectral resolutions 

trade-off depending on window size considered. 

Regardless of window size, the multitaper was able to distinguish cS1 as main driver of the 

network (criterion I), with effect sizes d=0.88 for the 10 ms window, d≈0.67-0.68 for the 20 ms and 30 

ms windows, and d=1.07 for the 40 ms window (Figure 4.6). On criterion II, the method correctly 

identified the two main targets of cS1, but only for windows of 20 ms or larger, with similar effect 

sizes across these windows for both cS1’s targets (Table 4.9). On criterion III, however, window size 

had a clear effect: the shorter the window, the earlier the estimated latencies of cS1’s peak-driving; 

reducing window size resulted in peak driving latencies closer to the physiologically plausible range 

(Table 4.10). This shows that the dynamics of interactions strongly depend on window size and that 

overall the 20 ms window guarantees results most in line with the expected activity pattern. 
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Figure 4.6. Window size in the multitaper. Shows the results of the analyses varying window size in the multitaper 
approach. Results are plotted for the following window sizes: A) 10 ms; B) 20 ms; C) 30 ms; D) 40 ms. First row: time-
frequency representation of the total driving from cS1. Second row: temporal dynamics of total driving in the gamma-band 
for each node and discriminability of cS1 peak-driving. Third row: barplots show average total driving from each ipsilateral 
(Ipsi) and contralateral (Con) node at the latency of peak-driving from cS1 (gray dotted line in the second row picture), with 
corresponding 95% CIs across rats and red asterisks denoting statistically significant differences with respect to the second 
largest driver (criterion I). Fourth row: barplots show the driving from cS1 to all the other channels, at the latency of peak-
driving from cS1 (criterion II), and red asterisks denoting statistically significant differences between targets. Color-coding of 
all bars is consistent with Figure 4.1. 
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Table 4.9. Window size in the multitaper (criterion II). 
Effect sizes (d) for distinguishing cS1’s main targets (criterion II). 

 Multitaper 

Window size c. parietal c. frontal 

10 ms 0.330 0.189 

20 ms 0.531* 0.224* 

30 ms 0.422* 0.248* 

40 ms 0.493* 0.540* 

Note. c. parietal refers to the contralateral parietal region and c. frontal to contralateral frontal sensory-motor region; 
asterisks denote significant differences between targets (bootstrap lower 95% CI above zero). 

Table 4.10. Window size in the multitaper (criterion III). 
Latencies (ms) of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion III) and corresponding 95% CIs across rats. 

 Multitaper 

Window size Peak-latencies 

10 ms 17.5 (14.8-20.2) 

20 ms 20.1 (15.1-24.3) 

30 ms 20.9 (14.3-26.7) 

40 ms 26.1 (19.8-31.1) 
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4.3.6. Pairwise GGC 

We next assessed the performance of pairwise GGC using three spectral decomposition approaches 

with optimal parameter settings obtained from the multivariate results above: Morlet-wavelet with 

ω0=6, Paul-wavelet with m=12, and multitaper method with NW=4 and 20 ms sliding-window. 

Historically, pairwise approaches have been often used for the easiness of their implementations (i.e., 

repeating simple bivariate analyses), and because they require the fitting of less parameters compared 

to a full-multivariate approach. However, pairwise approaches may not clearly distinguish between 

direct and indirect causal influences (Chen et al., 2006; Dhamala et al., 2008b; Ding et al., 2006). 

The use of pairwise GGC produced here an overall reduction in performance for all three 

approaches, compared to the respective results obtained using conditional GGC under the same 

conditions. On criterion I, bivariate implementations of both Morlet and Paul wavelets failed in the 

identification of main driver; in fact, while cS1’s gamma–driving on average reached the highest peak 

among the nodes of the network, in both wavelet-based approaches this was not significantly different 

from the driving from node 14, which was the second largest driver (Figure 4.7A-B). Differently, the 

multitaper was able to correctly identify cS1 (Figure 4.7C), but with effect size d=0.34 lower than that 

obtained with conditional GGC, i.e. d=0.67 (Figure 4.6B). 

The limitations of pairwise GGC became most clear on criterion II. The three nonparametric 

approaches performed in fact poorly in identifying the preferential functional targets of cS1 (Table 

4.11). Moreover, we found the predominant receivers of cS1 on the ipsilateral hemisphere in most of 

the cases (Figure 4.7, fourth row), which is clearly not physiologically plausible. 

Finally, within each method the estimated range of cS1’s peak-driving latencies did not differ 

much from that obtained with conditional GGC (Table 4.12), with only the multitaper showing peak 

latencies convergent with the activity profile of cS1. 
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Figure 4.7. Pairwise GGC. The results of the analyses using pairwise GGC are shown for: A) Morlet-wavelet with ω0=6; B) 
Paul-wavelet with m=12; C) sliding-window multitaper with NW=4 and window size of 20 ms. First row: time-frequency 
representation of the total driving from cS1. Second row: temporal dynamics of total driving in the gamma-band for each 
node and discriminability of cS1 peak-driving. Third row: barplots show average total driving from each ipsilateral (Ipsi) and 
contralateral (Con) node at the latency of peak-driving from cS1 (gray dotted line in the second row picture), with 
corresponding 95% CIs across rats and red asterisks denoting statistically significant differences with respect to the second 
largest driver (criterion I). Fourth row: barplots show the driving from cS1 to all the other channels, at the latency of peak-
driving from cS1 (criterion II), and red asterisks denoting statistically significant differences between targets. Color-coding of 
all bars is consistent with Figure 4.1. 
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Table 4.11. Pairwise GGC (criterion II). 
Effect sizes (d) for distinguishing cS1’s main targets (criterion II). 

 pairwise GGC conditional GGC 

 c. parietal c. frontal c. parietal c. frontal 

Morlet-wavelet (ω0=6) n.a. n.a. 1.125* 0.785* 

Paul-wavelet (m=12) n.a. n.a. 1.060* 0.248 

Multitaper (NW=4; 20 ms window) 0.165 n.a. 0.531* 0.224* 

Note. c. parietal refers to the contralateral parietal region and c. frontal to contralateral frontal sensory-motor region; 
asterisks denote significant differences between targets (bootstrap lower 95% CI above zero); n.a. is used for comparisons not 
available. 

Table 4.12. Pairwise GGC (criterion III). 
Latencies (ms) of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion III) and corresponding 95% CIs across rats. 

 pairwise GGC conditional GGC 

Morlet-wavelet (ω0=6) 32.6 (29.2-36.4) 36.5 (28.7-40.8) 

Paul-wavelet (m=12) 28.6 (26.2-31.8) 30.6 (28.0-33.2) 

Multitaper (NW=4; 20 ms window) 18.7 (16.9-20.5) 20.1 (15.1-24.3) 
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4.4. Discussion 

In this study, we systematically compared the performance of several nonparametric GGC methods 

based on time-varying spectral factorization (Dhamala et al., 2008a, 2008b), by using highly dynamic 

benchmark EEG data recorded from rats during unilateral whisker stimulations (Plomp, Quairiaux, 

Michel, et al., 2014; Quairiaux et al., 2011). Nonparametric methods require an initial choice of 

spectral decomposition parameters and our results demonstrate that such selection is of crucial 

importance; nonetheless, an informed choice of these parameters can provide good and meaningful 

results in practice. 

In order to be a reliable and valuable tool for real data applications, any time-varying directed 

connectivity analysis should be able to identify functionally relevant drivers and preferential 

connections in the network, and furthermore correctly characterize how such connections evolve over 

time. By evaluating main driver detection in the benchmark dataset, our results show that 

nonparametric GGC methods are quite robust in correctly identifying the dominant functional driver, 

which, in general, is extremely important for the identification of areas functionally involved in 

normal processing or pathological activity spread. We observed in fact that all nonparametric methods 

successfully detected cS1 as the main driver of the whisker-evoked cortical network, irrespective of 

parameter settings considered, when using conditional GGC. Only the Morlet wavelet failed in the 

identification of cS1, when its central frequency parameter ω0 was equal to 9 or above. This 

notwithstanding, when ω0 was in the range between 3 and 6, the Morlet wavelet guaranteed not only a 

good detection of cS1, but also the best identification of its two preferential functional targets. The 

Paul wavelet was able to distinguish only the contralateral parietal region (node 14, Figure 4.1A), 

regardless of m value; while, we observed inconsistent identification of the other cS1’s functional 

target (node 10, Figure 4.1A) across m values. For the sliding-window multitaper good performance in 

target identification was obtained only with time-bandwidth product NW≥4 and window size of at least 

20 ms. These findings suggest that care should be taken in selecting spectral decomposition parameters 

in nonparametric methods, when we are interested in correctly characterizing the functional 

connections in the network, which is crucial for inferring network properties in topological and graph-

based analyses. In terms of temporal characterization, the wavelet transforms seem suboptimal, the 

Morlet wavelet especially, while the multitaper method appears more promising for investigating fast-

evolving interactions. In the benchmark dataset, for the Morlet wavelet we observed an overall 

temporal bias towards longer latencies for cS1’s peak-driving, which increased by increasing ω0. The 

use of the Paul wavelet with m≤3 and of the multitaper with small window guaranteed a better 

temporal characterization of the whisker-evoked network dynamics, with estimated latencies of cS1’s 

peak-driving overlapping with the upper bound of the physiologically plausible range. 
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Altogether our findings show that connectivity performance of nonparametric methods can 

strongly depend on parameters choice; hence, a spectral decomposition method with certain parameter 

settings may be optimal for a specific scenario/dataset, but not for others. In practical applications, the 

choice of approach for GGC estimation and parameter settings should be guided by the main purpose 

of the analysis and by any prior information about the investigated data, when available. 

If we are interested in identifying the main drivers and targets within the network, the Morlet 

wavelet is a promising solution, choosing ω0 between 5 and 6. With these settings the Morlet wavelet 

is suitable for studying causal influences with relatively slow temporal evolution, but it may be 

ineffective for the investigation of interactions whose temporal evolution is fast. Since ω0 controls the 

trade-off between temporal and spectral resolution, and better temporal resolution can be obtained 

when ω0 is small (Percival & Walden, 2000; Torrence & Compo, 1998), some may be tempted to 

significantly lower ω0 to improve temporal characterization. However, selecting ω0 too small 

introduces a deformation in the scale-space, and this may produce significant negative effects; while, 

ω0≥5 allows to confidently approximate the complete Morlet prototype to the truncated version 

described in section 4.2.2.3 (De Moortel et al., 2004; Farge, 1992; Torrence & Compo, 1998). From a 

practical standpoint, on the opposite extreme, increasing ω0 produces a progressive temporal flattening 

of the causal influences between cortical areas and, consequently, problems in identifying expected 

drivers and targets. Our results confirmed in fact that the time localization of the Morlet transform is 

almost completely lost when ω0=12 (De Moortel et al., 2004). 

The Paul wavelet provides a valid alternative when we aim to better characterize interactions 

timing, because this prototype is more localized in time and is characterized by less oscillations, and 

then it is expected to have better temporal resolution but worse spectral resolution compared to the 

Morlet wavelet, for equal wavelet parameters (De Moortel et al., 2004; Torrence & Compo, 1998). 

Moreover, since the Paul is admissible for any value of the parameter m, we can here lower more the 

parameter to improve temporal resolution, but at the expenses of spectral resolution. Our results 

reproduced these expected behaviors. 

The sliding-window multitaper method may be the best choice for investigating fast-evolving 

interactions. Starting from Ding and colleagues’ early work (Ding et al., 2000), several studies have 

exploited a short-window adaptive MVAR method to investigate neural interactions, e.g. (Brovelli et 

al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2008). This approach is based on the assumption of signals stationarity in short 

time intervals. In general, sufficiently short windows may guarantee the “local stationarity” of some 

data (Ding et al., 2000), which is usually considered in the weak-sense, i.e. when first (mean) and 

second order (variance) ensemble statistics are constant in time (Liégeois et al., 2017). Despite the 

possible violation of statistical assumptions in highly nonstationary data, the size of the window 

influences the time-frequency resolutions trade-off: reducing window size lowers spectral resolution, 
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which may produce significant detrimental effects on interpreting the functional roles of different 

brain areas, but it also helps to improve temporal resolution and detect interactions that appear and 

disappear quickly in time; vice versa when increasing window size. We here confirmed these aspects 

for the multitaper-based nonparametric GGC. As rule of thumb, in order to avoid a complete loss of 

spectral characterization, it seems reasonable to select window size based on the frequency of interest, 

such that at least one period fits the length of the window. Moreover, values of NW around 4 allow in 

general obtaining a good compromise in the spectral estimates trade-off between variance and bias, 

making such values a reasonable choice for practical applications with the multitaper. 

Nonparametric GGC has been initially applied to LFPs recorded from monkeys while 

performing a GO/NOGO visual discrimination task (Dhamala et al., 2008b) and provided a pattern of 

interactions between S1 and parietal areas in line with well-established functional hierarchy and 

anatomical connections (Felleman & Van Essen, 1991). Our current work extends this initial 

application substantially, by providing critical benchmark assessment of the effects of varying spectral 

decomposition parameters and quantifying the performance of nonparametric GGC on fixed criteria, 

and by introducing the Paul as an alternative wavelet prototype for time-varying spectral 

decomposition. 

In addition, we observed that nonparametric methods are quite robust against signal 

downsampling. However, this may not always be the case, and in general downsampling may 

significantly reduce detectability of causality estimates (Barnett & Seth, 2017; Seth et al., 2013; Wen 

et al., 2013a). Robustness against downsampling is an appealing feature of nonparametric methods 

because it allows obtaining reliable estimates even when signals are downsampled to lower the 

computational time of processing. Nonetheless, reducing sampling rate goes together with decreasing 

temporal resolution, and an excessive reduction in temporal resolution may produce detrimental 

effects on connectivity estimation performance and results interpretability also for the nonparametric 

methods. In our dataset, for example, a further downsampling to 125 Hz would produce negative 

effects, because a temporal resolution of 8 ms is too low to investigate interactions that happen in the 

order of about ten milliseconds, i.e. the time series would not be resolved enough to observe properly 

the phenomenon. In practice, for computational reasons, there may be scenarios in which we want to 

use sampling rates around 100 Hz. The reliability of the results obtained at these sampling rates 

depends on the temporal scale of the phenomenon under investigation, and in principle a sampling rate 

of 100 Hz may be suitable to investigate causal influences that evolve more slowly compared to those 

considered here. While downsampling seems unproblematic for nonparametric methods, temporal 

aspect of the signal of interest put a lower bound on the sampling rate. 

In this respect, by using analytic solutions Barnett and Seth (2017) compared GGC in 

continuous-time at finite prediction horizons and GGC based on discrete-time subsampling of the 
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underlying continuous-time stochastic process, and showed that both continuous-time GGC and 

discrete-time GGC decay exponentially as the sampling interval increases beyond the longest internal 

time scale of circuit-level feedback delay. Moreover, they showed that for sampling intervals smaller 

than the longest feedback delay, there may be “black spots” where the discrete-time (downsampled) 

GGC becomes smaller than the "ground truth" continuous-time GGC, and hence harder to detect in 

finite sample. However, the actual detectability rate will depend on the sampling distribution of the 

particular discrete GGC estimator used, thus some estimation methods may potentially alleviate the 

degradation, while others may aggravate it. This may account for the results observed in our study for 

nonparametric methods. 

Our results provide a clear demonstration that pairwise GGC can lead to physiologically 

misleading results in real data. Using pairwise GGC we obtained erroneous early preferential driving 

from cS1 towards areas in the ipsilateral hemisphere, while in the rat model of unilateral whisker 

stimulation cS1’s targets at early latencies are expected to be in the contralateral hemisphere. These 

findings can be explained in the context of the unobserved common inputs, a scenario where 

dependencies between two nodes are detected only because they receive inputs from other possibly 

unobserved nodes, called common sources (Bastos & Schoffelen, 2016). The common input is a 

problem in the application of causality measures because it produces ambiguities between paths of 

connections that are direct and those that are indirect, i.e. mediated by other nodes. In general, if 

common source signals are not recorded the problem is fundamentally unsolvable. Pairwise GGC is 

affected by the ambiguities due to indirect paths even when the common sources are recorded, as 

previously shown through simulated models (Chen et al., 2006; Dhamala et al., 2008b; Ding et al., 

2006; Kus et al., 2004), because for each bivariate model all the other nodes are basically unobserved. 

Differently, the conditional GGC is able to overcome the common input problem by taking into 

account all available information in the recorded dataset, and consequently it can determine whether a 

causal influence between any pair of nodes is direct or indirect (Ding et al., 2006; Geweke, 1984; Wen 

et al., 2013b). Our results confirm that conditional GGC should be preferred over pairwise GGC in 

order to unambiguously distinguish direct connections from indirect ones. 

While the findings of this study are important for better understanding the influence of spectral 

decomposition parameters on connectivity performance, and we show practical ways on how to apply 

time-varying nonparametric GGC, there are certain issues we do not explicitly address. Besides the 

common input problem, other practical issues are in fact associated with the application of causality 

analyses to real data, and these should be taken into account to further optimize results from 

nonparametric GGC, as well parametric GGC. 

Well-known practical issues are for instance the presence on recorded signals of additive noise, 

also referred to as measurement/observational noise (Vinck et al., 2015; Winkler et al., 2016), and 
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SNR differences between channels (Bastos & Schoffelen, 2016). While both these problems can be 

partly mitigated at experimental level before recording, time reversal testing (Haufe et al., 2012, 2013) 

has been proved to reduce most of the negative effects associated with them (Bastos & Schoffelen, 

2016; Vinck et al., 2015; Winkler et al., 2016). This has motivated the use of time-reversed GGC in 

the current work. In practice, interpretability can be further improved employing analytical denoising 

algorithms, which help reducing the negative effects of noise on causality analyses, by explicitly 

modeling the additive noise with state-space model representations of the MVAR process (Nalatore et 

al., 2007, 2014; Sommerlade et al., 2015), or by detecting linear mixing effects from structural MVAR 

models (Vinck et al., 2015). 

The use of a common reference may lead to spurious causality estimates when the reference 

signal is not electrically silent. Re-referencing using bipolar derivations has been shown to remove 

adverse effects of the common reference in electrocorticography (ECoG) and laminar recordings 

(Bastos et al., 2015; Bosman et al., 2012a; Trongnetrpunya et al., 2016). We used the recording 

reference for analysis here, because SNR was high and common noise not apparent in the data, and 

most importantly our goal was to compare performance of various algorithms. 

Some studies have demonstrated beneficial effects of time reversal on parametric GGC, e.g. 

(Winkler et al., 2016); these results can be easily extended to the nonparametric implementations 

considered in the current work using a simulation framework (see the accompanied data article). This 

framework can also be used to demonstrate that, when using a common reference, nonparametric time-

reversed GGC allows obtaining unambiguous detection of the dominant spectral component of the 

imposed causal influence (strong asymmetry), irrespective of the type of common reference signal 

considered; although spurious estimates are not completely eliminated outside the frequency band of 

the dominant interaction. 

Interpretational issues for connectivity analyses can also derive from volume conduction in EEG 

or from field spread in MEG, and generally connectivity analyses on sensor space do not permit any 

meaningful interpretation in terms of interactions between functionally connected neuronal 

populations on source space (Brunner et al., 2016; Van de Steen et al., 2016). In the rat model the 

negative effects associated with volume conduction are less severe compared to traditional human 

EEG, because even throughout adulthood rat brains remain lissencephalic, i.e. they lack surface 

convolutions; this aspect combined with the recording setup of the benchmark dataset allowed 

obtaining a good location-specific characterization of each sensor (Plomp, Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 

2014), matching intracortical recordings (Plomp, Quairiaux, Kiss, et al., 2014; Quairiaux et al., 2011). 

One downside for nonparametric methods is that they usually require more computational time 

with respect to parametric methods. In the benchmark dataset at original sampling rate of 2000 Hz, 

nonparametric methods required a computational time for each animal between eight and eleven hours 
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(All computations were performed using an Intel® Core™ i5-4590 Processor, 3.3 GHz), while for 

parametric recursive algorithms computational time ranged between less than a minute and three 

hours, depending on the algorithm. Our finding that nonparametric GGC is robust against 

downsampling suggests however that reducing sampling rate may safely cut computational time. 

The nonparametric methods here considered allow modeling dynamic nonstationary signals 

through short-time multitaper or wavelet transforms, which estimate patterns of interactions whose 

evolution in time is relatively smooth. Similarly, smoothly evolving patterns can be obtained when 

applying recursive algorithms for parametric time-varying MVAR-modeling (Astolfi et al., 2008; 

Milde et al., 2010; Möller et al., 2001), which can also provide meaningful results in the whisker-

evoked benchmark dataset, as shown in a previous study (Pagnotta & Plomp, 2018). In addition, for 

parametric connectivity measures a weighting by the spectral power of the source region has been 

found to enhance their interpretability and performance in the benchmark dataset (Plomp, Quairiaux, 

Michel, et al., 2014). 

We conclude by addressing a recent claim of pitfall of conditional GGC (Stokes & Purdon, 

2017), which was previously observed and appropriately addressed (Barnett & Seth, 2014; Chen et al., 

2006). The problem arises from considering model subset for the conditional definition of GGC. The 

fitting of separate full and reduced MVAR models introduces in fact a bias-variance trade-off in the 

estimation of GGC, depending on the selected model order. Alternative methods to overcome such 

problem already exist and the spectral matrix factorization-based implementation such as 

nonparametric method that we used here is among them (Barnett et al., 2018; Barnett & Seth, 2015; 

Dhamala et al., 2018; Faes, Stramaglia, et al., 2017), as can be demonstrated using our simulation 

framework (Pagnotta et al., 2018a). 
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4.5. Supplementary material: GGC without time reversal testing 

In order to measure the performance of nonparametric GGC methods, we have used a benchmark 

dataset that consisted of somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs) recorded from rats during whisker 

stimulations (Plomp, Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 2014; Quairiaux et al., 2011). In the manuscript all 

analyses were performed considering time reversal testing for GGC estimates. In this section we 

present for each analysis the results obtained with the traditional definition of GGC, i.e. without using 

time reversal testing (NO-TRT). The general organization of the results is the same as in manuscript. 

In each condition nonparametric methods were evaluated using three previously defined performance 

criteria (Plomp, Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 2014). Criterion I determined whether contralateral primary 

sensory cortex (cS1) could be identified as principal driver of the cortical network. Criterion II 

determined whether contralateral parietal and frontal sensory-motor cortex could be distinguished as 

preferential functional targets of cS1. Criterion III evaluated the physiological plausibility of the cS1’s 

peak-driving latencies. If not stated otherwise, the analyses have been performed using the conditional 

GGC. 

4.5.S1. The effect of downsampling 

On criterion I, good performances were obtained for both Morlet wavelet and multitaper method 

across sampling rates (Figure 4.S1). The results obtained on criteria II and III confirmed overall 

estimation robustness of nonparametric methods with respect to variations in sampling rate (Tables 

4.S1-4.S2). We observed the same behavior in terms of robustness against downsampling by using tr-

GGC (Figure 4.2, Tables 4.1-4.2); the results obtained here generalized these findings to the case of 

GGC. 
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Figure 4.S1. The effect of downsampling (NO-TRT). The results of the analyses varying sampling rate are shown for the 
following methods: wavelet-based at A) 2000 Hz, B) 1000 Hz, C) 500 Hz, and D) 250 Hz; multitaper-based at E) 2000 Hz, 
F) 1000 Hz, G) 500 Hz, and H) 250 Hz. First row: time-frequency representation of the total driving from cS1. Second row: 
temporal dynamics of total driving in the gamma-band for each node and discriminability of cS1 peak-driving. Third row: 
barplots show average total driving from each ipsilateral (Ipsi) and contralateral (Con) node at the latency of peak-driving 
from cS1 (gray dotted line in the second row picture), with corresponding 95% CIs across rats and red asterisks denoting 
statistically significant differences with respect to the second largest driver (criterion I). Fourth row: barplots show the 
driving from cS1 to all the other channels, at the latency of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion II), and red asterisks denoting 
statistically significant differences between targets. Color-coding of all bars is consistent with Figure 4.1. 
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Table 4.S1. The effect of downsampling (NO-TRT, criterion II). 
Effect sizes (d) for distinguishing cS1’s main targets (criterion II). 

 Fs=2000Hz Fs=1000Hz Fs=500Hz Fs=250Hz 

 
c. 

parietal 

c. 

frontal 

c. 

parietal 

c. 

frontal 

c. 

parietal 

c. 

frontal 

c. 

parietal 

c. 

frontal 

Morlet-

wavelet 
1.399* 0.790* 1.272* 0.641* 

1.269* 0.524* 
1.414* 0.683* 

Multitaper 0.524* 0.298* 0.539* 0.299* 0.494* 0.295* 0.146* 0.123* 

Note. c. parietal refers to the contralateral parietal region and c. frontal to contralateral frontal sensory-motor region; 
asterisks denote significant differences between targets (bootstrap lower 95% CI above zero). 

Table 4.S2. The effect of downsampling (NO-TRT, criterion III). 
Latencies (ms) of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion III) and corresponding 95% CIs across rats. 

 Fs=2000Hz Fs=1000Hz Fs=500Hz Fs=250Hz 

Morlet-wavelet 16.6 (13.7-19.7) 16.3 (12.9-19.9) 16.3 (12.7-19.8) 15.8 (10.9-20.0) 

Multitaper 8.5 (6.1-13.8) 8.2 (5.8-13.3) 5.9 (4.5-9.4) 13.3 (10.9-16.0) 
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4.5.S2. Morlet wavelet (ω0) 

In the Morlet wavelet the central frequency parameter ω0 modulates the time-frequency resolutions 

trade-off (Torrence & Compo, 1998). We obtained overall good results when ω0 was equal to 3, 5 or 

6; for each one of the values the results were characterized by a correct identification of main target 

cS1 (Figure 4.S2), and of its preferential functional targets (Table 4.S3), both with large effect sizes. 

We observed, however, a temporal bias towards later latencies for the peak-driving from cS1 (criterion 

III), especially using ω0=5 and ω0=6 (Table 4.S4). The results obtained across the three performance 

criteria considering GGC with ω0=9 or ω0=12 (Figure 4.S2, Tables 4.S3-4.S4) were slightly better 

than those previously obtained with tr-GGC (Figure 4.3, Tables 4.3-4.4). However, we found a 

progressive loss of temporal localization by increasing ω0 also for GGC. Across values of ω0, we 

observed a remarkable amount of low-frequency false positives in cS1 total driving (Figure 4.S2, first 

row). These are probably produced by the presence of common reference signal and mixed additive 

noise, whose effects can be admittedly reduced or at least mitigated by using time reversal testing, as 

previously shown in the manuscript and in (ref. to Data in Brief article). 
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Figure 4.S2. Morlet wavelet (NO-TRT). Shows the results of the analyses varying the central frequency parameter (ω0) in 
the Morlet-wavelet approach. Results are plotted for the following levels of the parameter: A) ω0=3; B) ω0=5; C) ω0=6; D) 
ω0=9; E) ω0=12. First row: time-frequency representation of the total driving from cS1. Second row: temporal dynamics of 
total driving in the gamma-band for each node and discriminability of cS1 peak-driving. Third row: barplots show average 
total driving from each ipsilateral (Ipsi) and contralateral (Con) node at the latency of peak-driving from cS1 (gray dotted line 
in the second row picture), with corresponding 95% CIs across rats and red asterisks denoting statistically significant 
differences with respect to the second largest driver (criterion I). Fourth row: barplots show the driving from cS1 to all the 
other channels, at the latency of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion II), and red asterisks denoting statistically significant 
differences between targets. Color-coding of all bars is consistent with Figure 4.1. 
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Table 4.S3. Morlet wavelet (NO-TRT, criterion II). 
Effect sizes (d) for distinguishing cS1’s main targets (criterion II). 

 Morlet-wavelet 

ω0 c. parietal c. frontal 

3 1.147* 1.176* 

5 1.177* 0.926* 

6 1. 489* 0. 719* 

9 0.445* 0.270* 

12 0.282* 0.045 

Note. c. parietal refers to the contralateral parietal region and c. frontal to contralateral frontal sensory-motor region; 
asterisks denote significant differences between targets (bootstrap lower 95% CI above zero). 

Table 4.S4. Morlet wavelet (NO-TRT, criterion III). 
Latencies (ms) of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion III) and corresponding 95% CIs across rats. 

 Morlet-wavelet 

ω0 Peak-latencies 

3 26.7 (22.6-29.6) 

5 33.3 (26.9-38.8) 

6 33.6 (25.5-40.7) 

9 19.06 (11.8-31.2) 

12 18.6 (9.4-30.4) 
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4.5.S3. Paul wavelet (m) 

In the Paul wavelet the parameter m plays a role similar to the ω0 in the Morlet; variations in the 

parameter affect in fact the trade-off between resolutions in the time-frequency space (De Moortel et 

al., 2004; Torrence & Compo, 1998). We found a worse characterization of cS1’s driving in time-

frequency space by using GGC (Figure 4.S3) compared to tr-GGC (Figure 4.4), across m levels. In the 

case of GGC, the results obtained with m≥12 showed overall best performances in terms of criteria I 

and II, with respect to the lower values (Figure 4.S3, Table 4.S5). On the opposite side, we observed 

that decreasing m allows anticipating cS1’s peak-driving latencies, towards ranges more close to the 

physiological plausible one (Table 4.S6); this confirming that lowering the parameter m increases the 

temporal resolution, as also observed using tr-GGC (Table 4.6). 
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Figure 4.S3. Paul wavelet (NO-TRT). Shows the results of the analyses varying the wavelet parameter (m) in the Paul-
wavelet approach. Results are plotted for the following levels of the parameter: A) m=1; B) m=3; C) m=6; D) m=12; E) 
m=20. First row: time-frequency representation of the total driving from cS1. Second row: temporal dynamics of total driving 
in the gamma-band for each node and discriminability of cS1 peak-driving. Third row: barplots show average total driving 
from each ipsilateral (Ipsi) and contralateral (Con) node at the latency of peak-driving from cS1 (gray dotted line in the 
second row picture), with corresponding 95% CIs across rats and red asterisks denoting statistically significant differences 
with respect to the second largest driver (criterion I). Fourth row: barplots show the driving from cS1 to all the other 
channels, at the latency of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion II), and red asterisks denoting statistically significant differences 
between targets. Color-coding of all bars is consistent with Figure 4.1. 
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Table 4.S5. Paul wavelet (NO-TRT, criterion II). 
Effect sizes (d) for distinguishing cS1’s main targets (criterion II). 

 Paul-wavelet 

m c. parietal c. frontal 

1 0.106 0.033 

3 1.087* 0.483* 

6 1.156* 0.780* 

12 1.193* 0.506* 

20 1.193* 0.613* 

Note. c. parietal refers to the contralateral parietal region and c. frontal to contralateral frontal sensory-motor region; 
asterisks denote significant differences between targets (bootstrap lower 95% CI above zero). 

Table 4.S6. Paul wavelet (NO-TRT, criterion III). 
Latencies (ms) of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion III) and corresponding 95% CIs across rats. 

 Paul-wavelet 

m Peak-latencies 

1 14.6 (11.9-17.9) 

3 17.3 (13.2-21.9) 

6 24.6 (20.7-28.0) 

12 28.7 (25.4-31.5) 

20 34.5 (28.8-39.8) 
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4.5.S4. The time-bandwidth product (NW) in multitaper 

In general, decreasing time-bandwidth product (NW) in the multitaper method produces a reduction of 

spectral leakage and bias, but also an increase of spectral estimates variance; vice versa, when NW is 

decreased. We obtained consistently good results in terms of criteria across NW levels (Figure 4.S4, 

Tables 4.S7-4.S8). The behavior observed across the different values of NW was also very similar, in 

like manner as shown in the case of tr-GGC (Figure 4.5, Tables 4.7-4.8). More specifically, effect 

sizes for identifying cS1 were constantly above 1 (Figure 4.S4); while, the targets of cS1 were 

distinguished with values of d around 0.57 and 0.32 for contralateral parietal and contralateral frontal 

regions, respectively (Table 4.S7). Here the early cS1 gamma–driving was easily identifiable, 

regardless of the NW used (Figure 4.S4). Moreover, the time-frequency patterns of cS1’s total driving 

did not clearly show any successive component at low frequencies, as detected when using tr-GGC 

(Figure 4.5), but this was trivial from benchmarking perspectives. 
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Figure 4.S4. Time-bandwidth product in multitaper (NO-TRT). Shows the results of the analyses varying the time-
bandwidth parameter (NW) in the multitaper approach. Results are plotted for the following levels of the parameter: A) 
NW=1.5; B) NW=2; C) NW=4; D) NW=7.5. First row: time-frequency representation of the total driving from cS1. Second 
row: temporal dynamics of total driving in the gamma-band for each node and discriminability of cS1 peak-driving. Third 
row: barplots show average total driving from each ipsilateral (Ipsi) and contralateral (Con) node at the latency of peak-
driving from cS1 (gray dotted line in the second row picture), with corresponding 95% CIs across rats and red asterisks 
denoting statistically significant differences with respect to the second largest driver (criterion I). Fourth row: barplots show 
the driving from cS1 to all the other channels, at the latency of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion II), and red asterisks 
denoting statistically significant differences between targets. Color-coding of all bars is consistent with Figure 4.1. 
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Table 4.S7. Time-bandwidth product in multitaper (NO-TRT, criterion II). 
Effect sizes (d) for distinguishing cS1’s main targets (criterion II). 

 Multitaper 

NW c. parietal c. frontal 

1.5 0.591* 0.339* 

2 0.591* 0.338* 

4 0.573* 0.326* 

7.5 0.539* 0.299* 

Note. c. parietal refers to the contralateral parietal region and c. frontal to contralateral frontal sensory-motor region; 
asterisks denote significant differences between targets (bootstrap lower 95% CI above zero). 

Table 4.S8. Time-bandwidth product in multitaper (NO-TRT, criterion III). 
Latencies (ms) of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion III) and corresponding 95% CIs across rats. 

 Multitaper 

NW Peak-latencies 

1.5 13.3 (8.8-18.9) 

2 13.3 (8.5-18.9) 

4 9.4 (6.5-14.7) 

7.5 8.2 (5.8-13.5) 
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4.5.S5. Window size in multitaper-based method 

We obtained a correct identification of cS1 as main driver, irrespective of window size (Figure 4.S5). 

The method was also able to distinguish cS1’s functional targets, consistently across windows sizes 

(Table 4.S9). In terms of grand-average driving from cS1 in the time-frequency space, we confirmed 

that, increasing window size, the early high-gamma driving component was increasingly biased 

towards earlier latencies (Figure 4.S5, first row). On criterion III, the estimated latencies of peak-

driving from cS1 were somehow influenced by this bias (Table 4.S10); while, the results obtained 

considering tr-GGC were more stable across window sizes (Table 4.10). 

 
Figure 4.S5. Window size in multitaper (NO-TRT). Shows the results of the analyses varying window size in the 
multitaper approach. Results are plotted for the following window sizes: A) 10 ms; B) 20 ms; C) 30 ms; D) 40 ms. First row: 
time-frequency representation of the total driving from cS1. Second row: temporal dynamics of total driving in the gamma-
band for each node and discriminability of cS1 peak-driving. Third row: barplots show average total driving from each 
ipsilateral (Ipsi) and contralateral (Con) node at the latency of peak-driving from cS1 (gray dotted line in the second row 
picture), with corresponding 95% CIs across rats and red asterisks denoting statistically significant differences with respect to 
the second largest driver (criterion I). Fourth row: barplots show the driving from cS1 to all the other channels, at the latency 
of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion II), and red asterisks denoting statistically significant differences between targets. Color-
coding of all bars is consistent with Figure 4.1. 
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Table 4.S9. Window size in multitaper (NO-TRT, criterion II). 
Effect sizes (d) for distinguishing cS1’s main targets (criterion II). 

 Multitaper 

Window size c. parietal c. frontal 

10 ms 0.405* 0.202* 

20 ms 0.573* 0.326* 

30 ms 0.446* 0.266* 

40 ms 0.867* 0.513* 

Note. c. parietal refers to the contralateral parietal region and c. frontal to contralateral frontal sensory-motor region; 
asterisks denote significant differences between targets (bootstrap lower 95% CI above zero). 

Table 4.S10. Window size in multitaper (NO-TRT, criterion III). 
Latencies (ms) of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion III) and corresponding 95% CIs across rats. 

 Multitaper 

Window size Peak-latencies 

10 ms 15.8 (13.2-19.2) 

20 ms 9.4 (6.5-14.7) 

30 ms 5.0 (2.1-10.9) 

40 ms 17.2 (11.8-23.2) 
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4.5.S6. Pairwise GGC 

In multivariate datasets, instead of using the conditional GGC to evaluate network interactions, we 

could alternatively consider the pairwise implementation of GGC, which consists in repeating GGC 

estimation for each pair of channels separately. Pairwise GGC has been shown to be ineffective for 

distinguishing direct path of connections from indirect ones, i.e. mediated by other nodes (Dhamala et 

al., 2008b; Wen et al., 2013b). We employed pairwise GGC in combination with the three spectral 

decomposition methods evaluated. As in the manuscript, we employed the following settings: ω0=6 for 

the Morlet wavelet; m=12 for the Paul wavelet; NW=4 and 20 ms window for the multitaper. 

Only the two wavelet transforms allowed correct identification of cS1 as main driver (Figure 

4.S6-A and 4.S6-B), but with effect sizes reduced compared to the respective conditional GGC 

implementations (Figures 4.13B and 4.14D). Differently, total driving from cS1 was not significantly 

different from that of the second largest driver when using the multitaper method (Figure 4.S6-C). 

More importantly, all three approaches failed completely in identifying cS1’s functional targets (Table 

4.S11), and at the latency of peak driving from cS1 its dominant receivers were in the ipsilateral 

hemisphere (Figure 4.S6, fourth row), which is implausible from physiological perspective. Only by 

using the conditional GGC we were able to correctly discriminate the two dominant targets of cS1’s 

functional driving (Table 4.S11). Results obtained on criterion III did not change much between 

pairwise GGC and the respective conditional GGC (Table 4.S12). 

Overall, the results of this simulation confirmed that the use of pairwise GGC produces 

detrimental effects on results interpretability due to confounds introduced by indirect paths. 
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Figure 4.S6. Pairwise GGC (NO-TRT). The results of the analyses using pairwise GGC are shown for: A) Morlet-wavelet 
with ω0=6; B) Paul-wavelet with m=12; C) sliding-window multitaper with NW=4 and window size of 20 ms. First row: 
time-frequency representation of the total driving from cS1. Second row: temporal dynamics of total driving in the gamma-
band for each node and discriminability of cS1 peak-driving. Third row: barplots show average total driving from each 
ipsilateral (Ipsi) and contralateral (Con) node at the latency of peak-driving from cS1 (gray dotted line in the second row 
picture), with corresponding 95% CIs across rats and red asterisks denoting statistically significant differences with respect to 
the second largest driver (criterion I). Fourth row: barplots show the driving from cS1 to all the other channels, at the latency 
of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion II), and red asterisks denoting statistically significant differences between targets. Color-
coding of all bars is consistent with Figure 4.1. 
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Table 4.S11. Pairwise GGC (NO-TRT, criterion II). 
Effect sizes (d) for distinguishing cS1’s main targets (criterion II). 

 pairwise GGC conditional GGC 

 c. parietal c. frontal c. parietal c. frontal 

Morlet-wavelet (ω0=6) n.a. n.a. 1. 489* 0. 719* 

Paul-wavelet (m=12) n.a. n.a. 1.193* 0.506* 

Multitaper (NW=4; 20 ms window) n.a. n.a. 0.573* 0.326* 

Note. c. parietal refers to the contralateral parietal region and c. frontal to contralateral frontal sensory-motor region; 
asterisks denote significant differences between targets (bootstrap lower 95% CI above zero); n.a. is used for comparisons not 
available. 

Table 4.S12. Pairwise GGC (NO-TRT, criterion III). 
Latencies (ms) of peak-driving from cS1 (criterion III) and corresponding 95% CIs across rats. 

 pairwise GGC conditional GGC 

Morlet-wavelet (ω0=6) 32.9 (29.4-36.4) 33.6 (25.5-40.7) 

Paul-wavelet (m=12) 27.4 (25.4-29.4) 28.7 (25.4-31.5) 

Multitaper (NW=4; 20 ms window) 17.4 (15.4-19.7) 9.4 (6.5-14.7) 
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5. Nonparametric Granger–Geweke causality: benchmark 

dataset and simulation framework4 

 

 

 

Brief summary 

We developed a toolbox named nonparametricGGC_toolbox. This toolbox comprises in-house scripts 

that allow computing GGC using different nonparametric methods, and a simulation framework to 

evaluate some of the pitfalls associated with the application of these methods to real data. The toolbox 

was made freely available (https://github.com/mattiapagnotta/nonparametricGGC_toolbox). 

  

                                                        
4 Published as: Pagnotta, M. F., Dhamala, M., & Plomp, G. (2018). Assessing the performance of Granger–
Geweke causality: Benchmark dataset and simulation framework. Data in brief, 21, 833-851. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dib.2018.10.034 
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Abstract 

Nonparametric methods based on spectral factorization offer well validated tools for estimating 

spectral measures of causality, called Granger–Geweke Causality (GGC). In (Pagnotta et al., 2018b) 

we benchmarked nonparametric GGC methods using EEG data recorded during unilateral whisker 

stimulations in ten rats; here, we include detailed information about the benchmark dataset. In 

addition, we provide codes for estimating nonparametric GGC and a simulation framework to evaluate 

the effects on GGC analyses of potential problems, such as the common reference problem, signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) differences between channels, and the presence of additive noise. We focus on 

nonparametric methods here, but these issues also affect parametric methods, which can be tested in 

our framework as well. Our examples allow showing that time reversal testing for GGC (tr-GGC) 

mitigates the detrimental effects due to SNR imbalance and presence of mixed additive noise, and 

illustrate that, when using a common reference, tr-GGC unambiguously detects the causal influence’s 

dominant spectral component, irrespective of the characteristics of the common reference signal. 

Finally, one of our simulations provides an example that nonparametric methods can overcome a 

pitfall associated with the implementation of conditional GGC in traditional parametric methods. 
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Specifications Table 

Subject area Neuroscience 

More specific subject area Granger-causal analysis 

Type of data Benchmark dataset: rats epicranial EEG recordings 

Simulation framework: numerical simulations 

How data was acquired Benchmark dataset: arrays of 16 stainless steel electrodes 

Data format Benchmark dataset: MATLAB files (.mat) 

Simulation framework: codes and functions (.m) implemented in 

MATLAB® (The MathWorks, Inc.) 

Experimental factors Benchmark dataset: signals were sampled at 2 kHz and online filtered 

1-500 Hz 

Experimental features Benchmark dataset: multichannel somatosensory evoked potentials 

(SEPs) recorded from ten p21 Wistar rats during unilateral whisker 

stimulations; the animals were under light isoflurane anesthesia while 

recording 

Data source location Fribourg, Switzerland 

Data accessibility Benchmark dataset, simulation framework and codes for estimating 

nonparametric Granger causality are made available with this article. 

Related research article M.F. Pagnotta, M. Dhamala, G. Plomp, Benchmarking nonparametric 

Granger causality: robustness against downsampling and influence of 

spectral decomposition parameters, NeuroImage. 183 (2018) 478–494. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2018.07.046 

 

Value of the Data 

• Provides information about a benchmark dataset that allows to critically assessing the performance 

of time-varying directed connectivity measures. 

• The simulation framework enables the readers to evaluate the effects of common practical issues 

associated with the application of GGC analyses. 

• Makes available scripts that can be used for computing nonparametric GGC. 

• Demonstrates that nonparametric methods overcome the issues due to model subset of conditional 

GGC. 
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5.1. Data 

The benchmark dataset includes multichannel epicranial somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs) 

recorded from ten rats during whisker stimulations. Since in this animal model both physiological 

characteristics and structural pathways have been intensively investigated, reliable predictions can be 

made about the dominant cortical driver, its preferential functional targets on the cortex, and the 

timing off such directed interactions. For these reason, this dataset represents a valuable tool to 

evaluate the performance of time-varying directed connectivity measures and compare different 

algorithms for connectivity analysis. 

Here, we also provide codes and functions to perform a series of simulations that can evaluate 

the effects of some practical issues associated with the application of GGC analyses to real data. 

5.2. Experimental Design, Materials, and Methods 

5.2.1. Whisker-evoked SEPs 

In the benchmark dataset, the multichannel epicranial SEPs have been previously obtained from ten 

p21 Wistar rats (Plomp, Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 2014; Quairiaux et al., 2011). Signals were recorded 

using an array of 16 stainless steel electrodes positioned on the cranium (Quairiaux et al., 2011). 

Among them, 15 electrodes acquired epicranial SEPs, and these were referenced to a reference 

electrode (16th electrode), which was placed above the cerebellum, as shown in Fig. 1A in (Pagnotta et 

al., 2018b). Signals acquisition was performed at sampling rate of 2000 Hz and the signals were 

filtered online with a bandpass filter (1-500 Hz). During the experimental procedure the rats were 

anesthetized using isoflurane in air mixture (oxygen/air: 20%/80%). The stimuli consisted of unilateral 

whisker deflections of 500 µm, which were applied using a solenoid-based stimulator. For each 

animal, 50 stimulations were applied to right whiskers and 50 to left whiskers, in two separate blocks. 

Animal handling procedures were approved by the Office Vétérinaire Cantonal (Geneva, Switzerland) 

in accordance with Swiss Federal Laws. 

We successively defined trials considering the time interval between -100 ms and +200 ms 

around each stimulus onset. We then applied a semi-automatic approach to remove trials corrupted by 

artifacts; more details about this approach and a comprehensive list of trials removed can be found in 

(Smith & Alloway, 2013) and its supporting information. Survived trials from the two blocks were 

then collected together, by changing electrodes labels in the case of left-sided stimulations, so that 

electrodes from 1 to 7 were on the hemisphere ipsilateral to whisker stimulation and electrodes from 9 

to 15 were on the contralateral one for both blocks. The amount of survived trials for each animal was 

on average 65 (range: 34-80). 
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The dataset is made available with this article and comprises ten .mat files (one for each 

animal), which were created using MATLAB® (The MathWorks, Inc.). Each file contains a structure 

named RAT with four fields: data, dimord, times, and Fs. The field data is a 3-dimensional matrix 

with the epicranial SEPs, being the time-points on the first dimension, the channels on the second 

dimension, and the trials on the third dimension. Dimensionality ordering is also specified by the field 

dimord, which is a string. The field time contains a vector of time-points in milliseconds. Finally, the 

field Fs is a scalar that reports the sampling rate in Hz. 

Whisker-evoked SEPs are characterized by highly dynamic cortical activation pattern, which is 

initially observable over contralateral primary sensory cortex (cS1), and then propagate over known 

areas, following relatively well known structural pathways (Petersen et al., 2003; Smith & Alloway, 

2013). The latencies of this propagation are also known, thank to studies that employed single-unit 

responses in cS1, e.g. (Shuler et al., 2001). The functional characteristics expected in the cortical 

network of 15 nodes allow benchmarking time-varying directed connectivity measures using three 

previously defined performance criteria (Plomp, Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 2014), which evaluate the 

ability of a method to detect cS1 as main functional driver, and the contralateral parietal and the 

frontal sensory-motor cortex as cS1’s preferential targets. In the dataset, channel 12 identifies cS1, 

while channels 10 and 14 identify the surrounding portions of cortex, which are expected to be cS1’s 

preferential targets. For a schematic representation of channels positions please refer to Fig. 1A in 

(Pagnotta et al., 2018b). The initial driving from cS1 is expected at early latency after stimulus onset 

(5-20 ms), and it should be characterized by dominant spectral components in the gamma-band 

(Cardin et al., 2009; Gerasimova et al., 2014; Minlebaev et al., 2011). 

5.2.2. Simulation framework 

Previous studies have highlighted a series of pitfalls and practical issues associated with the use of 

causality analyses in real data. We here provide a simulation framework that enables the reader to 

evaluate three of these issues: the common reference problem (Trongnetrpunya et al., 2016), the 

imbalance of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between channels (Bastos & Schoffelen, 2016), and the 

effects of independent and mixed additive noise (Vinck et al., 2015). Moreover, we provide a 

numerical simulation that allows to address a recent claim of pitfall (Stokes & Purdon, 2017) 

associated with the use of conditional GGC (Chen et al., 2006; Geweke, 1984). All simulations 

employ nonparametric GGC methods based on spectral factorization (Dhamala et al., 2008a, 2008b). 

Our simulation framework comprises three scripts implemented in MATLAB® (The 

MathWorks, Inc.): i) sim_nonparGGC_CommonReference.m, which allows evaluating the common 

reference problem; ii) sim_nonparGGC_AdditiveNoise.m, which allows assessing the effects of SNR 
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differences and presence of additive noise; iii) sim_nonparGGC_StokesPurdon.m, which addresses the 

claim of pitfall of conditional GGC. 

In the first two scripts, both traditional and time-reversed definitions of GGC are considered, 

because time reversal testing for causality analyses (Haufe et al., 2012, 2013) has been shown to 

potentially reduce, or at least alleviate, some of the detrimental effects associated with the mentioned 

practical issues. In this procedure, time-reversed versions of the time series are used as surrogates for 

statistical testing. Different definitions have been proposed for the time-reversed variant of GGC (tr-

GGC), we here choose by default the “difference-based” one, in which the spectral influence from 

channel j to channel i tested with time-reversal (tr-GGCij) is defined as the difference between the net-

GGCij estimated on regular time series and the same measure estimated on time-reversed time series 

(Winkler et al., 2016). Each measure of net-GGCij is obtained in turn as difference between GGCij 

and GGCji. The net influence tr-GGCij is finally inferred only when larger than zero (see equation 

(4.6)). The alternative time-reversed variants are also available in the scripts. As default settings for 

our simulations, time series are simulated with 100 trials for each condition evaluated. Each trial has a 

length of 2 seconds, corresponding to 400 samples at sampling frequency Fs=200Hz. In all conditions 

nonparametric GGC is computed with the approach based on multitaper method (Thomson, 1982), by 

selecting the time-bandwidth parameter NW=4 (Mitra & Pesaran, 1999); for further details see 

(Pagnotta et al., 2018b). The spectral estimation is performed up to Nyquist frequency. 

The script sim_nonparGGC_StokesPurdon.m allows simulating the same MVAR(3) three-nodes 

network used in (Stokes & Purdon, 2017), and successively applying the multitaper-based conditional 

GGC to the simulated data. 

5.2.2.1. Common reference problem 

The common reference problem involves a situation where the signals from the nodes of the network 

are recorded against a common reference, which is not electrically silent. This may have detrimental 

effects on functional connectivity measures. The script sim_nonparGGC_CommonReference.m allows 

to consider three main scenarios, depending on the characteristics of the common reference signal R(t): 

i) R(t) is simulated as uncorrelated white noise, as in (Trongnetrpunya et al., 2016); ii) R(t) has an 

oscillatory component in the same frequency range as the investigated nodes, which is similar to the 

situation considered in (Bastos & Schoffelen, 2016); iii) R(t) has an oscillatory component in a 

different frequency range with respect to the investigated nodes. 
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In order to simulate the model, we start considering a basic surrogate network that is composed 

by two nodes with a causal influence between them (from node 1 to node 2). The unipolar signals of 

the two nodes are obtained from a MVAR model with maximum lag of 2 time samples, using the 

following equations: 

𝑥! 𝑡 = 2𝑟!𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃!)𝑥! 𝑡 − 1 − 𝑟!!𝑥! 𝑡 − 2 + 𝑤!(𝑡)
𝑥! 𝑡 = 2𝑟!𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃!)𝑥! 𝑡 − 1 − 𝑟!!𝑥! 𝑡 − 2 − 0.35𝑥! 𝑡 − 1 + 0.7𝑥! 𝑡 − 2 + 𝑤!(𝑡)

 (5.1) 

As default, we set ri=0.8 for i=1,2. The parameter θi is defined as θi=2πfiΔt, where Δt is the inverse of 

the sampling frequency and fi is the desired frequency of the oscillatory component. We set fi=40Hz 

for i=1,2, in this way the dominant oscillatory component of both nodes is around 40Hz (Rodrigues & 

Andrade, 2015). In equation (5.1), each term wi is a zero-mean uncorrelated white noise process, 

called innovation process, which has an effect on the future samples of the signal xi trough the 

coefficients of the MVAR model. This should not be confounded with the additive noise, which is 

sometimes also called observation noise or measurement noise. The additive noise is in fact 

superimposed to the measurement of the time series, i.e. the values simultaneously observed/recorded 

(see Sections 5.2.2.2-5.2.2.3). 

In the first scenario, the signal R(t) consists of white noise with same variance as wi. In the 

second and third scenarios, R(t) is defined by the following equation: 

𝑅 𝑡 = 2𝑟!cos (𝜃!)𝑅 𝑡 − 1 − 𝑟!!𝑅 𝑡 − 2 + 𝑤!(𝑡) 
(5.2) 

where rR=0.8 and θR=2πfRΔt. We use fR=40Hz, which is the same oscillatory component as the two 

nodes, in order to simulate scenario ii). While for scenario iii), we use fR=20Hz and fR=70Hz, which 

are respectively below and above the oscillatory component of the two nodes in the network (40Hz). 

In each simulated condition, the observed (measured) time series of each node is finally obtained as 

follows: 

𝑥!! 𝑡 = (1 − 𝛼!")𝑥!(𝑡) − 𝛼!"𝑅 𝑡 , 𝑖 = 1,2 (5.3) 

In this way the ratio αCR/(1–αCR) controls the proportion in the observed signals between common 

reference and unipolar signals, i.e. how strong the influence of the common reference is. In the 

simulation we vary αCR in the range [0.1, 0.9] with a resolution of 0.1 (9 levels in total). 

The script enables the reader to perform a simulation for each one of the three possible scenarios 

with respect to the characteristics of the common reference signal, by simply varying the appropriate 

flag-variable (i.e., flg_REFtype). 

5.2.2.2. SNR imbalance between channels 

Interpretational problems associated with causal estimates have been observed in the presence of SNR 

differences across experimental conditions or between sources/channels (Bastos & Schoffelen, 2016; 

Nalatore et al., 2007). The script sim_nonparGGC_AdditiveNoise.m allows investigating SNR 
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imbalance effects on nonparametric GGC, when we set the flag-variable flg_Analysis to 'MIX'; this 

simulation enables to employ the same 2-nodes MVAR(2) model previously used in (Bastos & 

Schoffelen, 2016), which is defined as follows: 

𝑥! 𝑡 = 0.5𝑥! 𝑡 − 1 − 0.8𝑥! 𝑡 − 2 + 𝑤!(𝑡)
𝑥! 𝑡 = 0.5𝑥! 𝑡 − 1 − 0.8𝑥! 𝑡 − 2 + 0.2𝑥! 𝑡 − 1 − 0.1𝑥! 𝑡 − 2 + 𝑤!(𝑡)

 (5.4) 

As in equation (5.1), the terms wi are zero-mean uncorrelated white noise processes. An additive noise 

N1(t) is then simulated as zero-mean uncorrelated white noise with same variance as wi and added only 

to the signal of node 1. We here extend the investigation provided in (Bastos & Schoffelen, 2016), by 

using an approach similar to that implemented in equation (5.3). We vary in fact the amount of the 

additive noise term on the measured signal from node 1, through the parameter αN in equation (5.5); 

the measured time series are then obtained as follows: 

𝑥!! 𝑡 = 1 − 𝛼! 𝑥! 𝑡 + 𝛼!𝑁! 𝑡
𝑥!! 𝑡 = 𝑥! 𝑡

 (5.5) 

In this way, the SNR of node 1 is controlled by the ratio (1–αN)/αN. Differently, additive noise is not 

present on node 2, meaning that the SNR on this node can be considered constant and equal to infinity. 

We vary the parameter αN using the same values previously used for αCR (see Section 5.2.2.1) in order 

to range the SNR imbalance between the two nodes in the network. 

The simulation can be easily extended to the multivariate case, by varying in the script the 

variables that define the number of nodes in the network; in this case, the time series of each node is 

defined by one of the two following equations: 

𝑥! 𝑡 = 0.5𝑥! 𝑡 − 1 − 0.8𝑥! 𝑡 − 2 + 𝑤! 𝑡
𝑜𝑟

𝑥! 𝑡 = 0.5𝑥! 𝑡 − 1 − 0.8𝑥! 𝑡 − 2 + 0.2𝑥! 𝑡 − 1 − 0.1𝑥! 𝑡 − 2 + 𝑤!(𝑡)
 (5.6) 

Here the time series of node i (xi) is defined by the first expression in (6) when the node does not 

receive any influence, whereas xi is simulated using the second expression in (6) when the node 

receives a causal influence from node j. The user can control the simulated interactions and the list of 

nodes where additive noise is superimposed, by changing in the script the corresponding variables 

(i.e., sim_interact and addN_nodes, respectively). 

5.2.2.3. Independent or mixed additive noise 

One of the most common concerns in the field of causality analyses is related to the presence of 

additive noise and its effects on results interpretability (Nalatore et al., 2014; Nolte et al., 2008; Vinck 

et al., 2015). We can distinguish situations in which additive noise terms are independent from 

situations in which the additive noise terms are a linear mixture of multiple noise sources. Both cases 

can be simulated from the same model (Nolte et al., 2008; Vinck et al., 2015), which is implemented 

in the script sim_nonparGGC_AdditiveNoise.m. If we consider M channels (nodes) and S independent 
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noise sources, the additive noise model obtained with mixing can be expressed for each time instant t 

as: 

𝐸 𝑡 =
𝑒!(𝑡)
⋮

𝑒!(𝑡)
= 𝐾𝜂(𝑡)  (5.7) 

where ei(t) is the additive noise of node i, K is a linear mixing matrix of dimension M-by-S, η(t) is a 

vector of independent noise sources of length S. By default, in our simulation M=3 and we consider 

the case S=3 for the additive noise model (equation (5.7)). We can then simulate independent additive 

noise by imposing K=IMxM, which is the identity matrix of dimension M-by-M (when the flag-variable 

flg_Analysis is set to 'IND'). Differently, when we set the flag-variable flg_Analysis to 'MIX’, we 

simulate mixed additive noise by defining K as random matrix with full rank, which allows for 

example to mix independent white noise sources. Alternatively, the same simulation can also be 

performed considering white and pink noise sources instead of purely white (Nolte et al., 2008), by 

changing the appropriate variable in the script (i.e., flg_Ncolor). In every simulation the observed time 

series with superimposed additive noise is then obtained as: 

𝑋! 𝑡 =
𝑥!!(𝑡)
⋮

𝑥!! (𝑡)
= 1 − 𝛼! 𝑋 𝑡 + 𝛼!𝐸 𝑡  (5.8) 

In such way, the SNR is proportional to the ratio (1–αN)/αN, and we vary the parameter αN as in the 

previous simulations (see Sections 5.2.2.1-5.2.2.2). 

5.2.2.4. Simulation of Stokes and Purdon’s example 

The script sim_nonparGGC_StokesPurdon.m implements the MVAR(3) three-nodes network 

previously used in (Stokes & Purdon, 2017); the explicit equation that defines the system can be found 

in the original work. In this surrogate network node 2 is driven by node 1 and node 3 is driven by node 

2. The three nodes resonate at different frequencies: 40 Hz, 10 Hz and 50 Hz, from node 1 to node 3, 

respectively. As in the original work, we consider sampling frequency Fs=120Hz and simulate 1,000 

realizations with length of 500 samples each. We employ the multitaper-based approach to estimate 

nonparametric GGC, selecting NW=4 by default. This simulation allows demonstrating that 

nonparametric methods can overcome the pitfall associated with the implementation of conditional 

(full-multivariate) GGC in traditional parametric methods, which originates from fitting separately full 

and reduced MVAR models. 
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5.3. Influence of practical issues on nonparametric GGC 

5.3.1. Common reference problem 

The script sim_nonparGGC_CommonReference.m allows evaluating the effects on causality measures 

of the use of a common reference. We first considered the case in which the common reference signal 

is white noise and we observed a decrease in GGC estimates values for the true imposed influence 

(from 1 to 2), in both traditional and time-reversed variants by increasing the parameter αCR (Figure 

5.1). On the other hand, GGC12 estimates values tended to increase when increasing parameter αCR. 

The latter were de facto spurious estimates. Differently, for tr-GGC12 we observed null estimates 

around 40Hz irrespective of the level of the parameter αCR, and consequently we had unambiguous 

detection of the directionality of the 40Hz causal influence in this range; while, some spurious 

estimates were obtained at lower and higher frequencies. 

The situation where the common reference had the same oscillatory component as the two nodes 

was less problematic (Figure 5.2). As a matter of fact, despite increasing αCR produced a decrease in 

both GGC21 and tr-GGC21 estimates values, we found almost null estimates for the causal influence 

from 2 to 1 in both GGC variants. This basically made the identification of the correct causal influence 

directionality in the network unambiguous, even considering big values for the parameter αCR. 

When the common reference was simulated with dominant oscillatory component in a different 

frequency range with respect to the other nodes, we observed behaviors similar to those previously 

obtained using white noise as common reference. In fact, only with tr-GGC we consistently obtained 

unambiguous detection of the 40Hz causal influence directionality for both the 20Hz (Figure 5.3) and 

the 70Hz common reference (Figure 5.4). Spurious estimates were found for GGC12 and tr-GGC12; 

these were prevalently localized at low frequencies for the 20Hz R(t), and more biased towards high 

frequencies when the common reference had 70Hz oscillatory component. 

Overall, our numerical simulation allows to demonstrate that, when two interacting nodes have 

same dominant spectral component and the causal influence between them is unidirectional, the use of 

tr-GGC guarantees unambiguous detection of the causal influence directionality on frequencies around 

the dominant spectral component itself, regardless the characteristics of common reference signal; 

while, spurious estimates may occur outside such frequency-range and with a preferential frequency-

space localization that depends on the spectral components of the common reference signal. 
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Figure 5.1. Common reference problem. Scenario where the common reference R(t) is an uncorrelated white noise. 

 
Figure 5.2. Common reference problem. Scenario where the common reference R(t) has the same oscillatory component of 
the nodes. 
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Figure 5.3. Common reference problem. Scenario where the common reference R(t) has an oscillatory component around 
20 Hz. 

 
Figure 5.4. Common reference problem. Scenario where the common reference R(t) has an oscillatory component around 
70 Hz. 

5.3.2. SNR imbalance between channels 

The script sim_nonparGGC_AdditiveNoise.m allows to replicate the findings about SNR imbalance 

from a previous study (Bastos & Schoffelen, 2016). Using this simulation we also observed that 

increasing the parameter αN produced a decrease in GGC21 estimates values and a contemporary 

increase in GGC12 estimates values, which are spurious (Figure 5.5). Differently, despite increasing αN 

produced a decrease in tr-GGC21 estimates values, the use of time reversal testing guaranteed 

unambiguous discrimination of the correct directionality of driving in the network. The tr-GGC21 
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estimates were in fact consistently null for frequencies around 40 Hz, and very close to zero 

elsewhere. 

Our script permits to evaluate different situations. For example, if we still added noise only to 

node 1 but considered a reverse causal influence in the model, i.e. from 2 to 1 instead of from 1 to 2, 

the SNR imbalance problem would be negligible and we would obtain correct identification of causal 

directionality with both GGC and tr-GGC. Differently, if the causal influence was bidirectional with 

same weights in the MVAR model, we would obtain net contributes close to zero only with tr-GGC 

and a spurious net causal influence from node 2 to node 1 with GGC, as shown in (Bastos & 

Schoffelen, 2016). 

 
Figure 5.5. SNR imbalance between channels (bivariate case). Simulation where observation noise was added only to 
node 1 (driver), whereas no additive noise was present on node 2 (receiver). 

As mentioned above, our script enables the reader to extend the simulation to the multivariate 

case. In order to prove that, we considered a trivariate process in which nodes 2 and 3 received driving 

from node 1, according to equation (5.6). Exactly as in the bivariate case (equation (5.4)), the additive 

noise was superimposed only to the time series of node 1. We here employed the conditional GGC, 

which takes advantage of the full multivariate recordings (Chen et al., 2006; Geweke, 1984; Wen et 

al., 2013b), by setting the variable doconditional equal to 1 in the script. The simulation with the 

trivariate process confirmed that the use of tr-GGC guaranteed unambiguous discrimination of the 

correct driving directionalities of in the network (Figure 5.6). 
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Figure 5.6. SNR imbalance between channels (trivariate case). A) conditional GGC; B) conditional tr-GGC. In this 
simulation we added observation noise only to node 1 (driver), whereas no additive noise was present on nodes 2 and 3 
(receivers). 

Conditions characterized by SNR imbalance between channels can be further complicated when 

using the pairwise implementation of GGC, which consist of performing repeated bivariate analyses 

for all combinations of channels pair. As example, we considered a trivariate process simulated using 

equation (5.6), where the causal influences were imposed this time from node 1 to node 2, and from 

node 2 to node 3; differently from the previous simulation, the additive noise was present only on node 
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2. We then employed the pairwise GGC for causality analysis, by setting the variable doconditional 

equal to 0 in the script. 

When we used the pairwise definition we obtained spurious estimates values for both GGC31 

and tr-GGC31 (Figure 5.7), which is the typical influence due to the indirect path through node 2; 

interestingly these contributes were basically independent from the value of the parameter αN, which 

means that even reducing the contribute of the noise we cannot reduce these spurious estimates. For 

the true influences (1->2 and 2->3) the estimates values were reduced by increasing αN. As a 

consequence, when αN ≥ 0.7 the spurious estimates values for the null causal influence (1->3) became 

comparable to those of the true influences, misleading results interpretability. 

Differently, for the conditional definition we observed that GGC31 and tr-GGC31 were 

influenced by variations in αN, in such way that estimates values were reduced when decreasing αN. 

This is definitely a positive effect, because it means that reducing the noise we can suppress spurious 

estimates and improve results interpretability. The true influences were unambiguously distinguished 

when αN < 0.7, because in this range the influence due to indirect path was negligible for both GGC 

implementations (Figure 5.8). This confirm that conditional GGC should be preferred in practice over 

pairwise GGC (Chen et al., 2006; Dhamala et al., 2008b). 

Overall, the use of tr-GGC helped reducing the spurious estimates on the remaining three edges 

with null connections, i.e. 2->1, 3->1, and 3->2, with respect to when using GGC, for both pairwise 

(Figure 5.7) and conditional (Figure 5.8) definitions. 
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Figure 5.7. SNR imbalance between channels (trivariate case). A) pairwise GGC; B) pairwise tr-GGC. In this simulation 
we added observation noise only to node 2 and interactions were imposed from node 1 to node 2 and from node 2 to node 3. 
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Figure 5.8. SNR imbalance between channels (trivariate case). A) conditional GGC; B) conditional tr-GGC. In this 
simulation we added observation noise only to node 2 and interactions were imposed from node 1 to node 2 and from node 2 
to node 3 (same as in Figure 5.7). 
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5.3.3. Additive noise 

We employed the script sim_nonparGGC_AdditiveNoise.m to evaluate the influence of independent 

additive noise on nonparametric GGC. Here, time series were simulated using the same trivariate 

process previously used to evaluate the difference between pairwise and conditional GGC (Section 

5.3.2, Figures 5.7-5.8). Causal influences were imposed from node 1 to node 2 and from node 2 to 

node 3, using the expressions from equation (5.6). 

While we observed an overall reduction in estimates values for the true causal influences when 

reducing SNR, we obtained also a reliable identification of the correct directions in the network 

(Figure 5.9), confirming that the presence of independent white noise do not strongly influence the 

interpretability of the results obtained with causality analyses (Vinck et al., 2015; Winkler et al., 

2016). 

In a different way, the presence of mixed noise can produce detrimental effects on results 

interpretability. In the example here considered, we observed in fact an increase in estimates values for 

null influences using GGC (Figure 5.10A). Such increase in spurious estimates came also with 

increased estimates variability, especially when we considered the case of mixed white and pink noise 

sources (Figure 5.11A). In general, time reversal testing helped mitigating these negative effects 

(Figures 5.10B-5.11B). 

The highest amount of spurious causal estimates was obtained for intermediate level of the 

parameter αN, i.e. when the amount of mixed noise was similar to the amount of the unipolar signal in 

the measured time series, as in (Vinck et al., 2015; Winkler et al., 2016). Furthermore, when the mixed 

noise dominated (high αN), we observed a reduction in estimates for both GGC and tr-GGC, as shown 

in (Winkler et al., 2016). Finally, this simulation confirmed the positive effects associated with the use 

of time reversal testing to reduce spurious estimates due to the presence of additive noise (Haufe et al., 

2013; Vinck et al., 2015; Winkler et al., 2016). 
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Figure 5.9. Independent white noise. A) conditional GGC; B) conditional tr-GGC. In this simulation we added independent 
uncorrelated white noise to both nodes. 
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Figure 5.10. Mixed white noise. A) conditional GGC; B) conditional tr-GGC. Here the additive noise was simulated as 
mixing of white noise sources. 
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Figure 5.11. Mixed white and pink noise. A) conditional GGC; B) conditional tr-GGC. Here the additive noise was 
simulated as mixing of pink and white noise sources. 
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5.3.4. Application of nonparametric GGC to Stokes and Purdon’s example 

We used the script sim_nonparGGC_StokesPurdon.m considering the case of nonparametric GGC 

(multitaper-based). This allows to address a recent claim of pitfall associated with the use of 

conditional GGC (Stokes & Purdon, 2017). The problem originates from fitting separately full and 

reduced MVAR models, which introduces a bias-variance trade-off in the estimates that further 

depends on the model order. This problem has been already recognized in previous studies (Barnett & 

Seth, 2014; Chen et al., 2006), and several methods have been proposed as a solution (Barnett et al., 

2018; Barnett & Seth, 2014; Dhamala et al., 2018; Faes, Stramaglia, et al., 2017). Nevertheless, since 

this pitfall hit the news in the field of causality analyses yet again, we used our script to provide a 

simple demonstration that the nonparametric methods based on spectral factorization can overcome 

this problem. 

We clearly observed unambiguous identification of the interactions imposed in the network 

from node 1 to node 2 and from node 2 to node 3, with respect to the estimates on edges with null 

interactions (Figure 5.12). In particular by using all the realizations together in the estimation, the 

resulting GGC estimates reproduced very well the spectral profiles of true imposed values, confirming 

that the nonparametric (spectral factorization-based) method for GGC estimation (Dhamala et al., 

2008a, 2008b) recovers the underlying true network interactions, differently with respect to the 

parametric method used in (Stokes & Purdon, 2017). 

 
Figure 5.12. Stokes & Purdon’s example. 
Conditional GGC and Power Spectral Densities 
(PSD) obtained with nonparametric multitaper-
based method for the MVAR(3) three-nodes 
model, defined in (Stokes & Purdon, 2017). 
Subplots on the diagonal show the PSD for each 
node (black line on purple background). The 
other subplots report true imposed GGC (red 
line), median GGC estimates across 1,000 
simulations (grey line) with corresponding 5th-
95th percentiles (grey shading), and GGC 
estimates obtained by using all the realizations 
in the estimation (blue line), for each interaction 
from driver to receiver in the network. 
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6. Dynamic mechanisms of attentional selection5 

 

 

 

Brief summary 

In this study, we leveraged EEG temporal resolution and state-of-the-art connectivity methods to 

characterize the large-scale cortical network dynamics of selective attention. We found that selective 

attention is mediated by both task-specific and general modulations of local activity and large-scale 

network topology. Task-specific attentional effects were observed as local phase-amplitude coupling 

modulations in middle temporal and primary visual cortex, while participants discriminated the 

perceived motion and orientation direction of the stimuli, respectively. The low-frequency carrier of 

these effects was in the β-band in anticipation of task-relevant stimuli, while it was in the α-band after 

stimulus presentation. General attentional effects affected also large-scale network topology. These 

network changes started before stimulus onset, with increased network efficiency in the β and γ-band, 

whereas stimulus-evoked effects were characterized by a fast sequence of frequency-specific changes 

in network topology. Our results provide evidence of a link between the anticipatory β-band network 

changes and the β-γ coupling increase in task-specific regions, suggesting that large-scale β-band 

communication supports endogenous information routing, by mediating the local excitability of task-

specific regions, to flexibly reactivate task-relevant cortical representations. Our findings further 

suggest that attention reactively enhances the sensory processing of exogenous relevant information in 

the same task-specific regions, by increasing α-γ coupling after stimulus appearance. 

  

                                                        
5 Pagnotta, M. F., Pascucci, D., & Plomp, G. (in preparation). A rapid sequence of network and oscillatory 
mechanisms mediates visual selective attention 
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Abstract 

Brain mechanisms of visual selective attention involve modulations of α, β, and γ-band activity, 

changes in local cross-frequency coupling and cortico-cortico interactions. To investigate the interplay 

between these mechanisms and their precise dynamics, we combined EEG source-imaging with time- 

and frequency-resolved connectivity analysis, while participants discriminated the perceived motion or 

orientation direction of briefly presented stimuli. We found that before stimulus onset the β-band acted 

as a carrier frequency, with attentional increases in β-band activity and topological network efficiency, 

and task-specific β-γ coupling in V5 and V1 for motion and orientation discrimination, respectively. 

After stimulus onset, the α-band became the carrier frequency through fast and persistent attentional 

desynchronization, and task-specific α-γ coupling in V5 and V1. Our results reconcile several theories 

of visual attention within a dynamical framework, by showing how β-band mechanisms support 

anticipatory information routing, and how α-band desynchronization initiates local and network 

changes for processing task-relevant stimuli. 
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6.1. Introduction 

Visual selective attention supports the preferential processing of relevant stimuli over irrelevant ones, 

which aids the optimal use of limited neural resources. Selective attention involves both brain-wide 

network effects and modulations of local activity (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Greenberg et al., 2010; 

Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000; Scolari et al., 2014; Serences & Yantis, 2007). Previous studies have 

suggested distinct roles for rhythmic activity at low and high frequencies, and for how they impact 

large-scale network communication and local neuronal computations (Buzsáki & Draguhn, 2004; 

Canolty et al., 2007; Kopell et al., 2000; von Stein & Sarnthein, 2000). The different rhythms and their 

functional roles are thought to be important candidate mechanisms for the flexible control of limited 

resources, depending on task demands (Antzoulatos & Miller, 2014, 2016; Bonnefond & Jensen, 

2015; Buschman et al., 2012; Haegens, Handel, et al., 2011; Spitzer & Haegens, 2017). 

Activity in the α and β-frequency bands has been proposed to mediate large-scale network 

information routing, with distinct functional roles for each band. On the one hand, α-band activity has 

been associated with mechanisms of inhibitory gating of task-irrelevant representations (Bonnefond & 

Jensen, 2015; Haegens, Nácher, et al., 2011; Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010; Mathewson et al., 2011; 

Mazaheri & Jensen, 2010). Such effects may be mediated by local changes in cross-frequency 

coupling (Bonnefond et al., 2017; Bonnefond & Jensen, 2015; Pascucci et al., 2018). For example, 

stimulus-evoked modulations of α-γ phase-amplitude coupling (PAC) in visual areas have been shown 

to underlie fast attentional enhancement of sensory processing (Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010; Pascucci et 

al., 2018). On the other hand, β-band activity has been linked to rule-specific mechanisms that support 

the communication of task-relevant representations, through the formation of neuronal ensembles 

(Antzoulatos & Miller, 2014, 2016; Buschman et al., 2012; Spitzer & Haegens, 2017), and by 

suppressing attentional shifts (Fiebelkorn & Kastner, 2019). In addition, β-band interactions are 

sensitive to behavioral context (Richter et al., 2018) and can alter γ-band interactions (Richter et al., 

2017).  

Both α and β-band mechanisms therefore play an important role in attentional selection by 

modulating local activity and cross-frequency coupling, as well as changing cortical network 

interactions. The interplay between these various mechanisms remains poorly understood, because 

local and network effects are often studied separately. Several studies showed, for example, that the 

attentional selection of relevant visual features (e.g., motion, orientation, or color) involves local 

activity modulations in specific cortical areas (Daffner et al., 2012; Schoenfeld et al., 2007, 2014; 

Scolari et al., 2014). At the same time, large-scale functional networks involving sensory and pre-

frontal areas support attention through frequency-specific interactions (Bosman et al., 2012b; 

Buschman & Kastner, 2015; Pascucci et al., 2018; Richter et al., 2017). A better understanding of the 
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relationships between large-scale interactions and local cortical modulations could shed light on how 

general attentional mechanisms flexibly accommodate specific task demands. We hypothesized that 

characterizing the temporal evolution of local and network effects across frequency bands could help 

establish how these various mechanisms together mediate selective attention. 

In this study, we varied the task-relevance of briefly presented visual stimuli and dynamically 

characterized how large-scale network communication and local neuronal computations support 

anticipatory and stimulus-evoked attentional processing across frequency bands. We recorded visual 

evoked-potentials (VEPs) and fMRI in separate sessions while participants performed motion or 

orientation discrimination on visual stimuli presented at central location, or a control task that rendered 

the same stimuli task-irrelevant. We found a rapid sequence of frequency-specific local and network 

mechanisms, by combining fMRI-informed EEG source imaging with cross-frequency coupling 

estimates and topological analysis of large-scale functional networks. The results show how pre-

stimulus β-band effects, together with a cascade of post-stimulus α-band effects mediate the selective 

anticipation and processing of task-relevant visual stimuli. 

6.2. Results 

6.2.1. Attention modulates visual-evoked potentials 

In Attended conditions, participants discriminated either the motion direction of signal-dots in the 

Random Dot Kinematograms (RDK; Attend-motion), or the off-vertical tilt of the Gabor (Attend-

orientation), in a visual stimulus that contained both of these features (Figure 6.1A). We calibrated 

task-difficulty beforehand (see Methods) and did not observe differences in behavioral performance 

between the two discrimination tasks. Percentage correct was 89.0% (SD=5.2) and 88.6% (SD=7.2) for 

Attend-motion and Attend-orientation respectively (t=0.19, p=0.8485), with corresponding reaction 

times (RTs) of 687.5 ms (SD=159.1) and M=699.5 ms (SD=141.0; t=-0.62, p=0.5432). In the 

Unattended control condition, participants correctly detected a color change in the fixation spot in 

99.2% of target trials (SD=1.4), with RT of 484.4 ms (SD=46.6). 
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Figure 6.1. Experimental paradigm and VEPs results. A) Schematic representation of trial structures for Attended (motion 
or orientation discrimination) and Unattended (detection of color changes in the fixation spot). The white arrows on top of the 
visual stimuli indicate the direction of coherent motion and were not present during the experiment. The red fixation spot is 
enlarged for illustrative purpose, it did not change size during color changes. B) Show grand-average VEPs from three 
electrode clusters: left occipito-temporal (lOT); centro-occipital (CO); right occipito-temporal (rOT). Electrode locations of 
each cluster are highlighted in red in the corresponding scalp representation (on the left). The VEPs in the Attend-motion 
(ATT-MOT) and Attend-orientation (ATT-ORI) conditions are shown in orange and purple, respectively; while, VEPs in the 
Unattended condition (UNATT) are shown in blue. For each condition, the shading represents the standard error of the mean. 
Green vertical shades represent time intervals that showed statistically significant results in the repeated-measures ANOVA 
(pFDR<0.05). Results of repeated-measures ANOVA and of post-hoc analyses are provided in Table 6.1. C) The figures show 
the scalp topographical distribution of the differences between Attend-motion and Unattended, at the time intervals derived 
from ANOVA results (top to bottom). 

Attention typically enhances the amplitude of the early P1 component, at around 100 ms post-

stimulus onset (Hillyard et al., 1998; Pascucci et al., 2018). Comparing Attended conditions with the 

Unattended confirmed this attentional P1 increase over posterior electrodes (Figure 6.1B). Post-hoc 

analyses revealed significant P1 amplitude increases for both Attend-motion and Attend-orientation in 

left occipito-temporal (lOT) and centro-occipital (CO) electrode clusters. In right occipito-temporal 

(rOT) electrodes, P1 amplitude was significantly higher than Unattended only for Attend-orientation 

(Table 6.1). 
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Table 6.1. 
VEPs analysis; results of repeated measures ANOVA and post-hoc tests. 

Sensor-space macro area Time-interval F-statistic Significant post-hoc comparisons 

left occipito-temporal (lOT) 

[86, 106] ms p=0.0214 (F=4.83) 
ATT-MOT > UNATT: p=0.0043 (t=3.27) 

ATT-ORI > UNATT: p=0.0100 (t=2.88) 

[182, 200] ms p=0.0229 (F=4.52) ATT-ORI > UNATT: p=0.0059 (t=3.12) 

[482, 500] ms p=0.0269 (F=4.20) ATT-ORI < UNATT: p=0.0084 (t=-2.96) 

centro-occipital (CO) 

[74, 110] ms p=0.0097 (F=6.18) 
ATT-MOT > UNATT: p=0.0038 (t=3.32) 

ATT-ORI > UNATT: p=0.0017 (t=3.68) 

[420, 500] ms p=0.0024 (F=17.32) 
ATT-MOT < UNATT: p<0.0001 (t=-5.03) 

ATT-ORI < UNATT: p<0.0001 (t=-5.10) 

right occipito-temporal (rOT) 

[84, 96] ms p=0.0308 (F=3.89) ATT-ORI > UNATT: p=0.0034 (t=3.37) 

[202, 210] ms p=0.0482 (F=3.31) ATT-MOT > UNATT: p=0.0266 (t=2.41) 

[444, 494] ms p=0.0096 (F=6.26) ATT-ORI < UNATT: p=0.0011 (t=-3.89) 

Note. ATT-MOT and ATT-ORI refer to the Attend-motion and Attend-orientation conditions, respectively. UNATT refers to 
the Unattended condition. 

Our results further showed attentional modulations of the P2 component (around 200 ms post-

stimulus onset), with significantly increased amplitudes for Attend-orientation in lOT (p=0.0059), and 

for Attend-motion in rOT (p=0.0266). These effects replicate previous studies reporting P2 

modulations for target stimuli (Kanske et al., 2011; Maeno et al., 2004; Van Voorhis & Hillyard, 

1977). At latencies beyond 400 ms, significant differences in VEPs were mostly observed over CO, 

with decreased amplitude for both Attended conditions (Figure 6.1B, Table 6.1). The sign and 

topographical distribution of these late differences resembled the posterior selection negativity (Figure 

6.1C) (Hillyard & Anllo-Vento, 1998). While selection negativity is usually observed from 150-200 

ms after stimulus onset with static stimuli (Daffner et al., 2012; Hillyard & Anllo-Vento, 1998; 

Pascucci et al., 2018), our use of moving stimuli with multiple features may explain the late 

occurrence. 

6.2.2. Attention dynamically modulates spectral power 

To investigate brain rhythms modulations in pre- and post-stimulus time, we compared spectral power 

distributions between attention conditions. Across the pre-stimulus interval (-300–0 ms), we found that 

attention significantly enhanced power spectra. These anticipatory increases for task-relevant stimuli 

were most prominent in the β-band and distributed over lateral and occipito-temporal electrodes 

(Figure 6.2A). 
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Figure 6.2. Attentional modulation of brain rhythms: comparison between Attend-motion and Unattended. Results of 
sensor-space power spectra analysis are shown for anticipatory (A) and reactive (C) time intervals. Each figure represents the 
distribution of statistically significant differences (positive t-values for Attend-motion higher than Unattended, and vice versa 
negative t-values) from cluster-based permutation (two-tailed t-test with p<0.05, 50000 permutations, and p<0.05 for the 
permutation test), together with the topographical distributions of these differences in α-band (bottom) and β-band (top). Here 
and in the following, red indicate positive differences between Attended and Unattended conditions (i.e., increases with 
attention), while blue indicates negative differences (i.e., decreases with attention). B) The polar histogram represents the 
effect sizes for each ROI of source-space power differences between conditions in β-band (15–30 Hz). D) The figure shows 
the results of source-space time-varying power spectra analysis, with the distribution of statistically significant differences 
from cluster-based permutation (two-tailed t-test with p<0.05, 50000 permutations, and p<0.05 for the permutation test). The 
marginal plots show time- or frequency-collapsed distributions of significant differences in power spectra. The polar 
histograms on the right represent the effect sizes for each ROI of power differences between conditions, in the following 
frequency bands: α (5–12 Hz), β (15–30 Hz), and γ (45–100 Hz). Effect sizes were estimated using Cohen's d (Cohen, 1992). 
Analogous results were obtained when comparing Attend-orientation to Unattended (Figure 6.S1). 

To localize the anticipatory effects to underlying cortical areas, we next performed the power-

spectral analysis on source-reconstructed signals. Using EEG source imaging based on individual lead-

fields (Oostenveld et al., 2011; Rubega et al., 2019; Van Veen et al., 1997), we extracted time series 

from 22 cortical regions of interest (ROIs) across the brain (Figure 6.3, Table 6.2), selected from fMRI 

cluster-peaks of significant differences obtained with the same task and participants (see Methods). 

The EEG source-space results showed that anticipatory β-band increases in the Attended conditions 

mainly originate from lateral visual areas (Figure 6.2B). 
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Figure 6.3. fMRI results and ROIs. A) Results of the voxel-wise t-test comparison across participants for the contrast 
Attended vs. Unattended; positive and negative results from the comparison are shown in the red and blue color scales, 
respectively. B) Results of the voxel-wise t-test comparison across participants for the contrast Attended vs. Rest; voxels with 
higher activity in both attended conditions compared to rest are shown in the yellow color scale. C) Centroids of the 22 ROIs 
identified from the fMRI results. 

Table 6.2. 
Details about the 22 regions of interest (ROIs). 

Anatomical region  ROI abbreviation Coordinates of centroid (MNI-space) 

x y z 

left premotor area PM L -43.60 -6.40 41.20 

right premotor area PM R 42.61 -6.00 47.13 

left middle frontal gyrus MFG L -32.00 30.00 42.00 

right middle frontal gyrus MFG R 34.29 28.29 42.29 

left inferior frontal gyrus IFG L -45.00 27.13 6.75 

right inferior frontal gyrus IFG R 44.29 18.29 25.14 

supplementary motor area SMA -2.50 -0.17 59.67 

middle cingulate cortex MCC 10.00 -24.00 42.00 

left calcarine sulcus V1 L -4.29 -93.14 2.29 

right calcarine sulcus V1 R 12.00 -92.00 2.00 

left cuneus Cuneus L -6.67 -81.00 26.33 

left secondary visual cortex V2 L -36.47 -83.06 -3.76 

right secondary visual cortex V2 R 35.00 -86.00 -7.00 

left fusiform gyrus FFG L -35.00 -62.67 -13.67 

left gyrus postcentralis GPC L -33.33 -36.00 51.33 

left superior parietal lobule SPL L -10.00 -50.29 45.14 

right superior parietal lobule SPL R 18.00 -63.50 52.50 

left inferior parietal lobule IPL L -55.33 -34.67 32.67 

right inferior parietal lobule IPL R 49.41 -48.94 37.41 

left middle temporal area MTG L -55.00 -56.00 13.00 

right visual cortex V5 V5 R 53.33 -61.00 1.33 

right middle temporal area MTG R 57.50 -37.25 -5.75 

Note. In the column about ‘ROI abbreviation’: L and R stand for left and right, respectively. 
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In the post-stimulus interval, we found greater decreases in α and β-band power for the 

Attended conditions across widespread electrodes (Figure 6.2C). These effects reflect an event-related 

desynchronization (ERD) (Minami et al., 2014; Pfurtscheller & Lopes da Silva, 1999; Schmiedt et al., 

2014; Yordanova et al., 2001), that was larger for attended than unattended stimuli (Mazaheri & 

Picton, 2005; Pascucci et al., 2018). We used time-varying spectral analysis in the source-space, and 

showed that significant differences between Attended and Unattended conditions emerged shortly after 

stimulus onset (Figure 6.2D), with stronger ERD in the α and β-band for attended stimuli in fronto-

parietal regions. 

Taken together, our results show that attention modulates local brain rhythms in distinct ways 

between pre- and post-stimulus intervals. Anticipatory effects were characterized by attentional 

increase of β-band power in lateral visual areas, while reactive effects were characterized by stronger α 

and β-band ERD in parietal and frontal regions due to attention. Spectral power changes were not task-

specific, occurring irrespective of whether participants performed motion or orientation discrimination 

task. These results suggest a dynamic reorganization of distributed activity in distinct frequency bands, 

depending on whether a stimulus is task-relevant or not. We further investigated the pre- and post-

stimulus effects using network and PAC analyses. 

6.2.3. Anticipation of relevant stimuli increases network efficiency 

To identify pre-stimulus network changes that support selective attention, we calculated frequency-

specific, directed interaction strengths between the 22 ROIs using a multivariate functional 

connectivity measure, the information partial directed coherence (iPDC), (Baccalá & Sameshima, 

2014; Takahashi et al., 2010). To describe and compare the topological properties of these frequency-

specific directed networks, we used two network measures: global efficiency and local efficiency 

(Latora & Marchiori, 2001; Rubinov & Sporns, 2010). Given the ability of the iPDC to characterize 

both directionality and directness of inter-areal connections and because of its information-theoretic 

foundation (Baccalá & Sameshima, 2014; Takahashi et al., 2010), these functional connections can be 

seen as paths of integration between network ROIs. The iPDC-derived global network efficiency 

represents the frequency-specific level of global functional integration among all regions. The local 

network efficiency represents the level of functional integration within subgraphs of neighbor regions, 

defined by strongest connections (see also Methods), while the local efficiency of each ROI measures 

the local integration within its own subgraph only. 

Topological network analysis revealed that attention to motion significantly increased both 

global and local network efficiency in the β (15–21 Hz) and high-γ band (around 60 Hz) (Figure 

6.4A). Analogous increases in network efficiency were found for Attend-orientation (Figure 6.4B), 

where the statistically significant increases in the γ-band spanned a larger frequency range (57–71 Hz), 
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and we observed an additional increase in global efficiency at 33-34 Hz. These results suggest that 

attention increases the large-scale β and γ-band network communication and information routing in 

anticipation of task-relevant stimuli, by changing frequency-specific network topology to favor 

functional integration both globally and within subgraphs. 

 
Figure 6.4. Anticipatory differences in network efficiency. Results for local and global network efficiency for the 
comparisons: A) Attend-motion vs. Unattended; B) Attend-orientation vs. Unattended. Differences between conditions are 
evaluated as a function of frequency for global (left) and local efficiency (right). Gray shading represents the standard error 
of the mean. Green vertical shades represent the frequencies that showed statistically significant results in a two-tailed t-test 
(pFDR<0.05). 

6.2.4. Task-specific anticipatory cross-frequency coupling 

In the pre-stimulus interval, we found that attention enhanced network functional integration in the β 

and γ-band. Activity from these two frequency bands may be integrated locally through mechanisms 

of cross-frequency coupling (Bonnefond et al., 2017; Buzsáki, 2006; Canolty et al., 2006; Canolty & 

Knight, 2010; Jensen & Colgin, 2007). We thus investigated whether attention modulated the local 

PAC before stimulus onset. For this analysis, we selected 9 ROIs in occipito-temporal cortex based on 

the results of power spectra analyses, and in line with previous studies that reported modulations of 

low-frequency activity and cross-frequency interactions in occipital cortex (Bastos et al., 2015; 

Bonnefond & Jensen, 2015; Pascucci et al., 2018; Schmiedt et al., 2014). 

The results showed task-specific cross-frequency coupling modulations in functionally relevant 

areas. We found that attention to motion selectively increased β-γ PAC in region V5-R (fPHASE: 24–27 

Hz; fAMPLITUDE: 54–80 Hz) (Figure 6.5A). For Attend-orientation, the results showed significant β-γ 

PAC increase at high amplitude frequencies (fPHASE: 23–25 Hz; fAMPLITUDE: 76–86 Hz) and decrease at 

lower frequencies (fPHASE: 19–20 Hz; fAMPLITUDE: 44–56 Hz) in region V1-L, and increased PAC in 

region MTG-L (fPHASE: 20–22 Hz; fAMPLITUDE: 46–62 Hz) (Figure 6.5B). Furthermore, we observed a 

significant β-γ PAC increase in region V2-R and decrease in region V2-L, for both Attended 
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conditions compared to Unattended. These anticipatory PAC effects could not be attributed to power 

differences in the signals, as shown by a control analysis based on stratification (Oostenveld et al., 

2011) (Figure 6.S2). In sum, while some regions showed attentional modulations of PAC irrespective 

of the task (V2-L, V2-R), others showed task-specific effects: V5-R for Attend-motion; V1-L and 

MTG-L for Attend-orientation. 

 
Figure 6.5. Anticipatory differences in local PAC and correlation with local network changes. Differences in within-
region anticipatory PAC are shown for each pair fPHASE– fAMPLITUDE, for Attend-motion compared to Unattended (A) and for 
Attend-orientation compared to Unattended (B). The figure shows regions with significant differences from the cluster-based 
permutation comparison (two-tailed t-test with p<0.05, 50000 permutations, and p<0.05 for the permutation test), which are 
highlighted as more opaque. Black areas indicate fPHASE–fAMPLITUDE pairs excluded from the analysis (see Methods). Figures 
C–E report the within-region correlation between variations in PAC (ΔPAC) and variations in single-node local efficiency 
(ΔElocal), for regions that showed a significant correlation (p<0.05): C) V2-R for Attend-motion; D) V5-R for Attend-motion; 
E) V1-L for Attend-orientation. In each figure, the red text description reports the Spearman’s rho and the p-value for testing 
the null-hypothesis of no correlation (inside brackets). 

6.2.5. A link between PAC and local network efficiency modulations 

Our pre-stimulus findings showed that the anticipation of task-relevant stimuli enhanced large-scale 

network integration in the β and γ-band (Figure 6.4), and increased the within-region β-γ PAC in 

specific occipito-temporal regions (Figure 6.5A–B). We next asked whether there is a linear relation 

between the observed PAC and the local efficiency of that region within the brain-wide network. 

Overall, the results of this analysis suggest that the relationship between attentional modulation 

of PAC (ΔPAC) and the modulation of its local network properties (ΔElocal) is region-specific and 
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depends on task demands. Specifically, we found a significant negative correlation in region V2-R 

between β-γ ΔPAC and β-band ΔElocal for the comparison between Attend-motion and Unattended 

(rho=-0.608, p=0.009, number of outliers = 1) (Figure 6.5C), which means that when β-band local 

efficiency increased with attention, the local β-γ PAC decreased. For the same comparison, our results 

showed a reversed relationship in region V5-R (Figure 6.5D), where we found a significant positive 

correlation between β-γ ΔPAC and both β-band ΔElocal (rho=0.595, p=0.011, number of outliers = 1) 

and γ-band ΔElocal (rho=0.525, p=0.027, number of outliers = 1). These effects reveal that in V5-R 

when local efficiency increased with attention in the β and γ-band, the local β-γ PAC increased too, 

across subjects. From comparing Attend-orientation and Unattended, a significant positive correlation 

between β-γ ΔPAC and β-band ΔElocal was observed in region V1-L (rho=0.519, p=0.024, number of 

outliers = 0) (Figure 6.5E). No statistically significant effects were observed in the other ROIs tested. 

Interestingly, a significant positive correlation between β-γ ΔPAC and β-band ΔElocal was found 

in V5-R in anticipation of motion discrimination, and in early visual area V1-L for orientation 

discrimination. Areas V5 and V1 are known to be sensitive to motion coherence and Gabor’s 

orientation respectively (Ahlfors et al., 1999; Bosking et al., 1997; Koelewijn et al., 2011; Schoenfeld 

et al., 2007; Simoncelli & Olshausen, 2001). The effects therefore suggest that in task-specific regions, 

the attentional enhancement of local cross-frequency coupling goes together with increased functional 

integration among functionally-defined neighboring areas. Together, our results indicate that 

anticipatory, within-region modulations of local cross-frequency coupling are linked to the network 

role of the region, and that they selectively involve regions that are sensitive to the attended stimulus 

attribute (motion or orientation). 

6.2.6. Task-specific evoked cross-frequency coupling 

After stimulus onset, we found larger α and β-band desynchronization for attended stimuli (Figure 

6.2). We therefore investigated whether α-γ PAC and β-γ PAC were modulated by attention, and if 

these effects were specific to the type of task (motion or orientation discrimination). Our results 

showed significantly increased α-γ PAC for Attend-motion in regions V5-R and MTG-R (Figure 

6.6A). This α-γ PAC increase in V5-R started around 46 ms post-stimulus onset and lasted up to 

approximately 100 ms, involving high γ-band frequencies (64–100 Hz). The significant α-γ PAC 

increase in MTG-R occurred between 66 and 124 ms, modulating frequencies in the range 72–100 Hz. 

For Attend-orientation, we found that α-γ PAC in V1-L was significantly increased compared to 

Unattended, at latencies and frequencies in the ranges 86–130 ms and 62–100 Hz, respectively (Figure 

6.6B). No statistically significant effects were observed in the other ROIs tested, and no correlation 

between α-γ PAC and local network efficiency were observed in post-stimulus time. 
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Figure 6.6. Stimulus-evoked differences in local α-γ PAC. The temporal evolution of differences in PAC are shown for the 
coupling between α-band phase (10 Hz for Attend-motion compared to Unattended, and 8 Hz for Attend-orientation 
compared to Unattended) and γ-band amplitude (50–100 Hz, in 2Hz-steps). Panel A) shows Attend-motion compared to 
Unattended, B) Attend-orientation compared to Unattended. Result were obtained via cluster-based permutation (two-tailed t-
test with p<0.05, 50000 permutations, and p<0.05 for the permutation test), statistically significant results are highlighted as 
more opaque. 

These results revealed task-specific attentional increases in α-γ PAC at short latencies after 

stimulus onset that selectively involve middle temporal areas for Attend-motion (V5-R, MTG-R), and 

primary visual cortex for Attend-orientation (V1-L). A similar stimulus-evoked increase in α-γ PAC 

was obtained in a recent study using an orientation discrimination task (Pascucci et al., 2018). 

Interestingly, the regions V5-R and V1-L were the same that showed task-specific significantly 

increased β-γ PAC in the pre-stimulus time, which was positively correlated at between-subject level 

with β-band ΔElocal (Figure 6.5). We did not find, however, any significant differences in reactive β-γ 

PAC between Attended and Unattended conditions. Taken together, this suggests that pre-stimulus 

task effects center on β-band frequencies, whereas reactive task effects center on α-band frequencies. 

These results reveal that attentional modulations of PAC involve the same task-specific regions in pre- 

and post-stimulus time, but with different carrier frequencies. 

6.2.7. Fast dynamics in evoked network efficiency 

We next asked whether stimulus onset evokes attentional modulations of network efficiency, and how 

such network effects evolve in time. To investigate stimulus-evoked network changes, we used time-

and frequency-resolved estimates of connectivity strengths (iPDC) between the 22 ROIs (Pascucci et 

al., 2019; Takahashi et al., 2010). The results showed significantly diminished global and local 

efficiency for Attend-motion compared to Unattended, in both α and β-band, from latencies around 

270 ms and 300 ms, respectively (Figure 6.7). These low-frequency differences in topological network 

properties were preceded by a significant increase for Attend-motion of both global and local 

efficiency in the γ-band, at around 160 ms post-stimulus onset (Figure 6.7C). Similar results were 

obtained by comparing Attend-orientation and Unattended. Specifically, we found significantly 

decreased global and local efficiency at low-frequencies (α and β-band), roughly from 240 ms post-

stimulus onset, preceded by a significant γ-band increase for Attend-orientation around 180 ms post-

stimulus onset in both efficiency measures (Figure 6.S3). 
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Figure 6.7. Stimulus-evoked differences in network efficiency. Differences between Attend-motion and Unattended are 
shown for three frequency bands, A) α-band, B) β-band, and C) γ-band. Left panels show global network efficiency, right 
panels local efficiency. Gray shading represents the standard error of the mean. Green vertical shades represent latencies that 
showed statistically significant results in the two-tailed t-test (pFDR<0.05). 

Stimulus-evoked network changes suggest that attention first enhances network efficiency in the 

γ-band (~150–200 ms), and then reduces network efficiency in the α and β-band (after 240 ms post-

stimulus onset). The low-frequency network modulations at longer latencies indicate that the induced 

α and β-band desynchronization (Figure 6.2) co-occurs with changes in connectivity that reduce the 

functional integration both globally and within subgraphs, favoring more local processing. 

6.3. Discussion 

To investigate the temporal evolution of local oscillatory and network mechanisms that mediate 

selective attention, we manipulated the task-relevance of briefly presented visual stimuli. Our results 

show how selective attention dynamically modulates local activity, cross-frequency coupling and 

large-scale network topology in different frequency bands, and how these modulations further depend 

on the specific task demands. The results suggest that β-band frequencies dominate the anticipation of 

a task-relevant stimulus, whereas α-band desynchronization enables attentional selection during 

stimulus processing. In addition, our results distinguish general attentional effects of stimulus 
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relevance, and specific effects that depend on the type of task (motion or orientation discrimination). 

Figure 6.8 summarizes the fast temporal evolution of these attentional effects. 

 
Figure 6.8. Temporal sequence of the effects induced by visual selective attention. Red (blue) patches indicate attentional 
increases (decreases), as do upwards (↑) and downwards (↓) arrows. The abbreviation Pow refers to the spectral power. 

Our findings suggest that selective attention is mediated by network and cross-frequency 

coupling mechanisms with distinct low-frequency carriers in the pre- and post-stimulus intervals. 

Before stimulus onset, we found increased levels of network integration in the β and γ-band, which 

indicate that the anticipation of task-relevant stimuli enhances frequency-specific large-scale 

information routing. This supports the idea that increased coherence establishes communication 

between brain regions (Fries, 2005, 2015), and mediates selective attention (Fries et al., 2001; Siegel 

et al., 2008). Our results show how selective attention enhances communication across a large-scale 

network by way of topological changes. In addition, we show that attention increases also within-

region β-γ PAC in occipito-temporal regions. We reveal that a specific relationship exists between 

these local β-band effects and network topology modulations in the β-band, but only in task-specific 

cortical regions. Together, the anticipatory effects suggest that attention establishes large-scale β-band 

communication among cortical regions, and that β-band activity provides a temporal reference for γ-

band activity through enhanced β-γ PAC in task-specific regions, boosting information routing also at 

high frequencies (Bonnefond et al., 2017). These results are in line with the idea that large-scale β-

band communication supports endogenous information routing (Engel & Fries, 2010; Fries, 2015; 

Kopell et al., 2000; Richter et al., 2018), which may underlie cognitive flexibility by forming content-

specific ensembles between brain areas (Antzoulatos & Miller, 2014, 2016; Buschman et al., 2012), 

and by selectively modulating the impact of local computations in task-specific cortical regions 

(Buzsáki & Wang, 2012). 
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The exact role of β-band activity in cognitive processes is still a matter of debate. Traditionally 

related to motor control and sensorimotor functions, β-band activity has been further associated with 

the maintenance of the status quo, i.e., the preservation of current sensorimotor state or cognitive set 

(Engel & Fries, 2010). Recently, a more dynamic view emerged, suggesting that β-band 

synchronization acts to establish functional neuronal ensembles, which may endogenously (re)activate 

content-specific cortical representations in a flexible way, depending on task demands (Spitzer & 

Haegens, 2017). Our results extend this flexible, network-based view by showing that increased β-

band activity controls endogenous mechanisms of attention in pre-stimulus time, but that after 

stimulus onset α-band desynchronization initiates a rapid sequence of attentional effects. 

Stimulus presentation causes a substantial dynamic reorganization of brain rhythms, dominated 

by event-related desynchronization in the α and β-band power over several regions (Mazaheri & 

Picton, 2005; Pfurtscheller & Lopes da Silva, 1999). Our findings suggest that α-band 

desynchronization initiates a sequence of stimulus-evoked attentional modulations. Shortly after 

stimulus onset, α-band desynchronization is accompanied by increased α-γ PAC in regions V5 and 

MTG for motion discrimination, and V1 for orientation discrimination. The effect of orientation 

discrimination on V1 cross-frequency coupling confirms previous findings (Pascucci et al., 2018). 

These local effects most likely reflect an early enhancement of the sensory processing of task-relevant 

features of the stimulus, which results from a local release from inhibitory gating in the α-band. Our 

results support the gating by inhibition hypothesis, according to which α-band activity reflect pulsed 

inhibition and, as α activity desynchronizes, α-γ PAC increases and so does γ-band activity, reflecting 

enhanced local neuronal computation (Bonnefond & Jensen, 2015; Haegens, Nácher, et al., 2011; 

Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010; Mathewson et al., 2011; Mazaheri & Jensen, 2010). 

While attentional desynchronization in the α-band at first enhances cortical processes mostly 

locally (~50–120 ms), attentional effects subsequently involve large-scale γ-band interactions. At 

latencies around 150–200 ms after stimulus onset, our results reveal a transient enhancement of 

network efficiency in the γ-band. The change in γ-band network topology may represent how attention 

renders stimulus content more accessible to widespread brain areas, because it occurs at latencies that 

reflect detailed stimulus processing that show strong effects of selective attention (Figure 6.1) 

(Hillyard et al., 1998; Hillyard & Anllo-Vento, 1998). 

Our results suggest distinct mechanisms for task-specific and general attentional effects of 

stimulus relevance. The general attentional effects were mediated by changes in spectral power across 

cortical regions and by topological changes in the brain-wide network of functional interactions. The 

general effects started before stimulus onset, with increased spectral power in the β-band over lateral 

occipital areas, and increased network efficiency in the β and γ-band. Increased network efficiency 

(global and local) indicates increased functional integration among brain regions. The results therefore 
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point to an enhancement of large-scale network communication that facilitates information routing 

while preparing for an attended stimulus to appear (Buschman & Kastner, 2015; Fries, 2015). After 

stimulus onset, we found that attention induced desynchronization first in the α and then in β-band 

(Klimesch et al., 2001, 2007; Mazaheri & Picton, 2005; Pascucci et al., 2018; Schmiedt et al., 2014). 

These stimulus-evoked effects co-occurred with a sequence of frequency-specific changes in network 

topology. Attention briefly enhanced network efficiency in the γ-band (~150–200 ms), while at longer 

latencies (beyond 240 ms) attention reduced network efficiency in the α and β-band. The reduced 

levels of network efficiency at low-frequencies suggest that the sensory processing of the stimulus 

becomes more local, with low-frequency influences being less widespread at long latencies. 

The task-specific attentional modulations involved more local mechanisms, characterized by 

increased within-area coupling between lower frequencies and γ-band activity. The motion and 

orientation discrimination task each selectively increased within-region PAC in areas with known 

functional specialization for the task: respectively V5 and MT, or V1. Before and after stimulus onset, 

these same regions showed task-specific increases in PAC (β-γ and α-γ, respectively). Importantly, 

these cortical regions are likely to encode the task-specific, behaviorally relevant representations of the 

stimulus, i.e., motion coherence or Gabor’s orientation (Ahlfors et al., 1999; Bosking et al., 1997; 

Koelewijn et al., 2011; Schoenfeld et al., 2007; Simoncelli & Olshausen, 2001). 

Our findings provide first evidence of a link between the anticipatory increases in β-γ PAC, and 

the early stimulus-evoked α-γ PAC enhancement. This link suggests that local mechanisms of phase-

amplitude coupling may control the task-specificity of selective attention, by selectively involving 

functionally specialized regions of the sensory cortex. Pre-stimulus β-γ PAC and post-stimulus α-γ 

PAC changes may have different functional roles. The pre-stimulus mechanism may enhance 

endogenous content reactivation in sensory cortex (Spitzer & Haegens, 2017), whereas the post-

stimulus mechanism may provide a content-specific boosting in the sensory processing of exogenous 

relevant information (Bonnefond and Jensen, 2015; Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010). This distinction 

between endogenous and exogenous-driven mechanisms is supported by the distinct effects observed 

in the anticipatory and reactive intervals, and the different low-frequency carriers they are associated 

with. The theory of communication based on nested oscillations proposes that low-frequency 

synchronization (θ, α, or β-band) establishes inter-areal communication at large-scale, by mediating 

local excitability (reflected by γ-band activity) (Bonnefond et al., 2017). The local cross-frequency 

coupling of slow and fast oscillations allows to coordinate temporally the information routing of γ-

band activity (Buzsáki, 2006; Buzsáki & Wang, 2012; Canolty et al., 2006; Canolty & Knight, 2010; 

Jensen & Colgin, 2007; Penny et al., 2008; Voytek et al., 2010). In line with this, pre-stimulus task-

specific β-γ PAC systematically varied with the network role of the respective nodes: the greater the 

increase in β-band local efficiency, the greater the β-γ PAC enhancement due to attention. This shows 
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a direct link between local processes and the network role of the area in anticipation of task-relevant 

stimuli. Stimulus-evoked α-γ PAC, however, did not correlate with network properties, but was driven 

by α-band desynchronization and local release from inhibition, which served to enhance the processing 

of task-relevant stimuli, in line with the gating by inhibition hypothesis (Mazaheri & Jensen, 2010). 

Here, we extend this hypothesis by showing that the local release from inhibitory gating depends on 

the specific task demands, and occurs only in cortical regions encoding the stimuli task-relevant 

representations. 

For functional connectivity analyses, we employed state-of-the-art multivariate methods 

(Baccalá & Sameshima, 2014), and a recently developed adaptive filter that was specifically designed 

for fast-changing signals like VEPs (Pascucci et al., 2019). While we considered a large-scale network 

of 22 brain-wide cortical regions for our analyses, one potential limitation is linked to unobserved 

common inputs (Bastos & Schoffelen, 2016; Pagnotta et al., 2018b). Previous studies revealed that the 

pulvinar and mediodorsal thalamus play a role in attentional control in non-human primates 

(Fiebelkorn et al., 2019; Saalmann et al., 2012). We did not include the thalamus as a ROI, due to the 

EEG intrinsic limitations in accurately reconstructing subcortical activity (although see Seeber et al., 

2019). Hence, our results provide an account exclusively for the cortico-cortical interactions in 

mediating selective attention. In the future, the use of invasive recordings in clinical populations and 

implanted patients may provide further insights about the role of subcortical structures in controlling 

attention and other cognitive functions. 

6.4. Methods 

6.4.1. Participants 

Twenty healthy human participants (13 female; all right-handed; ages 19–34 y, M=23.25, SD=4.15) 

with normal or corrected-to-normal vision (visual acuity across participants 1.10–1.63, M=1.40, 

SD=0.19; Freiburg visual acuity test (Bach, 1996)) took part in the study for monetary compensation 

(20.– CHF/hour). The study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki on 

“Medical Research Involving Human Subjects” and after approval by the responsible ethics committee 

(Commission cantonale d'éthique de la recherche sur l'être humain, CER-VD). Written informed 

consent was obtained from each participant prior to the experimental sessions. Data from one 

participant (male, age = 22) were excluded because of excessive artifacts in the EEG. 
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6.4.2. Experimental design 

Visual stimuli were Random Dot Kinematograms (RDK: 10° field-size, 1200 dots, 0.2° dot-size, 

infinite dot-life, and 4°/s dot-speed), that were contrast-modulated through a Gaussian-windowed 

sinusoidal grating (Gabor: 6° width at 3 SDs, and 0.5 cycles/° spatial frequency), such that the Gabor 

determined the visible region of the RDK and its spatial pattern of contrast (Figure 6.1A). The 

orientation of the Gabor ranged between 45° and -45° off-vertical, and phase varied randomly at every 

trial. In the RDK, a subset of dots moved coherently either towards left or towards right (signal-dots), 

while the remaining dots moved with random walks (noise-dots), in such a way that their direction 

varied at every frame but their speed was kept constant. Stimuli were presented on a gray background 

for 300 ms always at the same spatial location, around a central fixation spot that was constantly on 

the screen (0.2° size, and (0,0,160) color in RGB digital 8-bit notation). The inter-trial interval (ITI) 

was randomly varied between 800 and 1000 ms. The generation and presentation of the visual stimuli 

was performed using a combination of in-house Python codes and PsychoPy Builder (Peirce et al., 

2019). 

The study consisted of three separate experimental sessions: one behavioral (approx. 45 

minutes), one EEG (approx. 60 minutes), and one session of fMRI (approx. 45 minutes). In all 

sessions, the participants were asked to performed different tasks on the same type of visual stimuli. 

The behavioral session comprised two different tasks in separate blocks (100 trials), requiring a 

two-choice response. At the beginning of each block, participants were either instructed to report the 

perceived motion direction in the RDK (left vs. right, motion discrimination task), or the off-vertical 

tilt of the Gabor (left vs. right, orientation discrimination task), by pressing the corresponding key on a 

keyboard. The aim of the behavioral session was to determine individual thresholds for coherent 

motion and orientation discrimination, in order to level performance for the two tasks in the EEG and 

fMRI sessions, keeping accuracy at 82% of correct responses for both tasks. Thresholds were 

estimated using an adaptive staircase procedure (Watson & Pelli, 1983). We used starting values of 

60% for signal-dots and 4° for angle of orientation, while the task-irrelevant feature was kept constant 

during the staircase procedure (40% of signal-dots in the orientation discrimination task and ±3° off-

vertical in the motion discrimination task). This allowed to obtain individual discrimination thresholds 

at the same level of accuracy across participants, both for the motion discrimination task (signal-dots 

percentages 10.61–89.82, M=44.50, SD=29.09) and for the orientation discrimination task (angles of 

orientation 1.53°–4.30°, M=2.45°, SD=0.72°). These individually calibrated values were used to define 

stimuli in the subsequent EEG and fMRI sessions. 

During neuroimaging sessions, participants also performed an additional control task, where 

they had to report sporadic color changes in the fixation spot lasting 200 ms (from dark blue to red, 

30% of trials; Figure 6.1A) by pressing a response button. To ensure that the timing of these color 
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changes was unpredictable, we presented them at any time during the trial, randomly. Trials in which 

the color change overlapped with visual stimuli appearance were excluded from the successive 

analyses. This design resulted in two conditions in which the RDK was task-relevant (motion or 

orientation discrimination) and one condition where it was task-irrelevant (color change detection). 

We refer to these two conditions as ‘Attended’ and ‘Unattended’, indicating the type of attentional 

processing required for the RDK stimuli.  

The EEG session consisted of 160 trials divided in 4 blocks for each of the three task-conditions 

(12 blocks in total). Small breaks were offered between blocks. The fMRI session followed a similar 

block structure, but with less trials (48 trials per task-condition). A fixed 12 s break was presented 

after each block, following the instruction to “REST” (Rest period), with the exception of the last Rest 

period that lasted 60 s. Task order was counterbalanced across participants in each of the three 

experimental sessions. Participants had a limited time to respond (1500 ms), after which the response 

for that trial was considered incorrect. 

6.4.3. MRI materials and procedures 

6.4.3.1. Data acquisition and preprocessing 

MRI data were collected using a Discovery MR750 3.0T (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, USA) at the 

cantonal hospital, HFR Fribourg. First, functional data were collected with T2*-weighted EPI 

sequence with 40 slices each, 3 mm slice-thickness, 0.3 mm spacing between slices, interleaved 

bottom-up slice acquisition, anterior-to-posterior phase encoding direction, 2500 ms repetition rime 

(TR), 30 ms echo time (TE), and 85° flip-angle. The first 4 volumes of each run were discarded from 

analyses. Functional data acquisition was performed while each participant performed the visual 

discrimination tasks. Behavioral responses were collected using an MRI-compatible fiber optic 

response pad (Current Designs Inc., Philadelphia, PA, USA). Stimuli were presented on a 

NordicNeuroLab (Bergen, Norway) MRI-compatible LCD monitor (32 inches diagonal size, 1920 x 

1080 resolution, 405 c/m2 surface luminance, 4000:1 contrast, 60 Hz refresh rate, 6.5 ms response 

time), placed above the scanner-bed at a distance of 244 cm from the participant’s eyes and visible to 

the participant through a mirror placed on the head coil. Participants who needed optical correction 

(e.g., for myopia) wore MRI-compatible glasses with the appropriate lenses. Next, an anatomical 

whole-head image was acquired using a T1-weighted BRAVO 3D sequence with 280 slices, 1 mm 

isotropic voxels, 730 ms TR, 2.8 ms TE, 9° flip-angle, 256 x 256 mm2 field of view (FOV), and 900 

ms inversion time (TI). 

The preprocessing of both functional and structural images was performed using the Statistical 

Parametric Mapping (SPM) toolbox (Penny et al., 2011), in its SPM12 version (University College 

London, London, UK; https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Functional images were first aligned to the 
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mean of each session using a two-pass realignment procedure for motion correction, and successively 

a slice-timing correction was applied (Sladky et al., 2011). After realignment, the mean functional 

image was coregistered to the anatomical image using the normalized mutual information as cost 

function. The standard segmentation procedure in SPM12 was applied to obtain individual masks for 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and white matter (WM), which were used to extract the time courses of CSF 

and WM signals for each participant. At last, all images were normalized to Montreal Neurological 

Institute and Hospital (MNI) stereotaxic space using a fourth-order B-spline interpolation and 

smoothed with a Gaussian filter (8 mm FWHM kernel). 

6.4.3.2. fMRI statistical analysis 

A two-stage approach based on a general linear model (GLM) was employed to analyze the functional 

images (Friston et al., 1994). In this approach, the first-level analysis was implemented using a block 

design with four regressors of interest, each modeled with a boxcar function convolved with the 

canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF). Four regressors of interest were defined to model 

the two Attended conditions (Attend-motion and Attend-orientation), Unattended condition, and Rest 

periods. The GLM included also a set of nuisance regressors that modeled the six motion realignment 

parameters, the mean signals in CSF and WM, and a constant term. Finally, a high-pass filter (200 s 

cutoff) was applied to the functional images time series, which allowed removing noise at very low 

frequencies. 

At the first, individual level of analysis, two contrasts were considered to obtain task-related 

activation maps: i) “Attended vs. Unattended”; ii) “Attended vs. Rest”. In the first contrast, the 

difference between the two Attended conditions and the Unattended one was computed, which 

allowed identifying areas that were differentially active across task-relevant and task-irrelevant 

conditions (two-tailed test). The second contrast was based on the difference between Attended 

conditions and Rest period, which allowed identifying areas more strongly engaged by the tasks (one-

tailed test). The second-level group analysis was implemented on the previously obtained statistical 

maps and involved voxel-wise t-test comparison across participants. Here, participants were modeled 

as random effects, and statistical significance was assessed at the group level using an uncorrected 

voxel-based threshold p<0.001, together with a minimum cluster-size of 5 voxels (Figure 6.3A–B). 

The results of this procedure were used to extract ROIs for source-space EEG analyses (see section 

6.4.5). 

6.4.4. EEG materials and procedures 

6.4.4.1. Data acquisition and preprocessing 

EEG recordings were collected at the Department of Psychology, University of Fribourg. During the 

EEG session, participants were sitting inside a dark shielded room, with their head leaning on a 
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chinrest positioned at 71 cm from a VIEWPixx /EEGTM (VPixx Technologies Inc., Saint-Bruno, 

Canada) LCD monitor (24 inches diagonal size, 1920 x 1080 resolution, 100 cd/m2 luminance, 120 Hz 

refresh rate, 1 ms pixel response time). A 2-button RESPONSEPixx response box (VPixx 

Technologies Inc., Saint-Bruno, Canada) was plugged into the monitor and used by the participants 

during the visual tasks. EEG data were acquired using a 128-channel ActiveTwo EEG system 

(Biosemi, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Data acquisition was performed at a sampling rate of 1024 

Hz, and signals were referenced to the Common Mode Sense (CMS) active electrode, which together 

with the Driven Right Leg (DRL) passive electrode formed a feedback loop in the system. This 

CMS/DRL loop allow to drive the common-mode voltage as close as possible to the ADC reference 

voltage in the AD-box, and to obtain an extra 40 dB common-mode rejection ratio at 50 Hz, when 

compared with using normal ground electrodes with same impedance. At the end of the EEG session, 

the 3D coordinates of the positions of the electrodes were localized for each participant using an 

ELPOS system (Zebris Medical GmbH, Isny im Allgäu, Germany). These individual electrodes’ 

positions were used for EEG source reconstruction procedure (see section 6.4.5). 

EEG preprocessing was performed using a combination of EEGLAB (Delorme et al., 2011; 

Delorme & Makeig, 2004), its plugins, and in-house scripts implemented in MATLAB (The 

MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Data were first downsampled to 500 Hz using an anti-aliasing 

filter with 125 Hz cutoff frequency and 50 Hz transition bandwidth. Afterwards, the data were 

detrended using high-pass filtering (1 Hz low-frequency cutoff), as implemented in the PREP plugin 

(Bigdely-Shamlo et al., 2015). Line noise and its harmonics were reduced using the adaptive filtering 

technique implemented in the EEGLAB plugin CleanLine (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/cleanline), 

which allows identifying and removing significant sinusoidal artifacts. Epochs were extracted using 

the time window [-1500, 1000] ms around stimulus onset. Noisy EEG channels were identified by 

visual inspection and removed before proceeding to the subsequent preprocessing steps (number of 

removed channels across participants 12–21, M=15.85, SD=2.64). Epochs contaminated by noise 

artifacts and eye movements artifacts, e.g., eye blinks occurring within 500 ms from stimulus 

presentation (either before or after), were also rejected by visual inspection (percentage of rejected 

epochs across participants 12.50–38.95%, M=23.01, SD=7.49). Decomposition of EEG data by 

independent component analysis (ICA) was performed using the FastICA algorithm (Hyvärinen & 

Oja, 2000). ICA components identified as eye artifacts or muscular activity artifacts were removed 

from the data (number of removed components across participants 5–23, M=10.30, SD=4.09). As final 

preprocessing steps, noisy EEG channels were interpolated using a spherical spline interpolation 

(Perrin et al., 1989); then, the signals were re-referenced to the common average reference (Lehmann 

& Skrandies, 1980). 
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We excluded trials with incorrect responses, and the amount of trials across task-conditions was 

balanced within-subjects (number of trials per task-condition across participants 74–127, M=103.5, 

SD=15.3). This choice was motivated by the fact that functional connectivity analysis can be sensitive 

to the amount of trials (Astolfi et al., 2008; Toppi et al., 2012), and consequently an imbalance of trials 

between task-conditions may create spurious differences from comparing the conditions. 

6.4.4.2. Visual-evoked potentials and power spectra 

The VEPs of each participant were obtained by separately averaging the epochs of the three task-

conditions. VEPs analysis was confined to three clusters on sensor-space: centro-occipital (CO), left 

occipito-temporal (lOT), and right occipito-temporal (rOT). Each electrode-cluster comprised 7 

electrode sites from the 128-channel Biosemi cap, using the same subdivision adopted in (Daffner et 

al., 2012). Each trial was baseline corrected before computing VEPs, using the 200 ms pre-stimulus 

interval as baseline. A repeated-measures ANOVA was employed to compare the three task-conditions 

in each of the pre-selected sensor-space macro-area. Statistical significance was assessed at alpha-level 

of 0.05, using false discovery rate (FDR) correction for multiple comparisons (Benjamini & Hochberg, 

1995). In addition, a temporal stability criterion was imposed on the results so that only significant 

results that exhibited stability over at least 5 time frames (10 ms) survived. Post-hoc analysis was 

carried out using the Fisher–Hayter procedure (Hayter, 1986), in each of the time intervals that showed 

a statistically significant difference from the repeated-measures ANOVA. 

Power spectral density analysis was performed on sensor-space time series in two time windows 

of interest: ‘anticipatory’ and ‘reactive’. The anticipatory window was defined as the last 300 ms pre-

stimulus onset. The reactive window was selected as the interval 200–500 ms post-stimulus onset, 

because it is when strong stimulus-induced power changes are typically observed at low-frequencies 

(Klimesch et al., 2001, 2007; Mazaheri & Picton, 2005; Schmiedt et al., 2014). Power spectrum at 

each electrode location was estimated in the 1–100 Hz range, using a multitaper method based on 

orthogonal tapers given by Slepian sequences, whose complete description and MATLAB 

implementation were provided in previous works (Mitra & Pesaran, 1999; Pagnotta et al., 2018b, 

2018a). In this approach, the time-bandwidth product (NW) regulates the trade-off between variance 

and bias of the spectral estimates (Pagnotta et al., 2018b). To accommodate for the different 

characteristics of the spectral components at low and high frequencies, two distinct time-bandwidth 

products were here used for frequencies up to 45 Hz (NW=3) and for frequencies above 45 Hz 

(NW=16). 

Attended and Unattended conditions were compared by using a cluster-based permutation 

approach over frequencies and EEG electrodes locations, with 30 mm maximum distance to define 

neighboring electrodes. In this and every other analysis using a cluster-based permutation approach, to 
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compare Attended and Unattended conditions, we employed the same settings: two-tailed t-test 

(p<0.05), 50000 permutations, and p<0.05 for the permutation test (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007). 

6.4.5. EEG source reconstruction 

Source reconstruction techniques enable to estimate and localize the EEG/MEG sources of brain 

electrical activity, by solving first a forward problem and then an inverse problem (Michel et al., 

2004). For the forward problem, the volume conduction model of each participant was constructed 

using a boundary element method (BEM) (Hamalainen & Sarvas, 1989). The BEM model employed 

the information about boarder surfaces between three different tissue-types: scalp, skull, and brain. 

These surfaces were obtained from a segmentation procedure of the individual-participant anatomical 

MRI, using a Gaussian kernel for smoothing (5 voxels FWHM). The participant-specific 3D electrode 

coordinates (see section 6.4.4.1) were aligned to the head model of the same participant using an 

interactive re-alignment procedure, followed by a projection of electrodes onto the head surface. For 

group analyses on source-reconstructed EEG data, we employed a template grid based on MNI 

template anatomical MRI to define the solution points. The template comprised 1725 source-points 

(equivalent current dipoles), with 10 mm spacing, and was constrained to be within the cortical gray 

matter. Individual MRIs were warped to the template, and the inverse of this warping procedure was 

applied to the template grid. This procedure provided participant-specific grids that were no longer 

regularly spaced, but that were equivalent across participants in normalized MNI space, which 

facilitates group analysis on source-space. Finally, individual lead field matrices were computed 

considering an unconstrained-orientation forward operator, i.e., each solution point was modeled as 

three orthogonal equivalent current dipoles placed at that location. 

To solve the EEG inverse problem, we employed the linearly constrained minimum variance 

(LCMV) beamformer (Van Veen et al., 1997). The LCMV belongs to the family of spatial filtering 

methods and its implementation relies on the use on an estimate of the sensor-space covariance matrix, 

which was here estimated from the time window [-500, 500] ms around stimulus onset. Source-

reconstructed signals were extracted from 22 cortical ROIs using an approach based on singular value 

decomposition (SVD), estimating scalar-value time series that explained most of the variability across 

dipoles in each ROI (Rubega et al., 2019). The ROIs were defined with an automatic procedure 

starting from the spatially segregated cluster-peaks obtained from the fMRI statistical analysis (Figure 

6.3A–B). First, each fMRI cluster-peak was used as the center of a sphere of 15 mm radius. Then, all 

solutions points inside the sphere were selected, and tissue-type consistency was verified using the 

automated anatomical labeling (AAL2) atlas parcellations defined in MNI space, so that only the 

solution points that fell within the atlas areas were kept. This procedure allowed to uniquely identify 

each ROI, in such a way that no solution points were shared across ROIs. Table 6.2 lists the 22 ROIs 
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(Figure 6.3C–E). As a final step, an approach based on innovations orthogonalization was used for 

leakage correction (Pascual-Marqui et al., 2017). This orthogonalization approach allowed reducing 

the detrimental effects on functional connectivity analyses of zero-lag cross-correlations, which are 

due to instantaneous linear mixing between source-reconstructed signals (source leakage), and are 

known to produce spurious functional connectivity estimates (Anzolin et al., 2019). All the steps of 

EEG source reconstruction were implemented using in-house MATLAB codes and routines from 

FieldTrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011) (Radboud University, Nijmegen, The Netherlands; 

http://www.ru.nl/neuroimaging/fieldtrip). 

6.4.6. Time-varying power spectra 

To investigate local brain rhythms modulations depending on whether the stimuli were relevant or not, 

time-varying power spectra were estimated from source-reconstructed signals of all ROIs using a 

Morlet wavelet transform with central frequency parameter ω0 = 6, in combination with zero-padding 

to solve the problem of edge effects (Torrence & Compo, 1998). Time-varying spectral estimates were 

estimated for frequencies between 1 Hz and 100 Hz. This procedure was performed for each 

participant and task-condition using MATLAB codes provided in (Pagnotta et al., 2018a), after 

subtracting the ensemble mean across trials from single-trial data, which allows minimizing the 

influence of evoked responses on power spectra (Kalcher & Pfurtscheller, 1995; Rajan et al., 2018). A 

cluster-based permutation approach was used to compare time-varying power spectra of Attended and 

Unattended conditions, over time frames (from -50 to 600 ms, w.r.t. stimulus onset) and frequencies 

(1–100 Hz). 

6.4.7. Cross-frequency coupling 

6.4.7.1. Anticipatory cross-frequency coupling 

Cross-frequency coupling was measured in terms of dependence between phase of low-frequency 

oscillations and amplitude of high-frequency oscillations, which is called phase-amplitude coupling, or 

PAC. Among the available types of cross-frequency coupling, we employed the PAC because of its 

more clear functional role and physiological plausibility (Canolty & Knight, 2010; Voytek et al., 

2010). Several approaches have been proposed to measure PAC (Canolty et al., 2006; Martínez-

Cancino et al., 2019; Penny et al., 2008; Tort et al., 2010; Voytek et al., 2013). We employed the 

modulation index based on GLM (Penny et al., 2008) to calculate PAC (within-region), using the 

Event-Related Phase-Amplitude Coupling Toolbox (Martínez-Cancino et al., 2019). The ensemble 

mean was preliminary subtracted from single-trial data for each participant and task-condition, before 

PAC estimation. The central frequency for the phase time series (fPHASE) ranged from 4 Hz to 30 Hz in 

1Hz-steps, and the higher central frequency for the amplitude time series (fAMPLITUDE) ranged from 40 
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Hz to 100 Hz in 2Hz-steps. The bandwidth of the band-pass filters to estimate the phase time series 

(BWPHASE) and the amplitude time series (BWAMPLITUDE) were defined according to the following 

expressions: 

𝐵𝑊!"#$%(𝐻𝑧) = 𝑓!"#$% − 1, 𝑓!"#$% + 1
𝐵𝑊!"#$%&'()(𝐻𝑧) = 𝑓!"#$%&'() − 𝑓!"#$% + 1 , 𝑓!"#$%&'() + 𝑓!"#$% + 1

 (6.1) 

Filtering was applied to the pre-stimulus interval [-300, 0) ms, using two buffer windows of 1850 ms, 

before and after the interval of interest. Each buffer window consisted of 600 ms of observed signal 

and the rest zeros, such that filtering was applied every time to a 4000 ms window. A combination of 

high-pass and low-pass finite impulse response (FIR) filters was employed to band-pass filter the data 

in the frequency bands of interest. Next, the Hilbert transform was applied to extract the analytic 

signals from which instantaneous low-frequency phase and high-frequency amplitude time series were 

estimated, which allowed computing PAC in the time window of interest using the GLM-based 

method. This procedure was repeated for every combination of fPHASE and fAMPLITUDE, in each trial. The 

averages across trials of anticipatory PAC estimates were compared over all pairs of fPHASE and 

fAMPLITUDE between Attended and Unattended conditions, using a cluster-based permutation approach. 

We excluded from the analysis all the fPHASE–fAMPLITUDE pairs for which BWAMPLITUDE overlapped with 

BWPHASE. 

Since strong imbalances in the power spectra between conditions can lead to spurious PAC 

differences (Aru et al., 2015), a control analysis based on a stratification procedure was performed 

separately for each ROI using the ft_stratify function from FieldTrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011), with 

1000 iterations. At each iteration, this procedure selects subsets of trials from the two conditions with 

matched distributions of power spectra across trials, for both phase and amplitude frequency bands. 

Balanced numbers of trials between conditions were maintained during this procedure. The final 

estimates from this control analysis were obtained as the median across iterations of the power-

balanced estimates, and these were compared between Attended and Unattended using cluster-based 

permutation. The control analysis based on stratification was used to confirm the between-condition 

differences in anticipatory PAC. 

6.4.7.2. Reactive cross-frequency coupling 

A measure of stimulus-evoked cross-frequency coupling was computed for each task-condition using 

the instantaneous phase-locking value (PLV) between the low-frequency phase and the phase of 

amplitude-filtered high-frequency signal (Lachaux et al., 1999; Pascucci et al., 2018). As in the case of 

anticipatory cross-frequency coupling, the ensemble mean was preliminary subtracted from single-trial 

data for each participant and task-condition, and the analysis was restricted to the subset of nine 

occipito-temporal ROIs. Reactive PLV estimates were obtained at each time frame by averaging the 

instantaneous contributes across trials. The analysis was performed on the post-stimulus interval 
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between 0 and 500 ms, using two buffer windows (before/after), each of 1450 ms length (including 

300 ms of observed signal). Low-frequency ranges were separately defined in α and β-band, as fPHASE 

= 10 Hz and fPHASE = 20 Hz for the comparison between Attend-motion and Unattended, and as fPHASE 

= 8 Hz and fPHASE = 17 Hz for the comparison between Attend-orientation and Unattended. These 

values were selected on the basis of task-specific results, obtained by comparing time-varying power 

spectra (Figure 6.2D and Figure 6.S1D). For the amplitude time series, fAMPLITUDE ranged always from 

50 Hz to 100 Hz in 2Hz-steps. The bandwidths of the two band-pass filters were chosen in the same 

way as in the anticipatory PAC analysis (equation (6.1), section 6.4.7.1). The procedure of filtering 

(FIR-based) and analytic signals extraction (using Hilbert transform) was carried out as previously 

done for the anticipatory PAC estimation. A cluster-based permutation approach over time frames and 

amplitude high-frequencies was employed to compare PLV estimates between Attended and 

Unattended conditions. 

6.4.8. Large-scale network analyses 

To measure the frequency-specific directed functional connections among brain regions we used the 

information form of partial directed coherence (iPDC) (Takahashi et al., 2010). The iPDC is based on 

the notion of Granger-Geweke causality (Geweke, 1984; Granger, 1969), which relies on the concepts 

of temporal precedence and statistical predictability between simultaneously recorded time-series, 

extended to the spectral-domain (Seth et al., 2015). Computationally the iPDC is derived from a 

multivariate autoregressive (MVAR) model with a certain order, which determines the number of past 

observations included in the model. To derive iPDC estimates the MVAR coefficients are Fourier 

transformed, appropriately weighted by noise covariance matrix contributes to overcome the scale-

variance problem, and finally normalized (Baccalá & Sameshima, 2014). The iPDC is a measure of 

the partialized delayed functional interactions among brain regions, which is able to characterize the 

interaction directionality between two regions (directed measure), as well as discerning direct from 

indirect or mediated paths of connections (directness). More precisely, the iPDC from the j-th time 

series to the i-th time series is equivalent to the squared coherence between the innovation process 

associated with i and the partialized version of j, which via appropriate logarithmic expression and 

integration provides the mutual information rates between these two processes (Baccalá & Sameshima, 

2014; Takahashi et al., 2010). 

6.4.8.1. Anticipatory functional connectivity 

To investigate the anticipatory network-level modulations of attention, we performed a directed 

functional connectivity analysis on the pre-stimulus interval [-300, 0) ms. Preprocessing included 

signal decimation by a factor of 2 (new sampling rate 250 Hz), removal of temporal mean and 

ensemble mean from single-trial data to meet zero-mean assumptions, and use of the augmented 
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Dickey–Fuller test for stationarity as implemented in the Oxford MFE Toolbox 

(https://www.kevinsheppard.com/code/matlab/mfe-toolbox/). An optimal model order was selected for 

each participant and task-condition as the value that provided the minimum difference between the 

power spectra obtained from parametric MVAR-modeling and those obtained using a nonparametric 

approach based on multitaper (see section 6.4.4.2). Within participants, the model order was fixed as 

the maximum optimal value across task-conditions (model orders across participants 7–18, M=14.05, 

SD=3.27). A stepwise least squares MVAR model estimation was then performed on pre-stimulus 

interval to derive iPDC estimates in our network of 22 ROIs, for each task-condition. The iPDC 

estimates were computed on the range 1–100 Hz, in 1Hz-steps. 

Measures from graph theory were used to characterize large-scale topological properties of the 

frequency-specific directed functional networks in Attended and Unattended conditions (Rubinov & 

Sporns, 2010). For this purpose, each brain region was considered as a node in a graph and two 

measures were estimated: global efficiency and local efficiency. The global efficiency is the average 

inverse shortest path length and indicates the level of network global integration (Latora & Marchiori, 

2001). The single node’s local efficiency is the global efficiency of the local subgraph comprising all 

its immediate neighbors (Latora & Marchiori, 2001). The network’s local efficiency is computed as 

average efficiency of all local subgraphs, and indicates the level of local integration within subgraphs. 

High local efficiency suggests functional segregation within the network (Rubinov & Sporns, 2010). 

Both global efficiency and local efficiency were computed for each participant and task-condition 

from the full matrix of iPDC estimates, i.e., from a fully-connected, weighted and directed adjacency 

matrix. Subgraphs and nodes’ neighbors were thus determined by the interaction strengths: the 

stronger the connection weight between two nodes, the closer they are functionally. 

When we consider global and local efficiency derived from iPDC-based graphs, we can talk 

about frequency-specific levels of functional integration among brain regions, respectively globally 

and within subgraphs, for two reasons. First, the iPDC has a clear interpretation in terms of between-

processes mutual information rates, providing an association with the notion of information flow 

(Baccalá & Sameshima, 2014; Takahashi et al., 2010). Second, thanks to its partialization approach, 

the iPDC provides the directness of functional connections. It is therefore reasonable to characterize 

the cascades of these direct connections as paths of integration between regions, unlike when using 

classical measures such as cross-correlations and spectral coherence (Rubinov & Sporns, 2010). 

Each graph measure was separately compared between Attended and Unattended conditions 

using a two-tailed t-test (p<0.05, with FDR correction). Graph measures were derived using the Brain 

Connectivity Toolbox (Rubinov & Sporns, 2010) (http://www.brain-connectivity-toolbox.net). All the 

other steps of the functional connectivity analysis were performed using in-house scripts implemented 

in MATLAB. 
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6.4.8.2. Reactive time-varying functional connectivity 

To accommodate the non-stationarity of VEP signals and obtain time-varying functional interactions 

among brain areas, the iPDC can be derived from a time-varying MVAR (tvMVAR) model of the 

signals, which can be computed using adaptive algorithms (Arnold et al., 1998a; Milde et al., 2010; 

Pagnotta & Plomp, 2018). This procedure allows obtaining iPDC estimates over frequencies and time 

frames. Time-varying iPDC was computed in the interval [-1500, 800] ms for each participant and 

task-condition, after decimating single-trial data by a factor of two, and subtracting their temporal and 

ensemble means. We performed tvMVAR modeling with the Self-Tuning Optimized Kalman filter 

(STOK) algorithm (Pascucci et al., 2019), using a percentage of variance explained of 99% for setting 

the filtering factor threshold (Hansen, 1987). As in the anticipatory connectivity analysis, the model 

order was selected by comparing parametric and nonparametric power spectra in the post-stimulus 

interval between 0 and 500 ms (model orders across participants 11–21, M=17.53, SD=2.76). 

Measures of time-varying global efficiency and local efficiency were estimated in the time 

window [-20, 500] ms in three frequency bands of interest (α, β, and γ-band). For each frequency 

band, the time-frequency iPDC estimates were first averaged over frequency bins inside that band, 

then used to derive time-varying global efficiency and local efficiency, and finally compared between 

Attended and Unattended conditions using a paired sample t-test (p<0.05 with FDR correction). For 

the comparison between Attend-motion and Unattended, the frequency bands were selected as 8–12 

Hz (α-band), 17–23 Hz (β-band), and 70–95 Hz (γ-band), based on the results on time-varying power 

spectra (Figure 6.2D) and α-γ PAC (Figure 6.6A). For the comparison between Attend-orientation and 

Unattended, the frequency bands were 6–10 Hz (α-band), 14–20 Hz (β-band), and 65–95 Hz (γ-band) 

(Figure 6.S1D and Figure 6.6B). 

All connectivity analyses were performed on source-reconstructed time series, because analyses 

applied on EEG sensor-space time series do not allow any meaningful interpretation in terms of 

interacting brain sources (Brunner et al., 2016; Van de Steen et al., 2016). 

6.4.9. Correlation between local network properties and PAC 

In cortical regions that showed a significant anticipatory modulation in PAC, we investigated whether 

there was a relationship between PAC and single-node local network properties, as revealed by the 

single-node local efficiency. In each region, we identified the cluster of fPHASE–fAMPLITUDE pairs that 

showed significant differences between Attended and Unattended conditions (Figure 6.5), which 

allowed defining also the significant frequency ranges for fPHASE and fAMPLITUDE. For example, 

comparing Attend-motion and Unattended, in region V5-R the significant cluster is highlighted in 

opaque red in Figure 6.5A (β-γ PAC), and the two significant ranges are 24–27 Hz for fPHASE (β-band) 

and 54–80 Hz for fAMPLITUDE (γ-band). Participant-specific PAC estimates were averaged over the 
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significant cluster, separately for Attend-motion and Unattended, and a variation in PAC (ΔPAC) was 

computed as the difference between Attend-motion and Unattended, normalized by the latter. In a 

similar way, but separately for the two significant ranges for fPHASE and fAMPLITUDE (in the example β-

band and γ-band), participant-specific estimates of the region’s local efficiency (single-node) were 

averaged over each significant range, separately for Attend-motion and Unattended, and a variation in 

single-node local efficiency (ΔElocal) was computed as the difference between Attend-motion and 

Unattended, normalized by the latter. We estimated the correlation between ΔPAC and ΔElocal across 

participants using the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient. Outliers were removed using a robust 

regression with bisquare weighting function, as implemented in robustfit function in MATLAB, on the 

basis of the studentized residuals (t-distribution with 17 degrees of freedom: p<0.05). The same 

analysis was performed for the comparison between Attend-orientation and Unattended, focusing on 

the set of regions that showed significant differences in anticipatory PAC (Figure 6.5B). 
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6.5. Supplementary figures 

 

 

 
Figure 6.S1. Attentional modulation of brain rhythms: comparison between Attend-orientation and Unattended. 
Results of sensor-space power spectra analysis are shown for anticipatory (A) and reactive (C) time intervals. Each figure 
represents the distribution of statistically significant differences (positive t-values for Attend-motion higher than Unattended, 
and vice versa negative t-values) from cluster-based permutation (two-tailed t-test with p<0.05, 50000 permutations, and 
p<0.05 for the permutation test), together with the topographical distributions of these differences in α-band (bottom) and β-
band (top). B) The polar histogram represents the effect sizes for each ROI of source-space power differences between 
conditions in β-band (15–30 Hz). D) The figure shows the results of source-space time-varying power spectra analysis, with 
the distribution of statistically significant differences from cluster-based permutation (two-tailed t-test with p<0.05, 50000 
permutations, and p<0.05 for the permutation test). The marginal plots show time- or frequency-collapsed distributions of 
significant differences in power spectra. The polar histograms on the right represent the effect sizes for each ROI of power 
differences between conditions, in the following frequency bands: α (5–12 Hz), β (15–30 Hz), and γ (45–100 Hz). Effect 
sizes were estimated using Cohen's d (Cohen, 1992). 
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Figure 6.S2. Anticipatory differences in local PAC: control analysis based on stratification (1000 iterations). 
Differences in within-region anticipatory PAC are shown for each pair fPHASE– fAMPLITUDE, for Attend-motion compared to 
Unattended (A) and for Attend-orientation compared to Unattended (B). The figure reports only the regions that showed 
significant differences from the cluster-based permutation comparison (two-tailed t-test with p<0.05, 50000 permutations, 
and p<0.05 for the permutation test), which are highlighted as more opaque. The black areas indicate fPHASE–fAMPLITUDE pairs 
excluded from the analysis (see Methods). 

 

 
Figure 6.S3. Stimulus-evoked differences in network efficiency. Differences between Attend-orientation and Unattended 
are shown for three frequency bands, A) α-band, B) β-band, and C) γ-band. Left panels show global network efficiency, right 
panels local efficiency. Gray shading represents the standard error of the mean. Green vertical shades represent latencies that 
showed statistically significant results in the two-tailed t-test (pFDR<0.05). 
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7. General discussion 

The main goal of this thesis was to reveal how dynamic cortical network interactions mediate selective 

attention in the human brain, depending on the specific task demands. Specifically, I attempted to 

address the following aspects of selective attention: i) the frequency-specificity of large-scale cortical 

network interactions, ii) the possible relationships between global network and local cortical 

interactions, and iii) their dynamics. This required a time-varying directed connectivity method able to 

correctly and reliably estimate dynamic large-scale network interactions. 

7.1. Time-varying directed connectivity methods 

7.1.1. Main findings 

Time-varying directed connectivity methods allow to estimate dynamically the patterns of directed 

functional connections from electrophysiological recordings with high temporal resolution, like those 

obtained noninvasively using EEG and MEG. There are two main classes of such methods that depend 

on either parametric multivariate autoregressive modeling (Milde et al., 2010; Möller et al., 2001; 

Omidvarnia et al., 2011; Schlögl, 2000), or nonparametric spectral decomposition of the recorded 

signals (Dhamala et al., 2008a, 2008b). While these methods have been previously tested in numerical 

simulations (Leistritz et al., 2013; Milde et al., 2010; Schlögl, 2000; Toppi et al., 2012), it was unclear 

how they actually performed in real data. 

Therefore, I employed a combination of numerical simulations and real benchmark data (Plomp, 

Quairiaux, Michel, et al., 2014; Quairiaux et al., 2011) to systematically assess and compare the 

performance of currently available time-varying directed connectivity methods (methodological 

project). Both parametric (Pagnotta & Plomp, 2018) and nonparametric methods (Pagnotta et al., 

2018b) were assessed in this methodological project. 

Overall, the findings of these two studies proved the ability of existing methods to correctly 

characterize dynamic, frequency-specific oscillatory interactions. The results highlighted strengths and 

weaknesses of the different methods, suggesting best practices for application in real data and showing 

possible interpretability limitations that are discussed in the following. 

The results showed how model order and adaptation coefficients should be properly optimized 

in parametric methods to guarantee a good trade-off between reduced connectivity estimates 

variability and improved estimation accuracy on the one side, and adaptation speed and ability to track 

fast phenomena on the other (Pagnotta & Plomp, 2018). Unlike parametric methods, nonparametric 
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ones do not require the selection of model order. However, nonparametric methods still demand the a 

priori selection of spectral decomposition parameters, and the results demonstrated that their 

estimation accuracy can strongly depend on parameters choice (Pagnotta et al., 2018b). For this 

reason, a proper optimization and careful selection should be carried out also for this second class of 

methods. 

The results revealed that one considerable advantage of using parametric methods is related to 

their reduced computational time, compared to nonparametric ones. Even though the higher robustness 

of nonparametric methods against signal downsampling is an appealing feature to reduce sampling rate 

and to lower the computational time of processing (Pagnotta et al., 2018b), the investigation of high-

dimensional networks may still be problematic using these methods. For these reasons, to investigate 

the dynamic reorganization of large-scale cortical network interactions during visual selective 

attention, I decided to adopt a parametric approach. 

Taken together, the findings of the methodological studies not only provided the electrical 

neuroimaging connectivity community with a comprehensive benchmark evaluation of existing time-

varying directed connectivity methods, but they also represented a starting point in our group for the 

development of methods with improved characteristics and performance. For instance, we developed a 

novel improved parametric algorithm (spsm-GLFK), using ℓ1 norm penalties to enhance sparsity and 

reduce spurious connectivity estimates, and incorporating a smoothing procedure to reduce the 

variability of the estimates (Pagnotta et al., 2019). 

More recently, colleagues in our group proposed an innovative formulation of the Kalman filter, 

named the Self-Tuning Optimized Kalman filter or STOK (Pascucci et al., 2019). This algorithm is 

able to track rapidly changing patterns of directed functional connectivity under unknown noise 

conditions, and is optimized to guarantee higher temporal precision and robustness to noise. Since 

STOK provides a further improvement over spsm-GLFK, I therefore opted for the STOK algorithm 

for the dynamic connectivity analysis in the experimental project (see below). 

7.1.2. Limitations and future directions 

While I here assessed existing time-varying directed connectivity methods (parametric and 

nonparametric) that allow to estimate connectivity measures based on the Granger-causality 

framework, other currently available methods are based on different modeling perspectives. 

For example, a connectivity method that combines the traditional MVAR model with the hidden 

Markov model, named HMM–MAR, has been proposed for modeling brain activity as a sequence of 

states rather than a continuum in time, and this allows modeling fast sequential switching between a 

certain number of network configurations (Vidaurre et al., 2016). While HMM–MAR enables to track 

network reconfigurations with high temporal precision, the number of network configurations (or 
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states) allowed is limited. A direct comparison between HMM–MAR and MVAR-based algorithms 

could be carried out in the future to highlight advantages and disadvantages of the two distinct 

modeling perspectives. 

All methods here evaluated and more in general analyses based on the Granger-causality 

framework are referred to as exploratory techniques, because they are data-driven and do not require 

priors (Bressler & Seth, 2011; Roebroeck et al., 2011). The main advantage of these approaches is that 

they are easy and straightforward to implement, and can be used to investigate in a multivariate way 

the brain-wide network of dynamic cortical interactions, and can deal with a relatively high number of 

regions (Milde et al., 2010; Pascucci et al., 2019; Toppi et al., 2012). However, the conclusions and 

interpretations that can be drawn on the basis of their results are somewhat weaker, from a mechanistic 

perspective, compared to the so-called confirmatory techniques that rely on model-based assumptions 

on the underlying data-generating mechanisms. 

Confirmatory techniques are based on a priori specification of explicit generative models, and 

the signals are successively used to assess the plausibility of these models. The most well-known 

confirmatory model-based method is Dynamic Causal Modeling (DCM), which exploits a Bayesian 

framework to make inferences of causal mechanistic models, trying to find the most simple circuit 

diagram that explains the observed signals and responses (Friston et al., 2003). An assessment of these 

complimentary methods for dynamic directed connectivity was beyond the purpose of this work, and 

more detailed evaluations of differences and commonalities between Granger-causality analysis and 

DCM can be found elsewhere (Bajaj et al., 2016; Friston et al., 2013; Seth et al., 2015). Nevertheless, 

in the future a DCM-based approach may be used in our experiment to better characterize the possible 

role of control played by areas in the fronto-parietal cortex (Bowling et al., 2020; Bressler & Menon, 

2010; Lee & D’Esposito, 2012; Theeuwes, 2010), and to create a generative model of how specific 

top-down influences from these areas may underlie the local attentional modulations in cross-

frequency coupling observed in Chapter 6. An interesting development in this respect, is the recently 

developed DCM for phase-amplitude interactions (Fagerholm et al., 2020). 
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7.2. Dynamic mechanisms of visual selective attention 

7.2.1. Main findings 

There is a broad literature of studies that have investigated selective attention, showing its modulations 

on brain local activity and functional inter-areal interactions, and additionally revealing that attentional 

effects are dynamic (for reviews see Buschman & Kastner, 2015; Carrasco, 2011; Scolari et al., 2014). 

However, because these different aspects of selective attention have been often studied as disjointed, 

their functional relationships, possible interplay, and precise temporal dynamics have remained 

somewhat elusive over the years. 

To understand the possible links between rhythmic cortical network interactions and local 

attentional modulations and to characterize how these mediate dynamically selective attention, I 

conducted an EEG study on healthy human participants (Chapter 6; Pagnotta et al., in preparation). 

The results of this study unveiled the temporal dynamics of attentional selection, showing how 

selective attention modulates both local activity and large-scale network topology in different 

frequency bands. The results distinguished between general attentional modulations and task-specific 

effects of attention, showing how the selective anticipation and processing of task-relevant visual 

stimuli is mediated by a rapid sequence of these frequency-specific effects. 

Notably, the findings provided first evidence of the role of task-specific coupling mechanisms in 

mediating the anticipation and processing of relevant stimuli, through different low-frequency carriers. 

The results suggested that distinct cross-frequency coupling modulations may respectively underlie an 

endogenous content reactivation (Spitzer & Haegens, 2017) and an enhanced early-latency processing 

of the attended representations of the stimuli (Bonnefond & Jensen, 2015; Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010; 

Pascucci et al., 2018). The observed effects support two existing theories of how synchronization 

between neuronal oscillations may establish inter-areal communication and selective routing of 

information, and integrate them within a dynamical framework of visual attention. 

In anticipation of task-relevant stimuli, the results linked the attentional effects on local phase-

amplitude coupling to large-scale network modulations in the β-band, which supports the framework 

based on nested oscillations (Bonnefond et al., 2017). Here, the activity in the β-band may underlie 

cognitive flexibility through the formation and (re)activation of content-specific ensembles between 

brain areas (Antzoulatos & Miller, 2014, 2016; Buschman et al., 2012). This supports the notion of a 

flexible role for β-band synchronization (Spitzer & Haegens, 2017), rather than the more traditional 

view that linked β-band activity to status quo maintenance (Engel & Fries, 2010). 

On the other hand, stimulus-evoked effects at early latencies support the gating by inhibition 

hypothesis (Bonnefond & Jensen, 2015; Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010). The stimulus-evoked α-band 

desynchronization was accompanied by an increase in local α-γ cross-frequency coupling in specific 
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cortical areas, which may underlie an early attentional enhancement of sensory processing of the 

attended stimuli representations (Bonnefond et al., 2017; Pascucci et al., 2018; Popov et al., 2017). 

The results revealed that these local effects are task-specific and localized in cortical regions that are 

likely to encode the behaviorally relevant representations of the visual stimuli (motion or orientation). 

7.2.2. Limitations and future directions 

In the experimental project, the novel STOK algorithm was employed to investigate dynamic cortical 

network interactions, because of its improved characteristics in terms of temporal precision and 

robustness to noise (Pascucci et al., 2019). There are, however, some potential limitations that are 

commonly associated with functional connectivity analysis, irrespective of the methods used. 

A fundamental problem for interpretability is linked to the presence of latent, unobserved 

sources, when these mediate a connection path between two areas (observed). To investigate inter-

areal connections I employed the iPDC, which is able to solve the ambiguity between direct and 

indirect (or mediated) paths, as long as the common source signals are recorded and included in the 

multivariate modeling (Baccalá & Sameshima, 2014). These ambiguities are, however, unsolvable 

when the common inputs are not observed. This so-called problem of unobserved common inputs does 

not solely affect the framework used here, but any existing functional connectivity approach (Bastos & 

Schoffelen, 2016). In this respect, the results of the experimental project describe just how cortico-

cortical interactions support selective attention (Pagnotta et al., in preparation), but subcortical 

structures like the thalamus may also be involved in this process, by mediating the observed 

connections and local activity modulations through thalamo-cortical interactions. Recent studies in 

non-human primates have in fact showed that the thalamus enables flexible attentional control 

(Fiebelkorn et al., 2019; Saalmann et al., 2012). Here, subcortical structures were not considered due 

to the intrinsic technical limitations of the EEG. Invasive recordings from patients with implanted 

electrodes may, in the future, provide a better understanding of the role played by subcortical 

structures in mediating cognitive processes like attention, extending the findings of animal studies. 

The ability to infer causal interactions in the brain using statistical techniques like Granger 

causality has been at the center of recent debate. While some argued that causal interactions estimated 

using statistical techniques are mis-inferenced, due to their inability to reveal mechanistic insights 

(Mehler & Kording, 2018), others defended the usefulness of these measures, despite not being fully-

mechanistic, and promoted the notion that “any narrowing of the space of likely causal graphs” can be 

considered “as progress toward the ultimate goal of strong causal inferences in FC (functional 

connectivity) research” (Reid et al., 2019). The iPDC used in this work is based on the notion of 

Granger-Geweke causality (Geweke, 1984; Granger, 1969; Takahashi et al., 2010), and even though it 

is a statistical measure, its informative value relies on the ability to characterize in frequency-specific 
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manner the directionality, directness, and weights, of inter-areal functional connections (Baccalá & 

Sameshima, 2014). This allowed us to define the frequency-specific patterns of functional connections 

among brain areas that underlie selective attention (Pagnotta et al., in preparation). In the future, one 

way to directly test for the mechanistic role of the interactions observed here is through stimulation 

techniques that are able to selectively modulate neuronal oscillations, e.g., transcranial magnetic 

stimulation (TMS). Previous studies using TMS have been able not only to demonstrate a causal role 

in top-down control for certain brain areas (Hwang et al., 2019; Zanto et al., 2011), but also to provide 

causal evidence for the role of specific neuronal oscillations in attention (Riddle et al., 2019; Romei et 

al., 2010). Notably, Riddle and colleagues proved that β and γ oscillations are not simply an 

epiphenomenon of underlying neuronal computations, but they have a mechanistic role in attentional 

control, which poses promising basis for testing the role of β-γ cross-frequency interactions in 

attention. 

Furthermore, future experiments may combine θ-burst TMS with subsequent EEG to causally 

test the role played by parietal areas and regions in the prefrontal cortex in mediating the brain-wide 

connectivity and local modulations, which were observed in the experimental project (Pagnotta et al., 

in preparation). Cortical network interactions during selective attention were here characterized solely 

from a network perspective, by extracting frequency-specific measures of network topology, but 

without considering the modulations on individual connections between regions. Specific connections 

from areas in the parietal and frontal cortex, nonetheless, have been suggested to control selective 

attention through top-down signals at different frequencies (Bastos et al., 2015; Bichot et al., 2015, 

2019; Bosman et al., 2012a; Buschman & Miller, 2007; Saalmann et al., 2007). Hence, the possible 

role of control played by fronto-parietal areas and their top-down influences should be further 

investigated. The θ-burst TMS protocol has proven to be effective to inhibit specific cortical regions, 

allowing to consequently assess the brain-wide functional connectivity changes due to these ROI-

specific inhibitory effects (Hwang et al., 2019; Lee & D’Esposito, 2012; Lorenc et al., 2015). 

Combining this protocol with subsequent EEG would enable to target selectively areas in the parietal 

and prefrontal cortex and evaluate the consequent effects in term of both behavioral measures 

(reaction times, accuracy) and local and large-scale inter-areal interactions. This approach can help 

provide a better understanding of the role of top-down signals from parietal and frontal areas. 

Some other aspects of selective attention remain unclear and should be investigated further. For 

example, a compelling question for future investigations is whether the local coupling modulations 

observed in the experimental project underlie also the attentional selection of whole-object 

representations (e.g., faces or houses). I conducted a further study with experimental design similar to 

the one adopted in Pagnotta et al. (in preparation), but where the stimuli were constituted by two 

distinct objects, each becoming relevant only when its feature was attended by the participants. The 
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results of this study are expected to extend the findings presented in this thesis, and shed light on the 

large-scale cortical network dynamics of object-based attention (Schoenfeld et al., 2014). 

Another unanswered question to address in the future is whether and how large-scale network 

dynamics interact with sensorimotor cortex for motor preparation and response. In the experimental 

project, all analyses were locked in time to the onset of the visual stimulus, which enabled to 

characterize the rapid sequence of effects that support the sensory processing of the stimulus relevant 

information (Pagnotta et al., in preparation). The same analyses could also be performed with respect 

to the time instant when the participants responded in each trial. This would enable to investigate the 

dynamic reorganization of cortical network interactions during motor preparation, and its possible 

relationships with the late attentional effects that were found in Chapter 6 as persistent and distributed 

desynchronization in the α and β-band. 

Future work is also required to characterize the integration between attention and other 

cognitive processes such as working memory, because the nature of their relationships has not been 

fully determined yet. Previous studies in non-human primates showed that β-band synchronization and 

desynchronization in prefrontal cortex dynamically support executive functions and revealed also a β-

dependent phase coding of objects in working memory (Buschman et al., 2012; Siegel et al., 2009). In 

prefrontal cortex, the role played by β-band oscillations for memory formation has been also 

demonstrated causally using simultaneous TMS–EEG in humans (Hanslmayr et al., 2014). It would be 

interesting to consider experiments in which both selective attention and working memory are needed. 

This would allow investigating how β-band activity dynamically changes to flexibly support both 

cognitive processes, and how these two elements of cognitive control are integrated for the 

achievement of behavioral goals. 

7.3. Conclusions 

The methodological studies presented in this thesis contributed a comprehensive, systematic 

assessment of the most commonly used time-varying directed connectivity methods, by evaluating 

their performance in both simulations and real data. From this work we can conclude that both 

parametric and nonparametric methods are able to correctly characterize time-varying, frequency-

specific cortical interactions, after a proper optimization of their parameters. In real data applications, 

parametric methods should be preferred to investigate high-dimensional networks, by reason of their 

lower computational time of processing. Among the parametric methods tested, the GLKF is the most 

accurate and reliable, granting accurate recovery of functional interactions with good temporal 

resolution. 
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The findings of the methodological studies provided the basis for the development of the novel 

improved spsm-GLKF. This novel method outperforms the original GLKF, by promoting sparse 

solutions and incorporating a smoother to reduce estimates variability. Given the nature of neuronal 

networks, where subsets of interactions serve a variety of functional processes, connectivity measures 

that embed information about the degree of sparsity may best reflect true network states, and future 

method implementations should move in this direction. 

The experimental project leveraged time-varying directed connectivity methods to show how 

visual selective attention is supported by various mechanisms that act in rapid succession, involving 

both local and large-scale brain activity modulations at specific oscillatory rhythms. On the one hand, 

β rhythms dominate the pre-stimulus interval and support anticipatory information routing, to convey 

behaviorally relevant information to task-specific visual regions. On the other hand, α rhythms 

mediate stimulus-evoked processing, by initiating local and network changes that enhance processing 

of task-relevant exogenous signals. Hence, we conclude that distinct mechanisms serve selective 

attention in the anticipatory and reactive stages of processing. 

While these methodological and experimental findings represent a step forwards to a more 

complete understanding of the brain mechanisms that mediate selective attention, I hope that my work 

will also contribute to highlight the importance of using dynamic approaches for the investigation of 

cognitive processes in the brain, and in particular of how these processes are flexibly and dynamically 

controlled by large-scale inter-areal interactions. 
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